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Abstract
This thesis formulates and evaluates a mathematical model from an engineer's point
of view based on the currently-known information-processing processes and struc
tures of biological neurons. The specification and evaluation of the RealNeuron
model form a baseline for current use in engineering solutions and future develop
ments.
The RealNeuron is a carefully-reduced model t h a t retains the essential features of
more complex models. A systems engineering approach is used to formulate it, i.e.
the model is described as using multiple resolution levels with configurable modular
elements at each resolution level and is then implemented, verified and validated
in a bottom-up method. It is computationally efficient and only adds or subtracts
ion concentrations based on the states at the membrane structure's level. The
results are integrated at the lower levels of resolution. The RealNeuron's simple
calculations make simulations on personal computers possible by using standard
spreadsheet software for a seven-neuron classical-conditioning neural circuit. All
the simulated states at the highest level of resolution (i.e. pumps, channels, etc.),
the intermediate levels of resolution (i.e. membrane potentials, neurotransmitters
in the synapse, etc.) and the lowest level of resolution (i.e. conditioning signal,
conditioned signal, conditioned reaction, etc.) are available on a spreadsheet.
The RealNeuron is verified in a bottom-up manner. The pumps, channels and
receptors are verified first. These components are then integrated into the different
membrane types (post-synaptic membrane, main membrane, axonal membrane)
and verified while the membrane components are validated simultaneously. This
process is repeated until individual neurons have been built up and RealNeuron
networks have finally been constructed. The RealNeuron is verified and validated
in configurations for AND, NAND, OR, NOR, N O T and XOR logic functions. It is
also verified and validated by the implementation of classical conditioning.
In a noisy environment, the RealNeuron's performance is dependent on the pump's
parameters in the main membrane of the sensor neurons.
This thesis proposes t h a t a grade of machine intelligence is used to distinguish
between the different synthesis requirements for intelligent machines.
An engineering synthesis of a RealNeuron network, based on classical conditioning,
demonstrates how to implement a RealNeuron network that can be used in machines
built to the grade of machine intelligence requirement which is classical-conditioning
learning implemented with neural networks t h a t can change learned associations in
a dynamic environment.

Opsomming
Die proefskrif formuleer en evalueer 'n wiskundige model wat gebaseer is op huidige
kennis oor biologiese neurone se inligtingprosesseringprosesse en -strukture. Dit
is geformuleer vanuit die standpunt van 'n ingenieur. Die RealNeuronspesifikasie
en evaluering vorm 'n basislyn vir huidige ingenieurstoepassings en toekomstige
ontwikkeling.
Die RealNeuron is 'n sorgvuldig gereduseerde model wat die belangrike eienskappe
van meer komplekse modelle behou. 'n Stelselsingenieurswesebenadering word gebruik om die RealNeuron te formuleer, d.w.s. die model word beskryf as 'n multiresolusie en modulere model wat uit verskeie komponente in verskeie abstraksievlakke
bestaan. Die RealNeuron word gei'mplimenteer en geverifieer in 'n onder-na-bo
aanslag. Dit gebruik min berekeninge deur slegs ioon konsentrasies te verhoog
of te verlaag, gebaseer op die toestande van die membraanstruktuurvlak. Hierdie
resultate word op laer vlakke van resolusie ge'integreer. Die RealNeuron se eenvoudige berekeninge maak dit moontlik om 'n simulasie vir 'n sewe neuron klassieke
konditioneringsneuralebaan met 'n standaard sigbladprogram op 'n skootrekenaar
vinnig uit te voer. Al die gesimuleerde toestande in die hoogste resolusievlak,
d.w.s. pompe, kanale, ens., tussen resolusievlakke, d.w.s. membraanpotensiale, oordragstowwe in die sinapse, ens., en laagste resolusievlak, d.w.s. kondisioneringsein,
ongekondisioncerde-sein, gekondisioneerde-reaksie, is in die sigblad sigbaar.
Die RealNeuron word geverifieer met 'n onder-na-bo aanslag. Eerste word die
pompe, kanale en metaboliese reseptore geverifieer. Hierdie komponente word
dan ge'integreer in die verskillende membraantipes (postsinapsmembraan, hoofmembraan, aksonmembraan) en terselfde tyd word die membraankomponente gevalideer.
Die proses word herhaal totdat individuele neurone opgebou is en uiteindelik 'n
RealNeuronnetwerk. Die RealNeuron word geverifieer in EN-, NEN-, OF-, NOF-,
N1E-, en EOF-logiese funksiekonfigurasies. Dit word ook geverifieer en -valideer in
'n implementering van klassieke konditionering.
Die RealNeuron se ruisprestasie is afhanklik van die pompparameters in die hoofinembraan van die sensorneuron.
Hierdie proefskrif stel voor dat 'n graad van masjienintelligensie gebruik word
om te onderskei tussen die verskillende sintesevereistes vir intelligente masjiene.
Verder word die graad van masjienintelligensie gestel wat vereis dat 'n masjien
veranderdende-assosiasies in 'n dinamiese-omgewing moet kan leer deur middel van
neuralenetwerkgei'mplirnenteerde klassieke konditionering.
'n Ingenieurssintese demonstreer hoe die bostaande graad van masjienintelligensie
deur 'n RealNeuronnetwerk gei'mplimenteer kan word.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
/ / man will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts, but if he will
be content to begin with doubts, he shall end in certainties — Francis
Bacon The Advancement of Learning (1605)
The biological brain is one of the most complex systems known to exist in the uni
verse. Judging by the exhibits found in science and technology museums worldwide,
the topic of brain modelling and machines t h a t emulate them has been a fascinating
one for centuries. Why the brain should endeavour to model itself is also a potential
subject for a philosophical study, but it falls outside the scope of this thesis.
The information-processing elements in a biological brain are neurons. The neuron
is a complex system in itself. Philosophers and various scientific disciplines study
the biological brain to try and explain its working.
This thesis formulates and evaluates a neuron model based on biological neurons
from an engineer's point of view. It is not trying to explain the working of a biologi
cal neuron, but to specify a neuron model or RealNeuron for engineering applications
that is based on the current knowledge available form various disciplines.
It is an exercise in complex systems modelling and simulation. A systems engineer
ing approach is used to build the RealNeuron, i.e. the model is described (specified)
as using multiple resolution levels with configurable modular elements at each reso
lution level and is then implemented, verified and validated in a bottom-up method.
The elements on a specific level of resolution is integrated as a new element on the
next lower level of resolution; this is repeated until the system has been integrated.
The RealNeuron is evaluated in various neural network configurations with pre
dictable outcomes. Although other methods, e.g. rule-based methods or percep
tion, can also be used to demonstrate the functions of these configurations, the
purpose in this thesis is to show that a RealNeuron network can do that as well.
The specification and evaluation of the RealNeuron model form a baseline for cur
rent use in engineering solutions and future developments.

1.1

Switch to the Sci-Fi channel

In her novel, Fool's War [160], Sarah Zettel gave a description of artificial intelligence
life forms or AI agents, based on artificial neural networks, called Fools. These AI
agents were in alliance with the human race. They protected humans in cyberspace
from outside intrusions, malicious virile agents, and themselves.
1
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The AI agents found a way of entering human bodies that had been created through
tissue engineering. They used these bodies to interact and move amongst humans.
Although the. humans denied the existence of AI agents, they knew the Fools Order
was a group of very special "people" that played the fool when things were getting
too serious. On many occasions they defused serious arguments that might have
led to deadly wars.
Is it possible to construct Fools (AI agents) in some form or other? Or is this just
a "fools dream?"

1.2

Artificial intelligence

In 1947 Turing delivered the first public lecture to mention computer intelligence
in London [23], saying:
What we want is a machine that can learn from experience ... [and] ...
[t]he possibility of letting the 'machine alter its own instructions provides
the mechanism for tliis [151].
It is regarded in [23] that he published the first manifesto for Artificial Intelligence
[150] in 1948. He mainly discussed machine learning and describes experiments
on the modification of an initially unorganised machine by a process that looks
like teaching by reward and punishment. This paper also included the following
concepts:
• Theorem-proving approach to problem solving.
• The hypothesis that intellectual activity consists mainly of various kinds of
searching.
• The genetic algorithm.
• The anticipation of connectionism (neural networks).
• The training of artificial neural networks to perform specific tasks.
In 1950 Turing published his famous imitation game [149] also known today as the
Turing Test. In this paper he referred to the unorganised machine as a "childmachine" , and he had:
... succeeded in teaching it a few things, but the teaching method was too
unorthodox for the experiment to be considered successful [149].
He also gave a whole description on how to implement this "child-machine" with a
Turing Machine.
Turing's paper [149] was written in an inappropriate style for the original audience
of philosophers which led to misunderstanding [23]. Unfortunately Turing died
early in life and could not clear his many critics' misunderstanding of [149] context
[133, 23, 117], A balanced compilation of several positions on the Turing Test is
given in [117]. For this section the context given in [23] of Turing's work, based on
Turing's published and earlier unpublished work, is used as basis.
In reading Turing's work it becomes clear that he was not just a theoretical aca
demic, but a practical engineer who also proposed implementations for some of his
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theories. He had provided the first specifications for a computer's electronic circuits
and code examples in history, including the cost to build such a machine [152].
When Turing was asked to give a definition of thinking (intelligence) in a BBC
radio broadcast entitled "Can Automatic Calculating Machines Be Said To Think",
recorded in January 1952 [24], he replied:
/ don't want to give a definition of thinking but if I have to I should
probably be unable to say more than that it was a sort of buzzing that
went on inside my head. But I don't really see that we need to agree on
a definition at all.
Thus, Turing did not offer a definition of intelligence (thinking) [23] and in his words
machines may:
... carry out something which ought to be described as thinking but which
is very different from what man does [149].
In other words, a machine may be deemed intelligent if it can behave in such a way
that a human cannot distinguish the machine from another human being.
The purpose of the Turing test is best described as:
The real value of the imitation game lies not in treating it as the basis
for an operational definition but in considering it as a potential source
of good inductive evidence for the hypothesis that machines think [116].
The imitation game can be replaced by any human activity involving pure intellec
tual activity of which playing chess is one such activity [150, 149]:
We may hope that machines will eventually compete with men in all
purely intellectual fields. ... many people think that a very abstract
activity, like the playing of chess, would be best [149].
Turing described a restricted form of the imitation game t h a t he had actually done
[150]. This form of the imitation game was restricted to the playing of chess.
In January 1952, in the above mentioned BBC radio broadcast, Turing said the
following about the imitation game:
/ am not saying at present either that machines really could pass the test,
or they couldn't. My suggestion is just that this is the question we should
discuss. It's not the same as "Do machines think," but it seems near
enough for our present purpose, and raises much the same difficulties
[24].
Garry Kasparov has drawn against chess playing computers several times. He has
even lost a couple of times. These machines from IBM compete with human intel
ligence in the context of playing chess. These machines still do not think, i.e. are
intelligent, but a great deal on how to make machines do planning and do what-if
analyses, sometimes very different from what a human does, has been discovered
(see §2.1 on p. 15 on the part that planning contributes to intelligence.) The other
purely intellectual fields for the imitation game and the machine's capability in us
ing natural language are excluded from playing chess against IBM's chess-playing
machines.
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The Turing Test, especially the interpellation of it as an operational definition,
contributed to the rise of the classical artificial-intelligence research field. Most of
the algorithms that mimic intelligent behaviour are based on logically-orientated
knowledge-based techniques [85] and are too inflexible to represent the primitive
forms of learning [64, 65]. They lead to a number of behavioural paradoxes when
used to support human learning [66], Most of these techniques also require huge
databases of captured knowledge to function satisfactorily.
The general idea that machines should be able to learn, modifying their behaviour
with experience, was a vital part of Turing's thought process on machine intelligence
[151, 150, 149, 23]. This idea was largely ignored by the classical artificial intelligence
research field and revived with the rise of computational intelligence (which include
neural networks, genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic.) The way that humans judge
whether a machine, or any mind, is intelligent is by obtaining behavioural evidence
[133], Thus it can be concluded:
P o s t u l a t e 1 An intelligent machine should be able to alter its behaviour by learning
from experience and altering its own configuration based on a series of rewards and
punishments.

1.3

Biological intelligence

People do not have huge databases of formally encoded knowledge as required in
classical artificial intelligence. They capture knowledge in a distributed way through
neural networks in the brain. If the brain is damaged its learning ability or some
other performance is decreased, yet such a brain could still function satisfactorily
[13]. If a part of a database is damaged the, captured knowledge in that part is lost.
A human or biological agent receives sensory input from its environment through its
senses that translate the input into nervous-system signals [13, 41, 56]. The brain is
an electro-chemical machine that processes vast amounts of information that enters
it as nervous-system signals. It builds a biological agent's reality based on sensory
stimuli and internal states [34, 33, 56, 134]. It also evaluates this created reality and
creates abstract realities with new meanings [56, 134], These evaluations are done
to satisfy the biological agent's needs which have been identified [106] as bodily
needs, security needs, egotistical needs, social needs, and self-actualisation.
The ability of the brain to construct and evaluate a biological agent-based reality can
be understood as the mechanism for consciousness and confirms Crick's hypothesis 1
[25]:
P o s t u l a t e 2 (Crick's c o n s c i o u s n e s s h y p o t h e s i s ) A true understanding of con
sciousness cannot be achieved by treating the brain as a black box. Scientists could
accumulate the kind of knowledge required to create a scientific model of conscious
ness only by examining neurons and the internal structure between them.
The capability of biological agents to deduce appropriate responses for themselves
are generally understood as intelligent behaviour [4, 56, 134]. The capabilities of the
brain are a direct result of how the neurons inside the nervous system are organised
and how they are integrated with a biological agent's body [13, 41, 28, 56].
Biological neurons are the information-processing elements in the brain. A neuron
releases neurotransmitters at a bulb end based on the latter's internal potential
1
Francis Crick and James Watson received the Nobel Prize for physiology or medicine in 1962
for their work on the DNA's (deoxyribonucleic acid) double-helix structure.
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[41, 125, 137, 158]. The concentration of ions inside and outside a neuron membrane
determines the internal potential of the membrane [28, 41, 73, 72, 125, 137, 158].
The neurotransmitters around a post-synaptic membrane influence the flow of ions
through the membrane [41, 125, 137, 158]. It is reasonable to assume
P o s t u l a t e 3 Neurons
agent.

1.4

are the building blocks for intelligence

inside a biological

Neuroscience

The field of neuroscience studies the underlying behavioural structures of intelli
gence. The physiological structure of the biological brain forms the physical basis
of the basic ability of observable behaviour [34]. Although neurobiological facts
cannot be interpreted without a link to the actual behaviour or subjective experi
ences, they do represent the core of our knowledge about the mechanisms underlying
observable behaviour [64, 65].
When studying a multi-disciplinary field like neuroscience, one is confronted with
various paradigms on the subject. According to [13], neuroscience is a general field of
science that studies the nervous-system, and contributors to this field are neurology,
neurosurgery, psychiatry, anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, and psychology.
During the research for this thesis, it was found t h a t other disciplines also contribute
actively to this field. Today the brain is studied by scientific disciplines ranging
from purely empirical to highly theoretical sciences. They include, amongst others,
philosophy, engineering, computer science, and cognitive science.
In computer science and engineering, the fields t h a t contribute most to neuroscience
are robotics and computational intelligence (neural networks, fuzzy logic, and evo
lutionary algorithms).
The simulation of biological neural networks based on Hodgkin-Huxley and compartmental models, developed by neuroscientists, does not seem to be promising
for engineering applications. Attempts have shown t h a t simulations of brain cells
consume a vast amount of computer resources, for instance 18.2h to simulate one
second of activity in a neuron [60]. This is not generally suitable for engineering
applications if such excessive time and computational resources are considered to
implement only one neuron.
The spiking neuron models are simplified models of the more complex models. They
model ouly the macroscopic behaviour of biological neurons [84]. Huge networks
can be built using these types of neurons [83]. These models require the solving of
differential equations which are, in many cases, non-linear [104, 84, 83]. During the
simplification process the structure of biological neurons is lost.

1.5

Engineering applications of neuroscience

In engineering, the human brain is also a fascinating subject to study. The under
standing of the nervous system, from an engineering perspective [28], is necessary if
engineers design and build measuring devices for use in brain research and medical
diagnoses. Further, if the nervous system function is understood in engineering
terms, machines could be built to perform similar functions.
The development of the field of neural networks has exploded in the last 20 years.
The special issues on neural network applications of the Institute of Electrical and
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Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) and other engineering organisations, published
on a regular basis, are testimony to this fact. The IEEE publishes the Transac
tions of Neural Networks bimonthly. Several other international journals are also
published. Yearly, there are dozens of international conferences covering topics on
neural networks.
Today, machines implement simplified structures based on the brain. One such
structure is the simple perceptron that has been implemented in some, engineering
applications [12, 42, 57, 90, 93, 120, 122]. In many branches of electrical, electronics
and computer engineering, someone is endeavouring to apply neural networks in
problem solving with varying degrees of success.
Artificial neural networks have achieved some success in non-linear forecasting, pat
tern matching and in artificial life paradigms [42, 89, 90, 157]. An artificial neural
network exhibits the capability of redundancy and vague representation of infor
mation. This is in contrast to classical artificial intelligence which requires crisp
knowledge encoded into well-defined structures [85].
However, artificial neural networks still lack many of the vital features of biological
neural networks, such as the latter's ability to allow self-modification with regard
to both short-term and long-term learning. In the words of [20]:
Artificial neural networks do indeed employ some of the same funda
mental processes used in biological networks, such as changes in connec
tion strengths, thus supporting the proposed similarity between the two
systems.
However, biological networks also exhibit several additional
forms of plasticity which have received less attention in network mod
els, including changes in neuronal excitability; changes in the fidelity (as
well as strength) of synaptic transmission; changes in signal-to-noise ra
tios; changes in type of neurotransmitter synthesized and released; and
changes in neuron number. The richness of plastic mechanisms found
in biological neurons suggests there may be a number of effective compu
tational tricks used by real nervous-systems that could be advantageously
incorporated into artificial neural networks [20].

1.6

History of t h e RealNeuron

This thesis is a further step in the RealNeuron's 2 evolutionary history. The block
diagrams and state space models are new contributions. The set predicate models
have been completed, and the terminology and symbols have been standardised.
The RealNeuron started off as the INM-neuron and was conceptualised as part of
the Knowbotic Interface Project, in the Institut fur Neue Medien e.V., Frankfurt
am Main, Germany (INM), 1994-1998, see [38]. The goal of the Knowbotic Interface
Project was to build the concept of a totally new type of artificial intelligence.
The first version of an INM-neuron (also referred to as the 1998-prototype) was
demonstrated as part of a classical conditioning experiment using the model of the
eye reflex of a rabbit [109] in 1998. The formulation was a predicate model written
in Prolog.
The 1998-prototype is deduced from the brain cell [51, 145], which models the main
features of biological neural cells that are considered to be the key features of learn2

RealNeuron was a registered trademark of Knowbotic Systems GmbH h Co.KG, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany. Knowbotic Systems was liquidated in 2001.
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ing. The TNM-neuron is empirically more sound than the classical artificial neural
networks and the simulation runs in real time or faster on a personal computer.
From November 1998 to November 1999 the development of the fNM-neuron contin
ued in the Learning Technologies Department of the inm-magic GmbH, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany*. Then in December 1999, the Learning Technologies Depart
ment was transformed into the company Knowbotic Systems GmbH & Co KG,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
In March 2000 a new prototype of the INM-neuron was deduced and named the
Real Neuron (also referred to as the 2000-prototype.) The 2000-prototype was im
plemented using Java '145]. It is implemented with a simulator which can be used
to construct. RealNeuron networks. This version of the RealNeuron was formulated
as a combination between algorithmic descriptions [145, 144] and incomplete set
predicate models [30, 36, 32].
Figure 1.1 shows a POVRAY 4 -rendered picture of a possible visualisation of the
2000-prototype.

Figure 1.1: 3D visualisation of RcalNeiiron 2000-prototype

3
The author joined irmi-masic in April 19H9 as a telecommuter From South Africa and from
mid-May ly99 Co Aiifmiit 2001 as a lull-time team member in Frankfurt am Main.
!
Die Prrsistenr.f of Vision Raytraoer (POVRAY) is available- from httpV/www.povi-ay.org
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of t h e research
The research context

This thesis is presented from an engineer's point of view, based on an engineer
ing method [77, 81, 11]. It is not trying to explain scientific phenomena, but use
scientific results in synthcsising specifications to satisfy stated requirements.
The scientific method as described in the theory of science [37, 9, 8, 146, 101] might
look very similar to the engineering method, but there is a difference between the
objectives and approach in the two methods. Figure 1.2 shows the assumptions
of the basic elements of a scientific and engineering discipline. The scientists and
engineers communicate by using an agreed language (§1.7.1.1 and §1.7.1.2 is deduced
from the overview on the scientific and engineering way of life in [37, 35].).
THEORY
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Figure 1.2: Scientific and engineering framework, [35]

1.7.1.1

T h e scientific way of life

With reference to figure 1.2:
The scientists agree (1) on a common domain of interest that should be investigated.
They agree on procedures (2) to measure (3) the propert ies of the domain of interest.
The measurements are data or facts which put events in a specific time, space and
context.
The scientists generate (4) systematic concepts, schemata, models, formal struc
tures, etc. which are used to relate the data into more general functional contexts
so that explanation, forecast, and hypothesis testing can be done. T h e ideal case
would be a formal structure connected to a formal inference concept. They translate
parts or all of the general formal theories into algorithms (5).
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Definition 1 ( P u r e t h e o r y ) The formal structure and inference concept is called
a pure theory, e.g. mathematical
theory.
Definition 2 ( T h e o r y or descriptive t h e o r y ) A pure theory together with data
is a theory or a descriptive theory.

1.7.1.2

T h e e n g i n e e r i n g w a y of life

With reference to figure 1.2:
The engineers agree (1) on a certain problem that should be solved within a certain
domain of interest. They agree on how to generate systematic concepts by referring
to agreed standards that should be used to describe the problem in a way that
allows a practical solution (4).
Parts of the model are translated into algorithms (5) for computer simulation and
implementation purposes. The general formal structures (6a) and the algorithmic
formal structures (6b) are transformed into products by specifying, designing and
implementing appropriate material instances, e.g. programmed computers, man
ufactured components, and other machines (7). The products are verified and
validated for implementation in the domain of interest (8).
T h e definition of a pure theory is the same as in definition 1 and a theory is the
same as in definition 2.
Definition 3 ( A p p l i e d t h e o r y ) A theory that satisfies product specifications
an applied theory.

1.7.2

is

Scope of investigation

The RealNeuron model is developed in the framework of intelligent systems. Intel
ligence factors or intellifacts are introduced and defined to deal with the absence
of an universally agreed definition for intelligence. Intelligence is defined mathe
matically in terms of intellifacts. This definition is then compared with an existing
engineering definition of machine intelligence. The scope for this thesis is limited
to only the learning and thinking intellifacts.
The grade of machine intelligence is introduced. This is used to distinguish between
the different synthesis requirements for intelligent machines. It is based on the
current engineering practice of designing, manufacturing, installing and operating
materials and machines to a specific grade or standard specification 5 .
The modelling of biological intelligence building blocks is addressed in an individual
agent, see postulate 3. Several measurements have been taken by many neurobiologists and in this thesis the descriptions and measurements from [28, 41, 73, 72, 125,
137, 158] are used. The RealNeuron model is formulated and evaluated, restricted to
the aspects that implement the learning properties of biological neurons. It is a state
space formulation and illustrated with block diagrams 6 . It is a multi-resolutional
and modular model that consists of several components in various layers of abstrac
tion. It is computationally efficient and only adds or subtracts ion concentrations
based on the states at the membrane structure's level.
5

This is based on the author's 14 years of experience as a practising engineer.
The author proposed the RealNeuron mathematical state space model and block diagrams.
He partook in several discussions on the 2000-prototype's theory as well as its implementation
[36, 31, 32, 145, 144].
6
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The RealNeuron is verified in a bottom-up manner. The RealNeuron is verified and
validated in various configurations including learning through classical conditioning
(Pavlov conditioning) as known in psychology [124] and discussed in [110]. A model
has been put forward in [126] using rate-coded neurons with a temporal Hebb-like
learning rule which utilises the predictive capabilities of bandpass-filtered signals by
using the derivative of the output to modify the weights. The advantage of using
RealNeurons instead of rate-coded neurons (spiking neurons) is that RealNeurons
are not based on electrical equivalent circuits, but on the actual structure of a
biological neuron.
An engineering synthesis of a RealNeuron network, based on classical conditioning,
demonstrates how to implement a RealNeuron network that can be used in machines
built to the grade of machine intelligence requirement which is classical-conditioning
learning implemented with neural networks that can change learned associations in
a. dynamic environment.
This thesis demonstrates that the RealNeuron model resembles biological neurons
more closely than classical artificial neurons or spiking neurons, by achieving the
following sub-goals:
1. Modelling of the fundamental electrochemical building blocks of intelligence
as observed in nature [28, 41, 73, 72, 125, 137, 158]. The ways these building
blocks interact in complex structures to achieve intelligent processing units
are modelled in a top-down fashion using the following procedure:
(a) The systematic correction and completion of the terminology and sym
bols in the set predicate model which was deduced from [40, 125, 137] in
[36, 31, 32], see §4.2 and the message processing algorithms in §4.3.
(b) The development of block-diagram models of the 2000-prototype imple
mentation. This model visually shows the signal flow inside the RealNeuron,
see §4.4.
(c) The development of state space models of the 2000-prototype implemen
tation, see §4.4. The model parameters and states (input, internal and
output) are explicitly identified to provide a basis for future improve
ments.
2. A theoretical evaluation of the RealNeuron that compares it with the struc
tures of pulsed neural networks, the perceptron and indirectly to the HodgkinHuxley model, see chapter 5. This validates that the RealNeuron is a carefully
reduced model that retains essential features of more complex models, e.g. the
Hodgkin-Huxley model [72].
3. A theoretical evaluation of the RealNeuron model is done to determine the
performance of the model in the presence of noise.
4. An evaluation of the performance of a RealNeuron and its subcomponents
compared to what is known in the neuroscience and electronics engineering
literature in a bottom-up fashion:
(a) Verify the implementation of a main membrane and post-synaptic membrane
by comparing the simulation results with the biological results in [28, 110,
73, 72, 125], see §6.7.
(b) Verify the implementation of an input soma and bulb end by comparing
the simulation results with the biological results in [110], see §6.8.
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(c) Verify the implementation of a sensor neuron, t h a t is a sub-function
of the classical conditioning network, with the description in [110], see
§6.9.1.
(d) Verify the implementation of a motor neuron, that is a sub-function of the
classical conditioning network, with the description in [110], see §6.9.2.
(e) Verify the implementation of a Purkinje cell, that is a sub-function of the
classical conditioning network, with the description in [110], see §6.9.3.
Derive implementations for special cases by using perceptrons and logical
gates.
(f) Verify the implementation of a nucleus interpositus cell that is a subfunction of the classical conditioning network with the description in
[110], see §6.9.4. Derive implementations for special cases with percep
trons and logical gates.
(g) Verify the implementation of AND, NAND, OR, NOR, N O T and XOR
logic functions 7 with the description in [54], see §6.10. The AND and
OR logic functions are sub-functions of the classical conditioning network
described hi [110].
(h) Verify the RealNeuron network implementation of associative learning
through classical conditioning [124, 110], see §6.11. Derive implementa
tions for special cases from perceptrons and logical gates.

1.7.3

Assumptions

The neuron model describes a logical structure which is deduced from neurobiclogical data and structures as described in [28, 41, 73, 72, 125, 137, 158]. Only
one abstract type of neuron is modelled. Differently configured instances of the
RealNeuron can implement different neurons.
The examples in this thesis are instances of logical neurons deduced from biological
neuron data. The following assumptions are made regarding biological neurons:
• Sodium, potassium, and chlorine ions contribute the most to information pro
cessing 8 .
• Dendrites make spatial signal processing possible and can be modelled by time
delay elements on the signals entering a membrane.
• Between neurons, signals are transported by means of neurotransmitters.
• Only inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmitters exist. All the other special
functions of neurotransmitters are ignored.

7
The ability of language is a. part of intelligence [14] and a calculus is developed for the symbolic
processing with logic functions in [14].
8
Although many ion species exist that contribute to information processing, [72] has discovered
that sodium, potassium, and chlorine ions contribute the most to information processing and have
the highest concentrations in the neuron.
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Layout of thesis

This thesis has been typeset using I^T^X with the following header:
\ d o c u m e n t c l a s s [a4paper, t w o s i d e , l O p t , d v i p d f m ] { r e p o r t }
\ u s e p a c k a g e [ a 4 p a p e r , bookmarksnumbered]{hyperref}
\ u s e p a c k a g e { a 4 , acronym, amssymb, a r r a y , boxedminipage, c o l o r ,
dsfont, graphicx, graphics, subfigure, tabularx}
\pagestyle{headings}
\newcommand\savedparskip{\parskip}
\setlength{\parindentHOpt}
\ s e t l e n g t h { \ p a r s k i p } { l e x plus 0.75ex}
\setcounter{secnumdepth}{5}
\setcounter{tocdepth}{5}
\newtheorem{definition}{Definition}
\newtheorem{theorem}{Theorem}
\newtheorem{axiom}{Axiom}
\newtheorem{postulate}{Postulate}
The thesis consists of seven chapters, seven appendices, and a bibliography. Figures
and tables are inside the main body of the text using the I^Tf^X layout rules.
Chapter 1 is the introduction. An overview of the field of study is presented as well
as the purpose of the research.
Chapter 2 gives the engineering contexts in which this study is executed as well as
some of the related work of others. The different fields that contribute to this study
are also presented. Intelligence is defined mathematically in terms of intelligence
factors or intellifacts. The grade of machine intelligence is introduced in this chap
ter. A justification is given for limiting the scope, in this thesis, to only the learning
and thinking intellifacts. This is followed by a general overview of neuroscience.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of the different modelling techniques used in the thesis.
How to model the RealNeuron is discussed. An overview of the RealNeuron is given
based on a multi-resolutional approach found in systems engineering. A formal
system breakdown structure (SBS) is defined. A variation of Aristotle's convention,
on the naming of objects, is presented for the RealNeuron.
Chapter 4 presents different descriptions of the RealNeuron model. The detail for
the RealNeuron network system level and lower system levels is developed. This
detail is developed by establishing models, that extract the information-processing
capabilities of the biological neurons. An abstract model of the RealNeuron is
presented using a set predicate description. An algorithmic description for each
part of the RealNeuron is given. Block diagrams and a state space model of the
RealNeuron are presented.
Chapter 5 compares the mathematical model of the RealNeuron with the general
structure of spiking neurons, the perceptron and indirectly with the Hodkin-Huxley
model. It also evaluates the performance of a RealNeuron in a noisy environment.
Chapter 6 describes the verification and validation of the RealNeuron in a bottom-up
manner. The pumps, channels and receptors are verified first. These components
are then integrated into the different membrane types (post-synaptic membrane,
main membrane, axonal membrane) and verified while the membrane components
are validated simultaneously. This process is repeated until individual neurons
have been built up and RealNeuron networks have finally been constructed. The
RealNeuron is verified and validated in configurations for AND, NAND, OR, NOR,
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N O T and X O R logic functions. It is also verified and validated by the implemen
tation of classical conditioning. An engineering synthesis of a RealNeuron network,
based on classical conditioning, demonstrates how to implement a RealNeuron
network that can be used in machines built to the grade of machine intelligence
requirement which is classical-conditioning learning implemented with neural net
works t h a t can change learned associations in a dynamic environment.
Chapter 7 describes the conclusions drawn. Further work is also identified as well
as possible enhancements to the RealNeuron model and its implementation.
The appendices consist of:
• A glossary of abbreviations and symbols used in this thesis.
• Presentations and publications based on the research done for this thesis.
• eXtended Markup Language (XML) Document Type Definition (DTD) for
the RealNeuron network.
• An example of the pump implementation using C + + .
• Motivation for the bulb-end soma.
• Simulation implementation notes.
• Contents of the included CD-ROM.
A bibliography is given of all references used in the thesis. The citations and bib
liography have been compiled using B I B I ^ X with the IEEE transactions format as
defined in the IEEE BraT^X style, but with the bibliography sorted in alphabetical
order [136]. The following setting was used for the bibliography:
\bibliographystyle{IEEELatex/IEEEtranBST/IEEEtranS}
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Chapter 2

Background
The essence of science: ask an impertinent question, and you are on
the way to a ■pertinent answer — Jacob Bronowski The Ascent of Man
(1973).
The context is set in that domain in which the RealNeuron is developed, i.e. it
provides the background and defines the domain of interest, see §1.7.1.1 p. 8 and
§1.7.1.2 p. 9.
The question is asked: W h a t is intelligence? Intelligence is defined mathemati
cally in terms of intelligence factors or intellifacts. Machine intelligence is put into
relation with intelligence. A definition for intelligence is formulated in terms of iden
tified intellifacts that are based on standard dictionary definitions. This definition
is then compared with an existing engineering definition of machine intelligence.
The grade of machine intelligence is introduced in this chapter. It is based on the
current engineering practice of designing, manufacturing, installing and operating
materials and machines to a specific grade or standard specification.
Some scientists' and engineers' work in the area of machine intelligence are dis
cussed.
A justification is given for limiting the scope, in this thesis, to only the learning and
thinking intellifacts. This is followed by a general overview of neuroscience.

2.1

W h a t is intelligence?

Before AI agents can be built, see §1.1 p. 1, there should first be established what is
meant by an "intelligent system". What constitutes intelligence is a topic of major
discussion and debate in different areas of science.
Several philosophical viewpoints on and diverse definitions for "intelligence" exist,
as reflected in the exhaustive discussions in the Internet discussion group on Archi
tectures of Intelligent Control Systems (AICS-L), moderated by Alexander Meystel
at the time. The proposed definitions for intelligence exclude several factors that
are generally understood as contributing to intelligence.
Engineers are interested in machine intelligence, i.e. intelligence designed into ma
chines. T h e engineering view differs from the scientists' and philosophers' view
points, see the archives on AICS-L. W h a t engineers call "intelligence" in the context
15
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of machines should rather be called intelligence factors or intellifacts1 in the general
sense [112, 64, 65]. This is similar to the factor analysis approach in psychology,
[69]. Thus, in mathematical terms, it can be stated in general that:
Intelligence is the set
Xi — \x\x is an intellifact}
with the set of intellifacts X\f G 2 X i and Xif / 0.
Thus, a real intelligent machine cannot exist if all the Xjj G Xt is not known and
implemented - this is a scientific viewpoint.
Engineers, on the other hand, would like to draft specifications or standards that
determine when machines could be regarded as intelligent. Such a standard would
specify a set of intellifacts Xif that a machine should comply with to regard it as
intelligent. Different sets of intellifacts would give rise to different specifications
for machine intelligence. Thus, each standard would define a different grade of
machine intelligence. This is analogous with the codes and standards that exists
for the designing, manufacturing, installation and operation of different grades of
materials and various other engineering products.
The aim should be then to arrive at a specification for an intelligent machine.
Thus, a set of intellifacts that should be implemented by a machine to be regarded
as intelligent to a specified grade.
Thus, based on the mathematical definition of intelligence above, it can be stated
that:
Artificial intelligence (AI) or machine intelligence is the set
Xai = {x\x e

Xjf}

with the set of intellifacts Xif C Xi and Xif / 0.
For this discussion, intelligence is limited to the scope of biological intelligence as
found in carbon-based life forms. This type of intelligence is found in nature of which
human beings are very good specimens. This type of intelligence is what people
normally have in mind when they talk about intelligence. A standard dictionary of
the English language, [138], defines "intelligence" as:
1. Intelligence is the quality of being intelligent or clever.
2. Intelligence is the ability to think, reason, and understand
of doing things automatically or by instinct.

instead

The word "intelligent" is defined by [138] as:
A person or animal that is intelligent has the ability to think,
and learn things quickly and well.

understand

In [138], "clever" is defined as:
Someone who is clever is intelligent and able to understand
or plan things well.

things easily

From the above definitions, intelligence is the ability to think, understand,
learn
and plan things quickly and well instead of doing things automatically or by instinct.
Based on Boole's classic work [14], the abilities to reason and think are combined.
^ h i s term was coined by the author in the AICS-L discussion group.
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2.2

Intellifacts

Intellifacts are defined mathematically in the previous section and from this defi
nition it can be stated that intellifacts are the intelligence factors which contribute
to that which is understood as intelligence. As seen in the previous section, if only
a certain set of intellifacts are implemented in a machine, the machine is built to a
specific grade of machine intelligence.
Examples of intellifacts and sub-intellifacts are the ability to speak, write, solve
puzzles, learn, reason with facts (both complete and incomplete), understand, plan,
etc. But, the words of Qui-Gon from Star Trek Episode I: "The ability to speak
doesn't make you intelligent", after he has saved the life of Jar Jar Binks on the
planet Naboo, [100], apply to intelligence as well. Based on the reasoning in the
previous section, it is not generally true that the ability to think, understand, learn
and plan things imply intelligence. Thus, intelligence only implies certain abilities
or intellifacts and not that certain intellifacts imply intelligence. Mathematically,
this can be expressed as
intelligence

^

intellifact

intelligence

=>

intellifact.

but
Thus, artificial intelligence is not intelligence, unless the grade of machine intelli
gence is implementing all the constituting intellifacts of intelligence. This grade
is called the intelligence grade (IG). From the argument in the previous section,
machines built to IG specifications are not practically possible at this stage.
Following from the definition of intelligence, intellifacts include the abilities of:
• Learning,
• Thinking,
• Understanding and
• Planning.
These intellifacts are not necessarily mutually orthogonal, thus sub-intellifacts are
not unique to only one intellifact. If these four intellifacts are used as the basis
for defining grades of machine intelligence by forming different combinations then
the number of grades is theoretically fifteen (2 4 — 1, because the 0 is excluded by
definition.) These grades can be further refined by including sub-intellifacts as well
as the technology used to implement them, e.g. rule-based, neural networks, fuzzy
logic, etc.
Albus proposed the following definition for machine intelligence as used in intelligent
control systems, [6]:
Intelligence is an ability of a system to act appropriately in an uncer
tain environment, where appropriate action is that which increases the
probability of success, and success is the achievement of behavioural
sub-goals t h a t support the system's ultimate goal.
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This definition is a well-formed requirement in terms of [80] and if analysed it is
seen as:
Capability:

to act appropriately in an uncertain environment,

Condition:

increases the probability of success, and

Constraint:
goal.

the achievement of behavioural sub-goals that support the ultimate

From systems engineering it is known that in order to achieve the ultimate goal for
a system by the achievement of sub-goals, proper planning is necessary, especially
in an uncertain environment [11, 81, 44]. Thus, in order to satisfy the constraint of
Albus' machine intelligence definition, the ability to plan is necessary.
To be able to plan something, a model is required on which the planning is based
[11, 81, 44], This model should be a fair representation of the reality that is planned
in order to increase the probability of success and, thus, to meet the condition
of Albus' machine intelligence definition. The model makes understanding of an
environment possible. A model is normally a simplified representation of reality
and provides a means to understand an uncertain environment's dynamics. This
understanding is used to make predictions on possible outcomes.
The results of the predictions on possible outcomes are evaluated and reasoned
about or, in other words, the results are thought over, i.e. thinking takes place to
assess the validity of predictions.
To be able to construct a model of reality requires the ability to learn from the
environment in order to adapt the model.
From this discussion it is seen that the intellifacts identified earlier are also implied
by Albus' machine intelligence definition. The grade for machines implementing
Albus' machine intelligence definition are then intelligent system grade (ISG). Ma
chines built to ISG specifications are practically possible to construct, see §2.3.2.2.
Machine learning is implemented with an optimisation algorithm [130, 42, 155, 156,
68]. General optimisation algorithms, that can solve constraint problems, make use
of punishments and rewards [130]. Thus, a system that fulfils the requirement stated
in Albus' machine intelligence definition also fulfils the requirements of postulate 1
p. 4.

2.3

Machine intelligence

In this section the work of other scientists and engineers in the field of machine
intelligence is discussed. This is not an exhaustive literature survey of the machine
intelligence field.

2.3.1

Artificial intelligence

Several scientists and engineers have endeavoured to construct intelligent machines.
The Turing Test [149] has given rise to the whole effort of machine intelligence
research in the area of hard artificial intelligence (AI). Hard AI is the study and
construction of algorithms that mimic human intelligence based on logically oriented
knowledge-based techniques [85]. By extending the metaphor of flight to hard AI
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systems, it is similar to the flapping of an aircraft's wings in trying to fly". The
principles of intelligence are still not understood by studying hard AI. See also the
inability of hard AI algorithms to learn in §1.2 p. 2.
It is interesting to note that the whole hard AI movement has conveniently forgotten
about Turing's manifesto for Artificial Intelligence, in 1948 (see 1.2 on p. 2.) Also his
criteria for a thinking machine in same paper as the Turing test [149], summarised
in postulate 1 p. 4. Thus, hard AI systems are, according to Turing, not thinking
machines, i.e. they are not intelligent machines, because they cannot change their
own programming to generate desired behaviours in order to succeed in an uncertain
environment, i.e. learn and adapt, as required by postulate 1 p. 4. Hard AI systems
are only implementing the thinking intellifact, thus the machine intelligence grade
assigned to such systems is thinking grade (TG), and the planning intellifact, thus
the machine intelligence grade assigned to such systems is planning grade (PG).

2.3.2

Computational intelligence

Another approach is soft artificial intelligence or computational intelligence. Com
putational intelligence algorithms are 'partially intelligent', because they do not
try to perform actions that mimic human intelligence in its totality, but aspects of
observed mechanisms that generate intelligent behaviours in nature [64]. Compu
tational intelligence simulates aspects of the perceived fundamentals of intelligence.
The main topics studied in computational intelligence are neural networks, fuzzy
logic, genetic algorithms and variations on these themes [42, 1].
Neural networks, neuro-fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms give a machine the ability
to fulfil Turing's criteria for a thinking machine in order to learn and adapt, as
required by postulate 1 p. 4.
Engineering applications of neural networks are briefly discussed in §1.5 p. 5. The
IEEE also publishes transactions on genetic algorithms and fuzzy systems on a
regular basis.

2.3.2.1

Artificial n e u r o n m o d e l s

Some books on artificial neural networks [42, 29] introduce the subject by giving the
motivation that basic artificial neurons are deduced from biological neurons without
showing how. This statement is accompanied by a picture of a biological neuron
(see figure 2.1), naming the major components of the neuron. The authors j u m p
directly to a graph model of the artificial neuron (see figure 2.2) and this is then
followed by a mathematical model:
Uk

=

p
^WkjXj

(2.1)

3=0

Vk

=

<p{uk + Ok)

(2.2)

This description of an artificial neuron is an oversimplification of how a biological
neuron works.
2

In the early days of human attempts to fly, the flapping of a bird's wing was imitated by
flapping wings. The effect of this was only a machine that was standing and vibrating on the
ground, with no take-off or individuals with wings strapped to their arms and falling to the
ground and breaking a couple of bones. Only by studying the fundamentals of aerodynamics,
could engineers build aircraft that have fixed wings or rotating wings. Today aeroplanes and
helicopters are part of modern modes of transport used by millions of people each year [64, 65].
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Figure 2.1: Biological neuron, source unknown
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Figure 2.2: Artificial neuron [l>7]

The simplification of a biological neuron, that exhibits chaotic behaviour [56], into
a deterministic expression for an ad.ali.ne or a basic perception (42, 67, 98' is very
diflicult to accept. The artificial neuron is rather an abstraction of a neuropil (which
is a collection of chaotic neurons that are configured into a neuro-circuit [56, 41]).
This neuropil then represents an average of the activity of the underlying chaotic
neurons that deliver behaviour closer to the artificial neuron !ike an adaline or
perceptron.
Pasemann has configured perceptions in recurrent networks that exhibit the chaotic
behaviour of a biological neuron [123], but these coufiguratious cannot be mapped
one-to-one to the biological case. A biological neuron never feeds back onto itself
(auto-feedback) as in Paseutauu's configurations. It a biological neuron has an autofeedback, the feedback link (synapse) will be weakened and eventually destroyed
[50].
Husbands and his associates have modelled GasNets. This type of network models
is based on the brain's ability to influence a region in itself with secreted neurotransmitters [74, 75, 132, 131]. GasNets model on!y one mechanism in the brain
and are still using the perceptron as the basis,
Pulsed neural networks are mainly used to explain measured data of biological neu
rons and building silicon nervous systems with integrated circuits [104|. A network
of spiking neurons is part of the set of pulsed neural networks.
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The existing artificial neural models are classified according to the following three
generations [103]:
• First Generation: McCulloch-Pitts neurons or perceptions are used to imple
ment multi-layered perceptions, Hopfield nets, and Boltzmanu machines, [68].
They can compute Boolean functions as well as digital functions.
• Second Generation: Applying activation functions with a continuous set of
possible output values to a weighted sum of the inputs (e.g. sigmoid func
tions, linear saturated functions, piecewise exponential functions) enables the
implementation of feed-forward networks, recurrent neural networks and ra
dial basis function networks [68]. According to [19] these networks can ap
proximate non-linear functionals defined on a compact set of a Banach space.
• Third Generation: Spiking neurons, such as integrate and fire neurons, form
networks in which timing of individual computational steps play a key role in
the computation [104].
It is proved in [102] that a network consisting of a finite number of spiking neurons
can simulate a universal Turing machine. This means that, in principle, any problem
that is computable [21], could be solved with networks of spiking neurons [102].
It is further proved in [102] t h a t spiking neurons have at least the same compu
tational power as artificial neural networks of the first two generations. Many
functions require significantly fewer spiking neurons than neurons of the first or
second generation [102].
2.3.2.2

NIST models

Albus has proposed a model for intelligence [6, 3] and Meystel has proposed the
grouping, focusing attention, and combinatorial search (GFACS) algorithm, see
[113]. They have collaborated and have produced a practical intelligent control
framework [4]. The framework has been tested in several technology demonstrators
[1], which is a combination of multi-resolutional control (MRC) and GFACS. Each
level of resolution of their framework makes provision for the intellifacts defined in
§2.2 and supports Albus' machine intelligence definition.
Their method is a combination between systems engineering, control engineering,
robotics, semiotics 3 , artificial intelligence and computer science [4]. Judging by the
technology demonstrators implementing it and demonstrated during the 1998 IEEE
International Joint Conference on Intelligent Science and Technology at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, Maryland, United
States, this framework seems to be successful. Several papers were presented about
the framework and the technology demonstrators [1]. The technology demonstrators
that the author saw in action were:
• Humvee autonomous vehicle control.
• Robocrane for precision construction.
• Precision welder.
• 3D component precision measurement system.
• 3D precision control of a tooling machine.
3

Semiotics is concerned with everything that can be taken as a sign. A sign is everything which
can be taken as being a significant substitute for something else [43].
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The NIST technology demonstrators are all built to ISG specifications, if they are
based on the intelligence framework described in [3, 4]. Thus, they are also fulfilling
the requirements of postulate 1 p. 4, as argued in §2.2.
The NIST framework is an abstraction that generates ISG intelligent behaviours
and does not use models of biological neural networks explicitly. However, this
framework does not exclude the use of biologically inspired neural networks in its
various MRC levels and implementing GFACS. The GFACS algorithm can be
replaced by any other semiotic learning algorithm by using a semiotically orientated
autonomous intelligent systems engineering methodology as demonstrated in [61].

2.4

Neural network grade

Neurons are assumed to be the building blocks of intelligence, see postulate 3 on
p. 5. If this is true then all intellifacts could be implemented with neural networks.
This adds another dimension to the grade of machine intelligence. In this thesis
the emphasis will be on gaining an understanding on how to construct the building
blocks of intelligence.
Because the construction of machines built to IG specifications is not currently
possible, this thesis will not attempt to implement all the intellifacts, but limit the
scope to the demonstration of aspects of learning and thinking intellifacts using
RealNeuron networks.

2.4.1

Learning

The different forms of learning that can be explained neurologically, are broadly
summarised by [110] as non-associative learning, associative learning, higher forms
of associative learning, imprinting and learning with understanding. Habituation
and sensitisation are forms of non-associative learning [110]. Classical conditioning
and operant conditioning are forms of associative learning [110]. Orientational
learning, learning through observation and learning through play are higher forms
of associative learning [110].
Non-associative learning is not very interesting from an engineering point of view at
this stage, because the neural network is only sensitised for the input, without any
definite output signals associated with it. For all the other types of learning, classical
conditioning is the simplest to use to demonstrate the performance of RealNeurons.
The other "higher" learning forms can be implemented with more complex neural
networks.
Since the Pavlov learning experiments [124], a number of variations on the original
experiment were done. Some of these variations use human beings [140, 115], cats
[27], dogs [124] and rats [96].
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The experiment most often repeated and referenced is the Rabbit Eye-Blinking
Conditioning. This experiment has its origin:
A chance visit of Goodrich, Ross, and Wagner to Peter Arnott's labo
ratory, where rabbits were being used in the study of electroretinograms,
convinced them that this animal, with large eyes that rarely blinked unless
stimulated and a calm tolerance for restraint, might be the ideal subject
for eye-blink conditioning.
They had only little opportunity to do pilot
work before Ross went to Wisconsin (where he set up the first rabbit
eye-blink conditioning laboratory) and Wagner went to Yale (and soon
followed suit), but it was enough for them to encourage others working
with the human eye blink to try this preparation. Isadore Gormezano and
his students quickly did so, eventually making it one of the most care
fully characterised examples of Pavlovian conditioning. After Richard
Thompson and his colleagues decided to pursue its biological basis, it
also became one of the most thoroughly understood experiments at neurophysiological level [7].
One of the first papers on results of the Rabbit Eye-Blinking Conditioning [147] ap
peared in 1964. Through the years articles have been published on various aspects
of Rabbit Eye-Blinking Conditioning, especially the study of the various aspects
at neuro-physiological level [140, 87, 121, 96, 114]. Several models have been con
structed to explain neuro-physiological d a t a [161, 154, 126, 105, 5, 87, 110].
Various types of neurons that contribute to the mechanism of classical conditioning
have been identified and studied. They are the Purkinje cell [22, 18, 63, 142, 92, 91,
141], pontine cell [148], inferior olive [153] and interpositus nucleus cell [27, 148, 114].
The demonstration of classical conditioning in this work is based on [110] because a
clear summary of various research results of the Rabbit Eye-Blinking Conditioning
is presented together with a proposed neuron circuit.

2.4.2

Thinking

Thinking is well described by Boole in his famous work [14]. The underlying mech
anism for thought, t h a t is used to evaluate the world, consists of the basic logic
functions: AND, OR, N O T and XOR [14]. By combining some of the functions in
different ways, the following list is obtained:

• BUFFER = NOT NOT
• AND
• NAND = NOT AND
• OR
• NOR = NOT OR
• NOT
• XOR
These logic functions are used as part of the mental process for following a train of
thought through t o a point where it can be determined if objectives are met [14].
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Neuroscience

Neuroscience is the general field of science that studies the nervous system [13].
The general purpose of this field of research is to relate the biological and chemical
properties of the brain, including the brain's cells, to behaviour.
Various aspects of brain function and structure are examined by different specialists,
who work within the general field of neuroscience. The following two categories are
identified by [13] in neuroscience:
• Experimental neuroscience, in which the scientist perturbs the nervous sys
tem of an organism in order to yield measurable, predictable, and eventually
explicable changes.
• Clinical neuroscience, in which a medical physician or other professional ob
serves a change produced by life events (e.g. developmental, infectious, or
traumatic events) and tries to understand the effect of the change on brain
function.
Another category t h a t can be added is theoretical or computational neuroscience,
in which the scientist builds mathematical models based on the results of the above
two categories in order to gain insights into the structures and dynamics of the
nervous system of an organism.
The branches of medicine most closely tied to the study of the brain are neurology
(the study of the diseases of the brain), neurosurgery, and psychiatry (the study of
behavioural, emotional, and mental diseases).
The experimental neuroscience have traditionally been divided into the following
major disciplines: Anatomy (seek to describe the organisation of the elements of the
brain), physiology (attempt to understand the function of the elements of the brain),
biochemistry (investigate the chemical properties of the elements of the brain), and
psychology (seek to understand the behavioural operations of the brain).
Many studies in the field of neuroscience are interdisciplinary.
All the facts about cells and circuits have been organised around a skeletal outline of
the cellular organisation and function of the brain's machinery [13]. These general
statements are reviewed so that they are explained to some degree, see [13].
• The basic operating elements of the nervous system are the individual nerve
cells, or neurons.
• Neurons share certain universal cellular features with other cells in the body.
All have a plasma membrane, cytoplasm containing organelles, and a nucleus.
• Neurons also differ considerably from other body cells in several ways. They
have characteristic configurations, with protruding parts (an axon and dendrites) that connect with other neurons to form circuits. In addition, the
arrangement of organelles within neurons differs from t h a t of other cells.
• The activity of neurons is regulated by the properties of the nerve cell mem
brane. When chemically stimulated, the membrane state changes from a
resting potential to an action potential, and a nerve impulse is generated.
• T h e chemical stimulation of a neuron is in the form of a synaptic transmitter,
which one neuron manufactures and releases from the end of its axon across
the synaptic gap to a receiving neuron.
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• Synaptic transmitters may have the function of producing a nerve impulse,
inhibiting an impulse, or modifying the function of another transmitter.
• Generally, a receiving neuron requires a summation of many impulses in order
to generate an action potential.
• The three major classes of synaptic transmitters are amino acid transmitters,
monoamine transmitters, and peptides.
• Three basic patterns of neuronal circuitry emerge from genetic specifications:
hierarchical chains, local-circuit neurons and single-source/divergent circuits.
• Besides neurons, the nervous system contains two types of glial cells, one of
which forms the myelin sheath covering many types of neural circuits; all
the functions of the other type of glial cells are not yet known for certain, but
these cells appear to at least play a role in destroying possible toxic substances.
Other brain cells are those making up the blood vessels and those composing
the membranes surrounding the brain and spinal cord.

2.5.1

Computational neuroscience

The Hodgkin-Huxley model [72, 16], compartmental models [16] and spiking neurons
[104] are the mathematical models t h a t are mostly used to construct models to
explain neurophysiological data.
The compartmental models axe realistic biological neuron models [16] that model the
biological data accurately, but are very slow to execute. The modelling techniques
employed are all based on electric circuit equivalent models (conductance-based
models), as originally done in the Nobel Prize winning seminal paper [72]. Spiking
models are, strictly speaking, not conductance-based models, but are simplified
variants of the conductance-based models.
The modelling techniques employed in computational neuroscience are all reliant
on differential equations which lead to coupled systems of non-linear differential
equations.
Some of the software simulation packages that are used to do simulation experiments
of biological neuron models, based are: Genesis [16], NeuronC [139], SABER [17],
SPICE [17], CONICAL [143], NEURON [70, 71] P D P + + [129], Neu-MODEL [86],
Hi-NOON [26].
Biological neurons have also been simulated with hardware such as electrical models
(using resistors aud capacitors) [45] and electronic integrated circuits [107].
When simulations are performed on digital computers, the differential equations
need to be discretised. The solution of these discretised equations leads to other
numerical problems, e.g. convergence, initial values, numerical accuracy, truncation
errors, etc., depending on the methods used and the complexity of the systems of
equations to be solved, see [97].
Models of brain cells developed by computational neuroscience consume a vast
amount of computer resources. As reported in [60], it took 18.2h on five connected
SUN SPARC-2 workstations to simulate one second of activity of a single biological
neuron.
The complexity of the differential equations are reduced by making approxima
tions of the original model dynamics, [53, 118, 127, 2, 88], to achieve reasonable
calculation times.
The neuron models can be divided into three broad groups [135]:
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• Simple neurons: Single neuron details are functionally superfluous when the
neuron operates in a large network and very simple models can be used to
represent the input/output characteristics of neurons.
• Carefully-reduced models that retain essential features of more complex mod
els help to understand information processing in large neuronal networks.
• Complicated models of neurons are developed to reveal how the various kinds
of neuron components (dendrites, spines, axons, membrane channels and
synapses) create a. computationally powerful unit.
The RealNeuron is a carefully reduced model as is shown in chapter 5.
The classical way of modelling in neuroscience is by describing the neurological
process with differential equations, e.g. the Hodgkin-Huxley equation 4 , [72, 16, 28,
88, 58]

ft = - £ J * + J(*)

(2-3)
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where
• C membrane electrical capacitance in

/j,F/cm2,

• u is the voltage in mV,
• ^2k I*, is the sum of the ionic currents through the cell membrane in fj,A,
• I(t) is the external driving current in fxA,
• 9Nai9K,gL

are conductances in

mS/cm2,

• Viva > VK > Vr, is the reversal potentials at which a current I}, changes direction
in mV,
• TO, h determine the removal of the Na channel block,
• n determine the. removal of the K channel block,
• a, (3 are imperical functions of u that are adjusted to fit measured data.
The Hodgkin-Huxley model is a relatively simple and experimentally testable model
that embodies the major features of membrane non-linearity: namely, voltagedependent ionic currents that activate and inactivate in time. The model is, in
its original form, limited to the two voltage-dependent currents found in the squid
giant axon and it must be extended significantly if it is to deal with the excitable
soma and dendrites of neurons. Secondly, the macroscopic and deterministic model
does not capture the kinetics of the sodium channel correctly and it cannot account
for the stochastic response to current injection that arises from the discrete nature
of ion channels. Thirdly, much simpler integrate-and-fire-type models (pulsed neu
ral networks) seem to be more useful for exploring collective phenomena in neuronal
networks [111].
4
Without changing the form of the Hodgkin-Huxley equation, the notation in [58] is used, which
deviates from the original notation used in [72],
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Summary

The RealNeuron is a carefully-reduced model, see chapter 5, and is developed in
the contexts of machine intelligence. The building block for biological intelligence
is the neuron. Current artificial neuron models are abstracts of biological neurons.
They ignore many of the capabilities of biological neurons.
An accepted scientific definition for "intelligence" does not yet exist, thus the con
cept of intellifacts was introduced. Intellifacts are the intelligence factors which
contribute to t h a t which is understood as intelligence and include, amongst others,
the abilities of learning, thinking, understanding and planning.
Based on dictionary definitions, intelligence is the ability to think, understand,
learn and plan things quickly and well instead of doing things automatically or by
instinct. Mathematically the first part of the definition can be written as:
Intelligence is the set
Xi = {x\x is an intellifact}
with the set of intellifacts Xif

G 2 X i and Xif

^ 0.

A real intelligent machine cannot exist if all the X{f E Xi are not known and
implemented. This leads to the following formulation:
Artificial intelligence (AI) or machine intelligence is the set

Xai = {x\x e Xi}}
with the set of intellifacts Xif C Xi and Xif ^ 0.
The grade of machine intelligence is introduced based on the specific intellifacts
that are implemented and the technology used for implementation. Theoretically,
fifteen grades of machine intelligence can be defined based on the four identified
intellifacts. These following grades are explicitly proposed:
TG

machines that implement only the thinking intellifact, e.g.
based systems, in §2.3.1.

classic Al-rule

PG

machines that implement only the planning intellifact, e.g.
computers from IBM, in §2.3.1.

chess playing

I S G machines t h a t implement learning, thinking, understanding and planning in
tellifact, e.g. some of the technology demonstrators built by NIST, in §2.2.
IG

truly intelligent machines, i.e. machines t h a t are intelligent just like human
beings. This grade is not part of the theoretical fifteen grades based on the
identified intellifacts, and it is not possible to build with the current knowledge
about intelligence, in §2.2. This grade is an ideal.

Another dimension can be added to these grades by specifying the implementation
technology, e.g. implementation with RealNeuron.
The focus of the rest of this thesis is on how to model biological neural networks
and to demonstrate that deduced structures can be used to implement aspects of
learning and thinking intellifacts.

CHAPTER 2.

BACKGROUND

Chapter 3

RealNeuron modelling
Though this be madness, yet there is method in't — William Shakespeare
Hamlet
It has been established in postulate 3 p. 5 that neurons are assumed to be the
underlying building blocks for biological intelligence. This chapter discusses how aRealNeuron is modelled.
An overview of the RealNeuron is given in §3.3, based on a multi-resolutional ap
proach found in systems engineering [77, 81, 44, 11]. Based on the formal theory
presented in §3.1, a formal SBS is defined in §3.2. In §3.5, a variation of Aristotle's
convention, on the naming of objects, is presented for the RealNeuron.
With respect to the scientific and engineering way of life (§1.7.1.1 p. 8 and §1.7.1.2
p. 9) this chapter describes the theory and language used in the rest of the thesis.

3.1

Formal theory

A reference is made to a theory in figure 1.2 on p. 8. A formal language L is used
to express a theory T [36, 35]. This implies that T C L. A set theory language can
be used [99] as the formal language L, with the following conventions:
• Elements of sets are described by small letters, e.g. x, y, z, etc.
• Functions and mappings are described by small letters f{x),
etc. Oftenly used functions have special symbols like:

g(x),

func(x),

— U is the union of two sets,
— n is the intersection of two sets,
— 0 is the empty set,
— # ( ) is the cardinal number of a set, i.e. for finite sets the number of
elements in the set,
— TZ is the range set of a function, mapping or relation, and
— P is the definition set of a function, mapping or relation.
• Sets are described by capitalised first letters e.g. X, Y, Numbers
Oftenly used sets will also have special symbols like:
— IN for natural numbers, and
29
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— E, for real numbers.
• Relations are described by capital letters only, e.g. THEORY{x)
Oftenly used special symbols are:

<=>

....

— € the element relation, and
— the C subset relation.
• The power set of a set X is indicated by 2X.
2

X

If X = {a, b, c} then

= {0, {a}, {b}, {c},{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {a, b, c}}

A theory T is defined as a structure using the following predicate logic form [15, 101].

Definition 4 ( T h e o r y )
T(x)

<=> x=<

<Oi,...,On>,

<Ri,...,Rm,

fi,...,fk>,

A >

with
Oi representing
Ri representing

a set of objects,
relations,

fi representing functions

and mappings,

and

A representing the axioms of the theory.
In the above definition A is the axioms, and Oi, Ri as well as fi are part of the
inference rules in figure 1.2 on p. 8.
For every relation or function, a type can be given by stating the structure of either
the set or sets to which it belongs, [36, 35], e.g.
Ri

C

Oi x 2 ( 0 l X ° 2 >

f,j

C

2(0ix0!)x03

The axioms describe laws or definitions in the domain of the theory's objects and
relations [36, 35], e.g.
1. Laws: (Vx, y){P{x) A C{y) => X{x,y))
2. Definitions: (Va;)(/(x) =

{y\F(x,y)}).

The theory T, on its own, is a pure formal theory with no connection to empirical
reality. To establish such a relationship, data D is needed. D is written in a data
representation language L', which should be a subset of the formal language L, thus
I ' d [36, 35],
Measured data d € D is obtained through measurements M from the domain of
interest in figure 1.2 on p. 8. Any measured data expression dt is a special axiom
of the theory, thus a set of data expressions D is a subset of the axioms A of the
theory, thus D C A [36, 35]. The set D U A has to be consistent. In practical
situations, a subset D' of the set D is used to verify the. theory T with D' U A and
generalised for D \ D1 U A.
For convenience, a formal structure is defined as:
Definition 5 (Structure)
STRUCTURE^)

<S=4>

T(x)

Thus, a formal structure and a formal theory are synonyms in this thesis.
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Systems, environments and bodies

It is convenient to deal only with the substructure of a structure called a
A system S is a 2-tuple < x\, X2 > of objects and relations.

System.

Definition 6 ( S y s t e m )
Systems

= {x\SYSTEM(x)}

SYSTEM{x)

A

«=>

X € { < £ i , £ 2 > | Xx =< Oi, . . . , O T O > A £2 = < i?l, • . . , / ? „ > }
obj(x) = Xi

A

rel(x) = X2

A

states(x)

= $ C obj(x)

S n Systems

A

A

= 0

It is necessary to deal with simple systems in special cases. A simple system consists
of objects representing states (S) and one relation representing the system function

Definition 7 ( S i m p l e s y s t e m )
SimpleSystems

C Systems

SimpleSystems

= {x\SIMPLESYSTEM{x)}

SIMPLESYSTEM{x)
obj{x) = < S >
rel(x) =< <jj>

A
A

«=>
A
A

af : 2 s -> 2 s
Normally, a system has interaction with an environment.
least a simple system with environmental states (Sg).

An environment is at

Definition 8 ( E n v i r o n m e n t )
Environments

= {a; | ENVIRONMENT^)}

ENVIRONMENT^)
states{x)

A

^=> x n SimpleSystems

/ 0

A

= $£

A body is needed for the RealNeuron to interact, with an environment. Sensors and
actuators are used for interaction with the environment.
The sensors (zu) and actuators (ip) as well as the RealNeuron network (\?) are part
of the body (B), thus w,ip,^ G B. The body limits the environmental states (Sf)
that could be sensed and effected by the RealNeuron network. The zu detect the
possible sensory states (S r o ), and the ip influence the efTectory states (Sv), with
the sensory states and efTectory states part of the local body states ($#), thus
S r o u Sp c S B C $£.
Definition 9 ( B o d y )
Bodies C Systems
Bodies = {x\BODY{x)}

A
A
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<^>

obj(x) =< V,w,ip,&B
rel{x) =< <TB >

:

Sy, —► ip

<7B : 2 * x 2

3.2

A

A

A
A

< crs,<ra > C tjB
Su

>

A

< S^j, S ro > C Sj3
<7S : VJ —> S r o
ca
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A

-> 2 * x

2SB

Formal system breakdown s t r u c t u r e

In systems engineering, a system breakdown structure (SBS) is used as a structure
to define and manage a system and its life cycle [81, 44, 77, l l ] .
Formally, it can be said that
SBS = {{x, y)\y € 2s, S € Systems,

3x <E2s,yC

x)

(3.1)

where S is the system with lowest level of resolution that is of interest.
The subsystems and components of S are S3, thus
SSCS

(3.2)

S is an environment for the subsystems Ss. Each sub-system in Ss is again a system
which consists of subsystems and components. This is repeated until the necessary
level of resolution is reached.
A component can be defined as follows:
Components

= {x \ COMPONENTS^)}

COMPONENTS^)

<^> x n Systems

obj{x) Pi Systems

= % A

rel(x) Pi Systems

^ 0

A
/ 0

A

Each level of resolution is indicated by a number. The highest level of resolution is
system level one. If a system consists of seven levels of resolution, then the lowest
level of resolution will be number 7 and the highest resolution level will be 1. From
this description, it follows that if S^%> is the subsystems and components of system
level i + 1 and I is the number of system levels of interest, then

S<» C S^ c ... c sw = s
If S^1' is the subsystems and components of system level % + 1, then
\/xeS^,3yeS{i+l\3xCy

3.3

From biological neuron to RealNeuron

In biology, physiology, psychology and neuroscience textbooks, the normal way of
describing the biological neuron is with a bottom-up approach [13, 41, 125, 137, 158].
In systems engineering the system description is a top-down description. It is outside
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the scope of this thesis to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two
methods. The systems engineering method of describing a system, with the aid of
the system breakdown structure, is used. In the author's experience, it leads to
simpler descriptions of complex systems.
A biological body. e.g. human body in its environment, forms an intelligent sys
tem. It has interfaces with the environment to observe environmental states and to
manipulate the environment. The context diagram for the body is shown in figure
3.1. The body is a subsystem of the intelligent system. This is the lowest level of a
system's resolution.

Environment

Figure 3.1: Context diagram for a body
Lf the body is regarded as a system for processing information then it consists of
a central nervous system that is connected to sensors and actuators, see also the
discussion in §3.1.1. In this case the central nervovis system, sensors and actuators
are subsystems of the body. The central nervous system in a biological body is a
neural network. This neural network is modelled with a RealNeuron network in this
thesis. T h e RealNeuron network context diagram is shown in figure 3.2,

Figure 3.2: Context diagram for a RealNeuron network
If the RealNeuron network is regarded as a system then it consists of RealNcurons,
i.e. motor neurons, internal neurons and sensor neuron. The RealNeuron context
diagram is shown in fiimre 3.3.

Sensor neurons

+■ Internal neurons

Motor neurons

Figure 3.3; Conlext diagram for RealNenrons
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An example of a biological neural network is shown in figure 3.4. This network
consists of cortical neurons (nerve cells) that grow in a culture. In the top left-hand
corner of figure 3.4 a large, round, textured, astrocytic glial cell (neuroglial cell) is
visible. Neuroglial cells supports cells in the nervous system. Neurons usually have
a large cellular body with one thick axon and several thinner dendrites extending
from it. The axon carries nerve impulses away from the neuron. Its branching
ends (bulb ends) make contact with other neurons and with muscles or glands. The
highly branching dendrites receive information from other neurons 94 .

Figure 3.4: Biological neural network, provided by [94]
A biological neural network has different types of neurons. They all carry electro
chemical nerve signals, but differ in structure, i.e. number of synapses, and artfound in different parts of the body [4i>). Two types of neurons are the pyramidal
neuron in figure 3 5 , and the Pm'kmje cells in figure 3.6. Figure 3.5 shows the
pyramidal neurons, from the central nervous system, growing on a glial/fibroblast
matrix.

Figure 3.5: Biological pyramidal neurons, provided by [95
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Ramon y Cajal jxsade the sketch in figure 3.6 of the Purkinje cells (A) and grauule
cells (B) from a pigeon cerebellum in 1899. Ramon y Cajal first revealed the
structure of individual neurons and made the point that the complex structure
of the brain depends on individual cells and their connections _ 13]

Figure 3.5': Purkinje. cells (A) and grannie cells (B), [159]
Sensory neurons (sensor neurons) are the interfaces between the body's sensors
(eyes, ears, etc.) and the central nervous system. Motoneuroris (motor neurons)
carry signals from the central nervous system and glands. Interneurons (internal
neurons) form all the neural wiring within the central nervous system. These dif
ferent biological neurons are modelled with RealNeurons as a sensor neuron, motor
neuron and internal neuron. T h e system context diagram for a RealNeuron network
is shown in figure 3.3.
bi figure 2.1, a typical biological neuron is shown. The three main components
identified in this picture is the soma, axon and bulb ends. Based on this and
other descriptions of biological neurons [13, 41, 125. 137. 158], it is deduced that a
Real Neuron is a system that consists of the following three subsystems or compo
nents [51, 50|:
• one soma (S),
• no or one axon (A), and
• no or several presyimptic terminals or bulb ends (T).
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Part of the input synapses for the biological neuron is at its dendrites [13, 41,
125, 137, 158]. figure 2.1 on p. 20. By examining the descriptions of dendrites
[13. 41, 125, 137, 158], it can be concluded that for information processing purposes,
the functions for dendrites are:
• increasing of the surface of the neuron to be able to receive several thousand
or even millions of input signals, and
• delaying of grouped input signals before arrival at the soma by using spatial
placement.
In I he description of I he KeaLNeuron network and the RealNeuron interconnec
tions. dendrites are not part of the description, because no geometrical (spatial)
restrictions exist for a RealNeuron network inside a computer. The spacial signal
processing can be realized by defining post-synaptic membrane groups that are pro
cessed together and delayed for the desired amount of time. The descriptions of
classical conditioning do not address deudrjte processing [110]. Thus, 1 he spatial
processing ol inputs is outside the scope of this thesis aud should be considered for
Future revisions of the RealNeuron formulation.
The next lower level components of the RealNeuron is shown in figure 3.7 for a
RealNeuron with an axon and three bulb ends.

Bulb end

Bulb end

Soma

Bulb end
RealNeuron
Figure 3.7: Components of the RealNeuron
Based on the descriptions of biological neurons [13, 41, 125. 137, 158], it is deduced
that the above-mentioned three groups of components consist of different membrane
types. The following two membrane types are distinguished inside the RealNeuron
(N):
• post-synaptic membrane (JW P ).
• main membrane

(Mm).

Two types of main membrane are distinguished:
• The soma main membrane (Mms),

also known as the axon hillock.

• The bulb-end main membrane {Mmy).
appendix E p. 181 for an explanation.

This has no biological equivalent, see
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Based on the biological descriptions '111, it is deduced that three types of postsynaptic membranes can be distinguished, namely
• soma post-synaptic membrane

(Mps),

• axon post-synaptic membrane (MpA),
• bulb-end post-synaptic membrane

and
(Mpy).

The RealNeuron components consist of many different components themselves. Fig
ure 3.8(a) shows the membrane components of a soma, figure 3.8(b) shows the
membrane components of an axon, and figure 3.8(c) shows some of the membrane
components of a bulb end.

Soma
Post-synaptic
Membrane

Soma Main
Membnuie

Soma
Post-synaptic
Membrane
Sons
(a) Some of the components of the soma
/

f

A xi m

Post-synaptic

Membrane

J

V

/

f

\
Axon
Post-synaptic
Membrane

\
Bulb-end
Soma

\

J

)
Axon
(b) Some of the compo
nents uf the axon

Bulb-end
(c) Some of the components
of the bulb end

Figure 3.8: RealNeuron Components
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It is deduced from biological neurons [13, 41, 125, 1.37, 158] that the membranes
consist of;
• pump (P),
• voltage-gated channel (C,,),
• receptor-gated channel (C T ), or
• concentration channel (C c )
for regulating the different ion species concentration at a specific cell membrane.
The ion concentrations are used for the calculation of the corresponding electrical
potential in the main membrane.
A membrane can also have metabolic receptors (R) that cause functional changes
inside membranes and somas [13, 41, 125, 137, 158].
The bulb end also has vesicles- The vesicles release ncurotransmitters into the
synaptic gap [13, 41, 125, 137, 158], if the potential value in mV of the bulb end
rises above a certain threshold.
These are the main components that contribute to the concept of the RealNeuron.
Other components will be introduced, a,s needed, in this thesis.
The RealNeuron response and threshold functions are implemented through the
simulation of the different brain cell subcomponents that are similar to the bio
logical cell subcomponents described in [13, 41, 125, 137, 158]. Hence, the mode)
simulates the mechanism of a main membrane, which generates an action potential
that propagates through the axon, followed by several bulb ends. Each bulb end is
followed by a synaptic gap and a posi-synaplic membrane.

3.3.1

Action potential

Messages are conveyed through the central nervous system
of action potentials in the nerve fibres (axons). AM action
the axon hillock. Once the threshold potential is exceeded
propagated along the axon towards the bulb ends [13, 41,

through 1 he propagation
potential is generated in
iu the axon hillock, it is
125. 137, 158].

Both the generation of the action potential (-4P) and threshold function are im
plemented as part of the main membrane inside the RealNeuron. The membranes
are simulated with respect to the electrical potential value in tnV, the timing of the
processes and the concentrations of chemical substances involved.

3.3.2

The synapse

The connection between two neurons is called a synapse. The biological synaptic
zone, as seen under a microscope, is shown in figure 3.9(a). Take note of the vesicles
and single dark dense core vesicle in the bulb end. The RealXeuron equivalent is
shown in figure 3.y(b).
A synapse is a system that consists of a bulb end, a synaptic gap, and a postsynaptic membrane [13, 41, 125, 137, 158], see also Sgure 3.9(a). In an artificial
neural network, the syuaptic strengths are represented by fixed weights [68]. In
a RealNeuron network, the synaptic strengths could change temporarily based on
certain events inside the RealNeuron network.

FROM BIOLOGICAL NEURON TO REALNEURON

(a) lixcitatory synapse from the central nervous system, provided
by !l 1]
f

Bulb-End

Synaptic
Gap

*
Post-synaptic
Membrane

^
Synapse
(b) The components of a synapse

Figure 3.9: Thu synapse
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Electrochemistry

It is required to calculate the potential value in raV of certain membranes in the
RealNeuron. The potential value in mV is based on the ion concentration at the
membrane. For biological membranes, the ion concentration's calculation at the
membranes is very well described [28. 41, 73, 72, 125, 137, 158]. The Nernst equation
is used lo calculate the individual contribution of an ion species at a membrane and
the Goldmann equation is used to calculate the nett effect of sodium ions (Na' 1 ),
potassium ions {K+) and chlorine ions (Cl~).

3.3.4

Nernst equation

The Nernst equation is defined in [128] as:
E=E

e

- ^ l n Q

where E is the exact effect of concentrations upon a potential in Volt (V), E® is the
standard potential in V. R is the molar gas constant in Joule per Kelvin per mol
( J / K / m o l ) , T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin (K), z is the valence number,
and F is the Faraday number in Coulomb per mol (C/moi).
The potential difference over a membrane, for a specific ion species u will then be:
Eu — Et — EL
with J-i the internal potential and E,, the external potential at the cell membrane
in V. Thus,
RT
RT
6

Ea = B - ~

InH, - E° -,- ^ - InH,

and I his simplifies to the modified Nernst equation for rest potentials:

fn biology, the cell potential is expressed in millivolt (mV) thus, the modified Nernst
equation for rest potentials in biological cells is:
_

1OO0RT

(H

1000x8.314517',
f\a\
In

za9GA8b

VW
\*h /

0.0861747*,
f\o\r
In

(3.3)

' l<7|.

0.198423T

fWl\

r

,

with the units of Ea in mV, za is the valence of the ion and:
a £ T = {s | V,?. s is a membrane substance)
It is also needed to calculate the inverse fur the Nernst equation. This is done by:
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Goldmann equation

The combination of the different ion species in a membrane is calculated by using
the Goldman equation [28, 41, 125, 137]- The Goldmann equation is given by:
F

_RT

hM

+ PNa[Na+]e

(PK[K+\t

+

Pcl[cr]A

F '" VPK[K + }i + PNa[JVa+ ], + Pa[CI-],)

(

^

J

where
R is the universal gas constant (8.31451 J / K / m o l ) ,
F is the Faraday number (90480 C/mol).
T is the temperature in ly
PK is-the membrane permeability to potassium ions in m / s [125],
PNU

ifi

the membrane permeability to sodium ions in m/s [125],

Pci is the membrane permeability to chlorine ions in m / s [125],
[K~\i is the internal concentration of potassium ions,
[/Va + ]; is the internal concentration of sodium ions in mol/1.
[C7~], is the internal concentration of chlorine ions in mol/1,
[K" + ] f is the external concentration of potassium ions in mol/1,
[Na+]f, is the external concentration of sodium ions in mol/1, and
[Cf~]fc is the external concentration of chlorine ions in mol/1.
Some texts use f-.. with kb the Bolt/mann constant (1.3806e-23 J / K ) and ryc the
electron charge (1.6022e-19 C), instead of f. It should be noted that £ = —.
Another way of calculating the net effect at a membrane is discussed in [VZ51 as
part of the explanation of the Goldmann equation:
EM =

&■

EK+ +

9>< + gNa + 9ci

^

ENat

+

^

9K + 9Na + get

9K

Ecl-

(3.8)

+ 9Na + 9CI

with
9o

F3

=

{KIT-

EMPJ<TL

^

^

(3-9)
{K+,Na+,Cir}

VCT £

with cj0 i.u Siemens per square meter (S/mr).
E

M

=

,-,

IT^-I
K

PK\K-\

. n

By substituting (3.9) into (3.8)

PK[/C +
' ■ » , .r 1

1 r . - l ^ , _ l 'F'K

+ P/v u [/V«+] e + Pc-([Ci-] e

Pjv0fi'Vft^]c.
P K [ ^ + ] e + PA-«[A'a+1:e + f
PK\K+l

Pci[Cl-\e
+ iWiSfa+L +

c ;

'

p-

PalCl-

Ecu-

(3.10)
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Jt is assumed that the proportional change in Em{t) from Em(t ) is the same for
the individual potentials EK,ENUH>a f° r calculating the inverse of (3.8). Thus,

iWO

3.4

=

-pj^rENa(r)

(3.11)

State space theory

States describe the condition of a system, and provide the information which (to
gether with a. knowledge of the equations describing the system) enables the calcu
lation of the future behaviour from a knowledge of the inputs 'I0|. In this thesis, the
parameters and states of systems are not only scalars or vectors with components as
elements of real numbers, but, it can also be other elements from general topologieal
spaces, e.g. string spaces describing molecules, etc. This means that the +, —> x
operators are also adapted accordingly for the respective topological spaces,

3.4.1

Continuous systems

A linear dynamic system can be described by the following set of equations
x

= Ax + Bv,

y

= Cx + Du

(3.12)

where u is the input states to the system described in (3.12), y is the output states
from the system, and x is the internal states of the system [59]. The matrices
.4, B, C, and D are the linear operators of the transfer function of the system. The
application of definition 7 on (3.12) results in:
S

= < u. x, y, t >

QJ

=

<A,3,C,D>

Thus, the linear system in (3.12) is a simple system with 2-tuple structure':
< x\,x2

>=«

u,x,y,t

> < A,B,C,D

>> ,

The more general description of a system is:
x

=

f(x,u.t)

y

= h(x.uj)

(3.13)

where / is the mapping between the input sates u and the internal states x and
h is the mapping between the internal states x, the input states u and the output
states y.
See definition 7.
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The generalised system in (3.13) is rewritten as the system described by parameferised operators;

F(u)

(3.14)

The system description in (3.14} can also be expressed as:
x
u
t

dt

x
u
I

F,(V)

X

(3.15)

u
t

where F/ = J F. In a more formal way it can be said that F/ and H are mappings
defined as:
F/:Ixl/xT

->

A'

H :X x U x T

-

Y

(3.KI)

where A' is the internal state space, U is the input state space, T C R + is the time
space and Y is the output state space.
The variables y,x.u, t are the states of the system (3.15) and the variables v. w are
(he descriptive parameters of the system (3.15). T h e states are implemented as
descriptive parameters in different data structures. This enables optimisation in
the future by varying v and u.
The application of definition 7 on (3.16) results in:
S

=

<Y.X,U,T>

Of

=

< Ft, v. H, LU >

Thus, (3.16) is a system as per definition 6 and a simple system per definition 7
with the following 2-tuple structure:
< x t , x a > = < < K , X f / , T > . < F,,u..II,w

3.4.2

»

.

Discrete systems

Assume a continuous function / ( i ) that is sampled at time intervals of At > 0, then
the function F(t) = YAH=-OU f(t)S(t ~~ kAt), where 5(i) is the Dirac delta function.
If tk = kAt, it follows that F{tk) = f{tk) and for any -r < At, F(tk
±e)=0.
The following notation is introduced:
Z-'F{tk)

^ F{ik -

At)
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F(tk-nAt)

For a fixed sampling period the following notation F(tk) = F(k) is adopted and
without the. loss of generality, it could be assumed that At — 1, or:
Z~lF(k)

= F(k - 1)

Z~"F(k) =

3.5

F(k-n)

RealNeuron notation

The notation is presented by an example. The output voltage of an output neuron
is determined as follows:
Start with the neuron N, that is an output neuron A^, and specifically the output
of the output neuron K/v,,, then finally refer to the voltage £V,.V, ■ This notation
maps to the software as Ne\iron_y . Y , E,
If the component i of a vector is referred to, then it is indicated by Ey'
notation maps to the software as Neuxon.y. Y. E [ i ] .

. This

The general algorithm for identifying a state is:
1. Identify the object O that you are working with.
2. Identify the subclass 5 of the object, if any.
3. Identify what type of state of interest T is.
4. Identify the name of the state of interest Af.
5. Identify the index i of the vector, if any.
From the above-mentioned algorithm the state identifier is /Vj. . The following is
also indicated by vising the above algorithm and stops at the step of interest:
• T'■,) - The type of state T of object vector O^'s j ' t h component (in software
0_S[i] .T).
• To ' The type of state 7 of object O (in software D.T).
■ Os - The object O of subclass S (in software CLS).
• O - The general object of type O or the object itself (in software D).

3.6

Summary

A definition for a formal theory has been given us'm.Li the set theory notation in
§3.1. A formal definition has been presented for a system breakdown structure in
§3.2, using the formal theory definition. Based on the formal theory, the predicate
logic model for the RealNeuron network is developed further in the next chapter.
An overview of the RealNeuron structure is presented in §3.3. This structure can
be summarised with the system breakdown structure in figure 3.6. All models in
the next chapter are based on this structural description.
A structure for state space system models is defined in §3.4,
The notation on how to label the subcomponents of the RealNeuron is presented in
3.0. The state space model for a. RealNeuron network is developed further in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 4

RealNeuron models
Equations are more important to me, because politics is for the present,
but an equation is something for eternity — Albert Einstein l
This chapter develops the detail for the RealNeuron network system level and lower
system levels in figure 3.6. This detail is developed by establishing models, that
extract the information-processing capabilities of the biological neurons, in §4.2,
§4.3 and §4.4.
With respect to the scientific and engineering way of life (§1.7.1.1 p. 8 and §1.7.1.2
p. 9), this chapter provides the different models (theory) for the RealNeuron. Ac
cording to definition 1, the models in this chapter are still only a pure theory. The
theory is presented in set predicates, block diagrams and a state space model.
The explicit contribution of this thesis is:
• The completion and standardisation of terminology and symbology of a pred
icate description of the RealNeuron in §4.2 by applying the definitions 4 to 7
in §3.1 on pp. 30-31, and the naming convention described in §3.5 on p. 44.
• The block diagrams in §4.4.
• The development of a state space model iu §4.4 based on §3.4. The message
processing (or signal processing) is modelled directly with difference equations.

4.1

Different types of models

From the author's experience as a practising engineer, different model types em
phasise different aspects. In the modelling of complex systems, the use of different
models, to emphasise different aspects of a system, is crucial in the understanding
of the structure and dynamics of a system. The choice of model types is generally
driven by the problem to be solved as well as the experience and preferences of the
modellers.
In this thesis the following three types of models are developed for a RealNeuron
network:
• Predicate model.
1

In Stephen Hawking A Brief History of Time (1998). See also C.P. Snow 'Einstein' in M.
Goldsmith et.al. (eds.) Einstein (1980).
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• Block diagram model.
• State space model.
These different models provide different insights into the identification and simpli
fication of RealNeuron networks.

4.1.1

Predicate model

Set predicates are used, because it is how the structures were originally described.
This type of model provides an easy and clear way for formulating complex struc
tures. The direct relation that this method has with a formal theory, see §3.1, is a
great advantage, because the model is the formal theory of the described structure.
The predicate model can be directly translated into an XML description, see Ap
pendix C for an example, which makes programming simpler by using a standard
XML-parser library, e.g. Xerces 2 , to parse a RealNeuron network's text description.

4.1.2

Block diagram model

Block diagrams are very closely related to signal flow diagrams. See [55, 119], for a
discussion on the subject. Block diagrams are used in this thesis.
This type of model makes the visualisation of the causal processing of information
for a system easier. It provides a visual picture of the data flow in the model. In
future revisions of the RealNeuron model, the block diagram model should be used
to simplify the causal processing of the membranes and their subcomponents. This
topic has led to major discussions in the past a.t Knowbotic Systems.
The identification of patterns, inside the RealNeuron model, is also made easier
with block diagrams. In future revisions of the RealNeuron model, these patterns
can lead to simpler implementations by using an object-orientated language such
as C + + or Java.
Block diagrams can be easily modelled, almost one-to-one, in Simulink/Matlab or
Scicos/Scilab mathematical modelling software packages.

4.1.3

State space model

The state space model together with the block diagrams make it possible to imple
ment RealNeuron networks using several computer languages or software packages
that include amongst others C + + , Scilab, Ope.nOffice.org Calc, etc. The state
space model is implemented by using systems engineering analysis' different levels
of resolution [4, 44].
By using the notation in 3.4, the parameters can be distinguished more easily from
the states of the models. The time domain is a discrete domain. This is similar
to the discrete state space formulation used in digital control systems, see [59], but
with some states as strings.
In future revisions of the RealNeuron model, optimisation can be used to implement
long-term memory by varying the descriptive parameters v and ui in (3.15) on p. 43.
2

Available on the Internet at http://xml.apache.org/
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Predicate model

This section focuses on the detail structure for the RealNeuron network system
level and lower system levels, mentioned in figure 3.6, deduced from the biological
description of neurons in [13, 41, 125, 158].
The predicate model has been completed and the terminology and symbology have
been standardised as well, by applying the definitions 4 to 7 in §3.1 on pp. 30-31
and the naming convention described in §3.5 on p. 44. The predicate model of the
RealNeuron is based on the work done in [30, 36, 32] as mentioned in §1.7.1 on p. 8.

4.2.1

RealNeuron network

The RealNeuron network ($>) forms part of the body as seen in the system break
down structure in figure 3.6 on p. 45. A RealNeuron network consists of RealNeurons
(TV) that are interconnected to each other. Some of the RealNeurons are connected
to sensory states (S^) and effectory states (S^,) in the body (B), see definition 9 on
p. 31. The sensory states and effectory states are part of local RealNeuron network
states (S$), thus S c S ^ C S $ .
Definition 10 ( R e a l N e u r o n network ( ^ ) )
RNNetworks

C Systems

RNNetworks

= {x\REAL

A
NEURAL

REALNEURALNETWORK{x)
obj{x)=<N,Sw,Sip,S^l>

NETWORK(x)}

A

«=^
A

rel{x) =< cr<a >

A

N=<Nu...,Nn>

A

s

s

a<a : 2 " x 2 " x 2 * x l - t 2 s " x2N

x 2s*

with T the time space.

4.2.2

RealNeuron

A RealNeuron (TV) can be a motor neuron, an internal neuron or an actuator neuron,
as indicated in the system breakdown structure in figure 3.6 on p. 45.
Based on the biological description of a neuron in figure 2.1, it follows that in
general, a RealNeuron (TV) may consist of the following interconnected subsystems:
A soma (5), an axon (A), and bulb ends (T). Because a RealNeuron is a dynamic
system, local RealNeuron states (S/v) also form part of the RealNeuron description.
Definition 11 ( R e a l N e u r o n (TV))
RNeurons

C Systems

RNeurons

= {x\REALNEURON(X)}

A

REALNEURON(x)

4=4-

obj{x) =<S,A,T,$N

>

rel(x) =< aw >
T=<T1,...,Tn>

A

A

A
A

<rN : 2s" x 2s x 2A x 2 T l x ... x 2 T " x T ^ 2
with T the time space.

s

"x2

s

x 2 ' l x 2 T l x ... x 2 T "
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Soma

In the description of the RealNeuron in [36, 31, 32, 145, 144], two types of soma
exist, namely:
• input soma {Si), and
• bulb-end soma {ST).
Thus, S i U S T C S .
T h e S T has no biological equivalent and is introduced in [145, 144] to take advan
tage of the object-orientated data-definition capabilities of the Postgresql database
manager 3 , see appendix E.
From descriptions of the soma in [13, 41, 125, 158], only the information-processing
components were extracted and deduced from [73, 72]. Thus, a soma consists of a
set of post-synaptic membranes (to make things simple, for a sensoric neuron in the
Si and for a motor neuron in the ST, this set is the empty set 0), a soma integration
function ( J s ) that integrates the potential of each post-synaptic membrane ( M p ) ,
a main membrane ( M m ) , an LTP function {fi) and the local soma states ($s).
D e f i n i t i o n 12 ( S o m a )
Soma C Systems

A

Soma = {x\SOMA{x)}
SOMA{x)

A

<=^

obj{x) =< Mp, Mm,ls,
rel{x) = < as >

At, $s >

A

Mv=<Mvl,...MVn>
as : 2

Ss

A

x2"x 2
2

A

Zs

Ss

x 2

x 2

M

Mm

x 2

x 2 M n x ... x 2 M "»
Zs

x 2

Mm

x T ^

M

x 2 "i x ... x 2 M "»

with T the tune space.

4.2.4

Axon

An axon consists of a list of compartments LA described by axonal membranes
( M a ) and the local axon states {SA)- This is deduced from the descriptions of a
biological axon in [13, 41, 125, 158]. The action potential propagation through the
axon can be implemented by linking a couple of the compartments together and
propagating the action potential from compartment to compartment.
D e f i n i t i o n 13 ( A x o n )
Axons C Systems

A

Axons = {x\AXON{x)}
AXON{x)

>

rei(x) = < aA >

A

aA ■ 2
3

<=^

obj{x) =< LA,SA

LA=<

Mal,...,Man>
SA

A

M

A

A
Ala

x 2 « x ... x 2 "

http://www.postgresql.org

xT^2

S j

x 2Mal

x ... x 2 A / o »
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with T the time space.

4.2.5

Bulb end

A bulb end (T) consists of a soma (5*), a threshold potential (7TT), a neurotransmitter ( T T ) that will be released into the synapse, and the local bulb-end
states ( S T ) - The elements of the bulb end are deduced from the descriptions of the
biological bulb end in [13, 41, 125, 158]. As mentioned and motivated in appendix
E, no biological equivalent exists for the soma (5*) structure in the bulb end.

Definition 14 ( B u l b e n d )
BulbEnds

C Systems

BulbEnds

= {x\BULBEND{x)}

BULBEND(x)

A
A

^=>

obj(x) =< Sy, TC, 7rx, S T >
rel(x) =< (7T >
<jT : 2

ST

x {rT}

A

A
x {TT T } X 2

S T

X T ^

2Sr

x {rT}

x {TT T } X 2 S T

with T ifte time space.

It is possible to substitute Ty with the tuple (TT,WT)J where uiy is the released
neurotransmitter concentration. This would define the synaptic strengths between
RealNeurons based on the concentrations of released neurotransmitters. The imple
mentation of this is outside the scope of this thesis and meant for a future revision
of the RealNeuron.

4.2.6

Membranes

A membrane (M) consists of channels (C), pumps ( P ) , metabolic receptors (R),
ionic species (a), and local membrane states ( S M ) , deduced from the descriptions of
biological membranes in [13, 41, 73, 72, 125, 158]. The channels and pumps make
the exchange of ionic species possible. The metabolic receptors trigger chemical
processes inside the soma. It should be noted t h a t Mp U Ma U Mm C M.

Definition 15 ( M e m b r a n e )
Membranes

C Systems

Membranes

= {x\MEMBRANE{x)}

MEMBRANE{x)

A

- ^

obj{x)=<C,P,R,SM
rel(x) =< UM >

A

>

A

A

aM : 2 C x 2 P x 2R x 2SM X T -» 2 C x 2 p x 2
w t t T i/te izme space.

J !

x 2SM
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Ion channels

A channel (C) specifies the specific ion species (<r) that it will let through, the chan
nel capacity (7) in mmol/time step, the channel type or channel control signature
(5), and the local channel states (Sc), deduced from the description of biological
channels in [41, 125, 158].
Definition 16 ( C h a n n e l )
Channels

C Systems

Channels

= {x\C H AN N EL{x)}

CHANNEL^)

A
A

<=>

obj(x) = < a, 7,5, §c >

A

rel(x) =< ac >
ac ■ {7} x 2d" x 2S°' x T - t ^ x 2 S °'
with T the time space.
The control signature 5 in the above-mentioned definition determines the channel
type as follows:
Definition 17 ( C h a n n e l control signature)
5 e { < Cw, < nc > >, < Co, < 0 > >, <CT,

< K(c),T,6(K,T),r(«,,T),o(c),i(c) > > }

with
Cw - Voltage-gated
TCC - Threshold

channel,

potential,

CT - Neurotrans'mitter-gated

channel,

T = { < < Ti,effect > , . . . , < T„,effect > > } - neurotransmitters
gap,
Ti - Neurotransmitter

in the

synaptic

molecules,

T{K,T) - openness function for the channel, returns 1 if T is an agonist - the
synapse is excitatory, 0 if T is an antagonist - the synapse is inhibitory,
Cg - Concentration-gated

channel,

9 - Threshold

concentration,

o{c) - Current

openness,

t(c) - Current blocked time left,
6(K, T) - Time span that the channel is blocked, and
K(C) - Channel receptor
with T the time space.

molecule.
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Ion pumps

A pump (P) specifies the specific ion species (a) that it will let through, the pump
capacity (7) in mmol/time step, the pump direction (<f>), the threshold concentration
(9) in mmol, and the local pump states (Sp), deduced from the description of
biological pumps in [41, 125, 158].
Definition 18 ( P u m p s )
Pumps

C Systems

Pumps

= {x\PUMP(x)}

PUMP{x)

A
A

<=>

obj{x) = < (7,7, 9, 4>, Sp >

A

rel(x) =< op >
dp : {7} x {9} x {<f>} x 2

S f

x T - * 2s'5

with T the time space.

4.2.9

Metabolic receptors

A metabolic receptor (R) specifies the metabolic receptor molecule (p), the neurotransmitters in the synaptic gap ( T = { < < Ti, effect > , . . . , < T„, effect > > } ) ,
T(p) = {T 6 T\Wb(p, T) is defined}, the neurotransmitter molecules (77), the time
duration for blocking the receptor (b(p,r)), the current blocked time left {t(p)), the
receptor event flag (e p ), and the local metabolic receptor states (S/j), deduced from
the description of biological receptors in [41, 125, 158].
Definition 19 ( R e c e p t o r )
Receptors

C Systems

Receptors

= {x\RECEPTOR{x)}

REGEPTOR{x)

A

<=>

obj(x) =<p,T,b(p,T),t(p),ep,$R
rel{x) =< an >

A
>

A

A

aR : {p} x 2 T x {6(p,r)} x {t(p)} x 2 s » x T - * {t(p)} x {ep} x 2 s *
with T the time space.

4.3

Message processing

The algorithmic description in [145, 144], is combined with the description in [36,
31, 32] to formulate message processing inside the RealNeuron.
For the processing of the description of messages, a top-down approach is used.
Only the. processing of exchanged messages inside the body is considered. This is
not a restriction, because the externally exchanged messages use a predefined com
munication protocol to communicate with the environment. The. communication
protocol is implemented through the sensor and actuator objects that are part of
the body definition.
By concentrating on the body system level in figure 3.6, three types of connections
can be identified inside the body:
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B o d y - t o - B r a i n (B ^-> \I>) The assumption is made that the body (through sen
sors) induces a changing potential measured in millivolt (mV) in the range
[ — 7ll,+7l2], Vni,7l2 > 0.
sense : S ro ^-> Mp
with S ^ C R", and S ro C S>B with n the number of sensory states measured
in mV.
B r a i n - t o - B o d y (\I> ^-> U) The body (through actuators) reacts to either changing
electrical potentials measured in mV in the range [—n\, +^2], Vni, 712 > 0 or
neurotransmitter (r) molecules or hormones.
response

: T ^-> S v

with S v C R r a _ m x rm, and S v C $ B with n the number of effectory states
measured of which m states are measured in mV, and n — m the number of
neurotransmitter or hormone names expressed as character strings.
B r a i n - t o - B r a i n (\I> ^-> \P) In a synapse, the bulb end releases a neurotransmitter
of a specific type and concentration into the synaptic gap that could dock
onto a post-synaptic membrane.
synapticPulse

: T "—> Mp

with the output of a bulb end measured as the released neurotransmitter (r)
name expressed as a character string.

4.3.1

RealNeuron message processing

As with the processing of classical neurons [68], the strategy, where a neuron forms
the local computing unit, is described in this section. This can easily be expanded
where the membranes are the local computing unit [145].
The time unit for each simulation step is one time step, see 3.4.2.

4.3.2

RealNeuron

Based on definition 11 and the descriptions for a biological neuron [13, 41, 73, 72,
125, 137, 158], let N =< Si, A, y > be a RealNeuron, with Si the input soma, A is
an axon, and y is the set of bulb ends connected to A. For every membrane m £ N,
[<j]e and [<J]J are the external and internal concentrations of the relevant ion species
a £ {Na+ ,K+ ,Cl~}. Further, for all post-synaptic membranes mv £ N, let Tm
be the set of neurotransmitters in the synaptic gap at mp.
1. S o m a processing: Apply the input soma algorithm in §4.3.3 to determine
the action potential V^1 ■
2. A x o n processing: Propagate the main membrane output potential Vffi
through the axon A by applying the axon processing algorithm in §4.3.4 to
get the axon output potential V™1 ■
3. B u l b - e n d processing: For all bulb ends y £ Y: Apply the bulb-end pro
cessing algorithm §4.3.5.
The output of N is the neurotransmitters: TV emitted by the bulb end, r^ v emitted
by the long-term potential (LTP) function of the bulb end, and rMi emitted by the
LTP function of the input soma.
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Soma

Based on definition 12 and the descriptions for a biological neuron [13, 41, 73, 72,
125, 137, 158], let S =< Mp, Mm, p, > be a soma, Mp is post-synaptic membranes,
Mm is a main membrane, and if defined, p, is an LTP function. For every membrane
m € N, [a]e and [a]i are the external and internal concentrations of the relevant ion
species u £ {Na+, K+ ,Cl~}.
Further, for all post-synaptic membranes mv £ N,
let Tm be the set of neurotransmitters in the synaptic gap of mp.
4.3.3.1

Input soma processing

1. P o s t - s y n a p t i c m e m b r a n e processing: For all soma post-synaptic membranes
(Mps),
Vm £ Mps, apply the membrane level algorithm in §4.3.6. De
termine the output potentials V™1 and the metabolic receptor event flag
ep,p e Tim =< pi,...,pk
>.
2. I n p u t s o m a i n t e g r a t i o n processing: Determine the input soma potential
as the average output potential of the post-synaptic membranes

E
#{Mps)

-pout
1
m

is the number of soma post-synaptic membranes

3. LTP function processing: If an LTP function ps = < < pi, •••, pk >, rns > <
mi, ...,TOJ > >, TO* £ Mps exists, apply the LTP function algorithm in §4.3.9.
4. M a i n m e m b r a n e processing: Use ,pmsoma
a s the input to the main membrane
Mm and apply the membrane level algorithm in §4.3.6 to determine the output
ut
-yout
potential V°
h nSM,
The output is Vff

4.3.3.2

, measured in mV.

Bulb-end soma processing

1. M a i n m e m b r a n e processing: Apply the membrane level algorithm in
§4.3.6 to determine the output potential V^
.
2. P o s t - s y n a p t i c m e m b r a n e processing: For all bulb-end post-synaptic membranes
(Mp~c), Vm £ Mpx, apply the membrane level algorithm in §4.3.6 and deter
mine the output potentials V™* and the receptor event flags ep, p £ TZm =<
pi,.-,pk

>■

3. LTP function processing: If an LTP function / i T = < < pi,...,pk
>
, T /tT , < mi,..., mi > >, mi £ Mpr exists, apply the LTP function algo
rithm in §4.3.9.
4. B u l b - e n d s o m a i n t e g r a t i o n processing: Determine the bulb-end soma
potential as
Vr

=

Tjout
MmT

_i_ V~*
'Tyout
' Z-/Vm6MpT ' m

#(MpT) + 1

# ( M P T ) is the number of bulb-end post-synaptic membranes. The output is
■p-r, measured in mV.
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Axon

Based on definition 13 and the descriptions for a biological neuron [13, 41, 73, 72,
125, 137, 158], let A = LA be the axon, where LA is a list of compartments described
as axonal membranes. These axonal membranes correspond to the post-synaptic
membranes that are part of synapses at the nodes of Ranvier in a biological neuron 4 ,
see figure 2.1 on p. 20. LA —< m\,...,mn
>, VTBJ € Ma, and axonal membranes
are ordered according to their neighbour relation, e.g. m i is the membrane closest
to the axon hillock and receives its input from the soma main membrane ( M m g ) ,
mn is the closest to the bulb ends, and mu gets an input from m^-i- Let Pjjj* be
the output potential of Mms-

1. Set Vin =

V$ls.

2. Iterate over the list of compartments: Vfc = l...n do
(a) A x o n a l m e m b r a n e processing: Calculate the output potential V!out
m
by applying the membrane level algorithm in §4.3.6 to the axonal membrane
mk with input potential Vm and transmitter substance set Tnik.
ut
(b) Vin = V°
m ■
k

VAut = 7>™f is the output potential of the axon.

4.3.5

Bulb end

Based on definition 14 and the descriptions for a biological neuron [13, 41, 73, 72,
125, 137, 158], let y = < Sr,Ty,TTy > be a bulb end where y G T, ry is the emitted
neurotransmitter by the vesicle, and iry is a potential threshold.
1. S o m a processing: Apply the bulb-end soma algorithm in §4.3.3 to determine
the potential Vs with the input potential VAut.
2. Vesicle p r o c e s s i n g : If Vs > iry then emit the neurotransmitter ry.
The output is the neurotransmitter ry.

4.3.6

Membranes

Based on definition 15 and the descriptions for a biological neuron [13, 41, 125, 137,
158], there are different ways of interaction between the individual channels, pumps,
receptors, and processes, e.g. if a receptor-gated channel opens because of a specific
neurotransmitter in the synaptic gap, then it changes the ion-species concentrations
at the membrane, which in turn influences the overall membrane potential as well as
the activity of individual pumps. The change in membrane potential then influences
the voltage-gated channels. The voltage-gated channels then change the ion-species
concentrations a t the membrane, which in turn influences the overall membrane
potential as well as the activity of individual pumps.
The following assumptions are made to keep the model of the RealNeuron simple:
4
Nodes of Ranvier are regularly spaced gaps in the myelin sheath around an axon. About one
micrometer in length, these gaps expose the axonal membrane to the extracellular fluid. (The
myelin sheath is the fatty tissue layer coating the axon [158, 125].)
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• Only one pump is used to pump a specific substance at a specific membrane.
This has no affect on the modelling of leak flows over the membrane, because
another pump can be used to model this effect. Different pump rates at
different ion-species concentration levels can be modelled by using more than
one pump for a specific substance.
• Only one channel transports a specific substance (ion species) at a specific
membrane. This has no affect on the modelling of any counter flow of molecules
through the channel, another channel can be used to model this effect.
• Post-synaptic membranes do not have voltage-gated channels, because com
munication between neurons is by means of neurotransmitters.
• Main membranes do not have receptor-gated channels and metabolic recep
tors. A main membrane reacts on the integral result of all the post-synaptic
membranes in a soma.
• Axonal membranes consist of voltage- as well as receptor-gated channels, b u t
no receptors are included. T h e LTP function is implemented only as part of
a soma.
Based on definition 15 and the descriptions for a biological neuron [13, 41, 125, 137,
158], let m =< C,P,1Z > be a membrane with m £ M, C is a set of channels,
P is a set of pumps, 1Z is a set of metabolic receptor molecules. T = { <r | Vc 6
C, c= (er,7,<5) } U { a | V p e P , p= (er, 7 , 0 , 0 ) } C { Na+, K+, Cl~ }. For the
ion species <r, let [a]i and [<r]e be the internal and external concentration of a 6 T
for m respectively. Let V™ be an input potential (main membrane and axonal
membrane), or T be the set of transmitter substances ry and rM present in the
synaptic gap of m, propagated by the bulb end and soma respectively. For p £ TZ,
let t(p) be the number of time steps for which a blocked state lasts.
1. P u m p processing: for all pumps p £ P, apply the pump algorithm described
in §4.3.8.
2. If no V™

1S

giyen

(a) R e c e p t o r - g a t e d channel processing: Vc £ C, apply the channel al
gorithm described in §4.3.7. T h e input parameters for the call are [<r]i
and [<r]e for the ion species a of channel c = (<r, 7, S), the openness state
o(c), t h e set of neurotransmitter Tm, and the blockness time t(c).
(b) M e t a b o l i c receptor processing: V/» £ 1Z:
i. If t(p) > 0 then t{p) := t{p) — 1 and t h e metabolic event flag is set,
thus ep = true.
ii. Otherwise, if the set T{p) = { T £ T \ r{p,r) is defined } ^ 0,
then randomly choose r* 6 T(p), t(p) — b(p,T*) and the metabolic
receptor event flag is set, thus ep = true.
3. Otherwise
(a) N e r n s t a n d G o l d m a n n processing: calculate the potentials T'fNerns-t{cr),
a £ r and VQ0idmann(r)
corresponding to the substance concentrations
by applying the formulas of §3.3.4 and §3.3.5.
(b) Integration with input signal by averaging:
rpt
/p\
' GoldmannV I

-pin 1 -pt"
' m

cp\

' ' Goldrnann\
o

'
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(c) If membrane m has voltage-gated channels:
V o l t a g e - g a t e d channel processing: Vc G C, apply the channel
algorithm described in §4.3.7. The input parameters are \a\i and
\a\e for the ion species a of the channel c = (a, 7,(5) and the input
potential P ^ d m a n n ( r ) .
(d) Otherwise, T,Qoldmann(T)
alents:

is mapped to the substance concentration equiv

i. Inverse G o l d m a n n a n d N e r n s t processing: Using

V^ernst(a),

as

a £ T and 'Pcoldmanni^')
the starting values for the inverse Gold
mann function, update the individual concentration [a]i according to
the inverse Goldmann and Nernst equations applied to '^~r 0 / ( 2 m(17ln (r) >
using the algorithms in §3.3.4 and §3.3.5.
ii. R e c e p t o r - g a t e d channel processing: as specified in 2a above.
4. N e r n s t a n d G o l d m a n n processing: By using the newly calculated sub
stance concentrations [<J]J, a G Y, determine the output potential V™1 by
applying formulas in §3.3.4 and §3.3.5.
The output of the membrane m is P™*
joe R.

4.3.7

an

d the metabolic receptor event flags ep,

Ion channels

Based on definition 15 and the descriptions for a biological neuron [13, 41, 125, 137,
158], let m be a membrane, c = < <7, 7, 5 > be an ion channel of m, let o(c) G [0,1]
be the current degree of openness (currently o{c) is restricted to open and close,
o{c) G {0,1}), and t(c) G IN U 0 is the number of simulation steps before a blocked
state expires (t(c) = 0 means that c is not blocked). For
v o l t a g e - g a t e d channels: Let Vm be the input potential at m, and
r e c e p t o r - g a t e d channels: Let T be the set of neurotraiisinitters ry (propagated
by the bulb ends) and T^ (propagated by the somas) that are currently present
in the synaptic gap.
Let [a]i and [a\e respectively be the internal and external concentrations of the ion
species a at m.
During a simulation step if, through 5, a receptor molecule K is specified, then:
• if t(c) > 0, then t(c) := t(c) — 1. When t{c) = 0 then the channel is no longer
blocked in the next simulation step,
• otherwise if the set T(K) = { T G T\T(K, T) A &(K, T ) } 7^ 0 of neurotransmitters
fitting K is not empty, then randomly choose a transmitter T* G T(K). In
the next simulation step, the channel is then blocked in the openness state
o{c) — T(K,T*) for the next t(c) = b(n,T*) time steps,
otherwise if, through 5, a threshold potential nc is specified, then the ion channel c
will be open, o(c) = 1, if
• either 7rc is a minimum threshold and Vm > TTC,
• or 7rc is a maximum threshold and Vm < TTC.
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otherwise if, through 5, a default concentration 8C is specified, then the ion channel
c will be open, o(c) = 1, if [<r]j > 9C.
For all types of channels:
• if [a]i > [<r]e then [a]i := [a\i - 70(c),
• otherwise if[<r]j < [<r]e then [a\i := [a]i + 7 0 ( 0 ) .

4.3.8

Ion pumps

Let m be a membrane, p = (a, 7, 9, (j>) be a ion pump of m. Let [<T],- be internal
concentrations of the ion species a at m.
During a simulation step
• if {<j> = in) A ([er]i < 0) then [er].; := [<T]J + 7,
• if ((/) = out) A {[a]i > 0) then [er]; := [<T]J - 7.

4.3.9

Long-term potential function

Let /x = < < pi,...,pk
>, T M , < m i , . . . , m j > > be an LTP function (p), with
< p\,...,pk
> metabolic receptors, TM the neurotransmitter that can be emitted,
< mi,..., mi > is the post-synaptic membranes that receive the emitted neuro
transmitter. If
A ePi = true
\<i<k

then V?n g { m i , . . . , m j } put the neurotransmitter TM in the transmitter substance
set Tmi for the next time step.

4.4

State space and block diagram model

This section focuses on the detail structure of the RealNeuron network's system
level, as shown in 3.6, and its subordinate system levels. The detail is deduced from
the descriptions of biological neurons in [13, 41, 125, 158].
The development of a state space model based on §3.4 is presented in this section.
The state space model of the algorithms in §4.3 is based on the structures defined
in §4.2. This model makes an explicit distinction between the parameters and
the states of the RealNeuron model. The long-term memory construction process,
[13, 41], could be implemented by optimisation of the model parameters. Longterm memory is not part of the classical conditioning description in [110]. Thus,
the optimisation of a RealNeuron network is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The block diagram model consists of several levels of resolution. Each level of
resolution shows a block diagram indicating the information flow in the model and
the relationship of the current level of resolution for both the lower and the higher
levels of resolution. The model consists of the following block diagrams:
• RealNeuron network.
• RealNeuron.
• Soma.
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• Axon.
• Bulb end.
• Membrane.

4.4.1

RealNeuron network

The RealNeuron network operator V& C <r^, where ay is defined as in definition 10,
is formally defined as:
Definition 20 ( R e a l N e u r o n network o p e r a t o r * )
*(n,E,$,/C) :2s* x T - > 2 s *
with
II is the set of sensor operators, II = {w \ Vm part of * } , if * has no sensors
then II = 0,
H is the set of RealNeuron

operators, H = {N \ VN part of * }

;

$ is the set of actuator operators, $ = {</? | Vtp part of * } ,
/C i/te connections

matrix,

T £/ie tfime space, and
S* i/ie ZocaZ RealNeuron network states, which consist of input, internal and out
put states.
Messages, through the RealNeuron network, are propagated from the sensors through
the RealNeurons and to the actuators. The RealNeurons are calculated simulta
neously for each time step tk, after which the results (messages) are propagated.
The block diagram for the message processing schema is shown in figure 4.1.

u

Y

l

RealNeuron

u r1

RealNeuron

\~~?

'----A

RealNeuron

RealNeuron

\-*i

RealNeuron

•--J RealNeuron

l

Ym

RealNeur on netw ork
Figure 4.1: RealNeuron network block diagram

For a simple RealNeuron network with a sensor neuron, an internal neuron and
motor neuron, the states are at least
• an input state, U\,
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• the internal states, X\ and A'2, and
• an output state, Y\.
From figure 4.1, it is generally derived that there are n + r + m RealNeurons in a
RealNeuron network of which n is the number of motor neurons, r is the number of
internal neurons and m is the number of sensor neurons. Thus, each motor neuron
could have up to r output connections. If the rule for neurons that states [56]: "a
neuron cannot feed back onto itself", i.e. have auto feedback, is applied, then each
internal neuron can have up to r — 1 + m output connections. Thus, there are in
total nr + r(r — 1 + m) internal states. At most, the local RealNeuron network
states ($*) consist of
• the input states, U\ to Un,
• the internal states, X\ to X r ( n + m + r _ i ) , and
• the output states, Y\ to Ym.
A trivial network with only sensors and actuators is not a RealNeuron network. A
RealNeuron network does not need to have any sensors. In such a case, the network
has an internal reference that produces the output to the actuators, e.g. in a clock
circuit, the biological equivalent is a pacemaker [13]. If the general expression for
local RealNeuron network states ($*) is applied to the pacemaker with m = 0 and
n = 1, then the states are at most
• r 2 internal states, X\ to XTi,

and

• one output state, Y\.
Intuitively it is tempting to say that a RealNeuron network pacemaker only needs
to have one internal RealNeuron. Such a pacemaker will only have one internal
state which is the connection between the internal neuron and the motor neuron
and cannot do much as a pacemaker. At least two internal neurons are required
to provide input for each other. Thus, two synapses are needed for the internal
connections, and a synapse is necessary to connect to the motor neuron. The motor
neuron has a special configuration t h a t cannot provide feedback for the pacemaker.
The minimum local RealNeuron network states (S*) for a pacemaker are
• three internal states, X\ to X3, and
• one output state, Y\.
Thus, the number of states that a RealNeuron network can have is at least 4 and
at most r(n + r + m — 1), where n is the number of motor neurons, r is the number
of internal neurons and m is the number of sensor neurons.
If a network is considered with no sensor neurons, only one internal neuron and a
motor neuron, then the network has only two states. The internal neuron functions
as a sensor to detect any changes in temperature, external substance concentration,
potentials, etc. It is then a sensor connected directly to a motor neuron and this is
by definition not a RealNeuron network.
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The input state vector Uy, internal state vector X<^ and the output state vector Y$
for the RealNeuron network (\I>) are then:
Ui

U*

=

(4.1)
Xx

X\b

(4.2)

—
-A- r {n+r+ro — 1)

V*

=

Yi

(4.3)

Y
At time step k, a sensor neuron can be connected with up to r internal neurons, thus,
in general, the system of transfer functions from an input state to some internal
states is
X{i.1)r+l(k)

=

NiUiih-1)

X(i_1)r+r(k)

=

NiUi{k-l)

(4.4)

where Vi = 1, • • ■ , n .
In general, each internal neuron is connected to all the sensor neurons, all the other
internal neurons and motor neurons. In general, the system of transfer functions
from the outputs of input neurons and other internal neurons to the output of an
internal neuron is:
X, (n+j-l)r+(j-l)

Xj(k-1)

m+l{k)

X(n+j-l)r+(j-l)m+r{k)
X(n+j-l)r+(j-l)m+r+l{k)

X,(n-l)r+j
Xnr+j{k

= N.n+j

xt (n+j —l)r+(j —l)m+r+m (k)

(fc-1)

X(n+r-l)r+(r-l)m+j{k

where Vj = l , - - - , r and X^n+j-i-)r+^-i)m+j
have auto feedback.

(4.5)

— 1)
~ 1)

G 0 because a RealNeuron cannot

A motor neuron can be connected with up to r internal neurons, thus, in general,
the system of transfer functions from input states to an output state is
X(n+i)r+p(k

— 1)

(4.6)

Yp(k) = TVn+r+p
X(n+r)r+(i—l)m+p\k

~ 1)

where Vp = 1, • • •, m.
The maximum number of internal states for a RealNeuron network is
r(n+r+m—l),
but from the internal state index in (4.6) the maximum index number is
r(n+r+m).
It should be remembered that X(n+j-i)r+(j-i)m+j
€ 0, which means t h a t r internal
states do not exist, thus
r(n + r + m) — r = r(n + r + m — 1).
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If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used and the RealNeuron network system of
equations is expressed in the form of (3.15) then

t
(4.7)

t
with the parameters denned as in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Parameters and states for a generic RealNeuron network
Parameter Value
Description
Units
Dim
TTT
input states
1
U,
any

(n)

u:(1)
X,

Y(nr)
v(nr+2)

v(r(n+r+m))
Y(nr+1)

((n+l)r+m+2)

X
*
X, ((n+2)r+2ro+3)

{r(n+r+m)—m)
(1)

input states
internal states

any
mV

internal states
internal states

mV

1

molecule

</2

internal
element
element
element

molecule
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

<?r2 +
0
0
0

states
of 0
of 0
of 0

element of 0
output states

N

u
Fi
G

[Nn+r+l, ■■■:

t
V

any

any

l

t GT
{n,s,jc}
$
[7V 1 ,...,7V n + r ] T

N.A.

time step
parameters to Fj
parameters to G
mapping to internal
states
mapping to output
states
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RealNeuron

With ON defined in definition 11, the RealNeuron operator N C a^ is formally
defined as:
Definition 21 (Generic R e a l N e u r o n operator TV)
N{S,A,y)

:2SN

X T ^ 2

S N

with
S the soma

operator,

A the axon operator, if N has no axon then A = I, with I the identity

operator,

y is the set of bulb-end operators, y = {T | VT part of N}, if N lias no bulb
ends then y = 0,
T the time space, and
$/v the local RealNeuron

states, which are input, internal and output

states.

Prom the description in §4.3.2, a RealNeuron has an input soma connected to an
axon and set of bulb ends connected to the axon. The block diagram for the message
processing of a RealNeuron, based on the description in §4.3.2, is shown in figure
4.2.
TI
fc

*

Bulb end

Y,

i

i

TI

!
fc

u2
u,

Soma

^

Axon

*>

Bulb end

*n-2

,

i
i
i

^
Bulb end

*m

Re alNeuron
Pigure 4.2: Generic RealNeuron block diagram

The. local RealNeuron states ($AT) for the generic RealNeuron can be derived from
figure 4.2 as
• the input states, U\ to Un,
• the internal states, X\ and X 2 , and
• the output state Y\ to Ym.
From figure 4.2, it follows that the maximum number of input states are n < m + 2,
with m the number of output states.
It follows from definition 21, figure 4.2 and §4.3.2 that if a RealNeuron has no axon,
then X2 = X\.
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RealNeurons without bulb ends can exist. If a RealNeuron has no bulb ends then
it has no axon and Yi = X% = A \ and T = A = I, where / is the identity mapping.
If a RealNeuron configuration is considered with only one bulb end and no axon,
then it has at least
• one input state, namely U\,
• one internal state, namely X\, and
• one output state, namely Yi.
If a RealNeuron configuration is considered with no bulb ends 0 , then it has at least
• one input state, namely U\, and
• one output state, namely Y\.
The generic RealNeuron states, i.e. input state vector UN, internal state vector XN
and the output state vector YJV, are:

uN =

XN

(4.8)

(4.9)

x2

YN

=

(4.10)
Y„

If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, the generic RealNeuron is implemented with
the generic RealNeuron system of equations:
X (0
X

N
(2)
N

_
—
_
~

(1)

suN

(l)lT
*Wr(2) X™\

Ti[J>f N(2)

Y(Nl)

=

Y,w

= r2[x¥J V

(n-

l

T„_2[^2)

(n-1)

Y,N(m)

(2)

r m^/y

UUN(3)lT

uN(4)iT
J

Wf

[/

(4.11)

The generic-RealNeuron parameter values, to be substituted with the parameters
in (3.15), are listed in table 4.2.
As seen in the system breakdown structure in figure 3.6, three specific types of
RealNeurons exist:
5

As will b e seen in §4.4.2.3, t h i s is a m o t o r n e u r o n .
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Table 4.2: Parameters and states for the generic RealNeuron
Description
Unit
Parameter
Value
u
input states
any
N
u
input
states
molecule
N

u

N

(2)
XN
(1)
Y,

v(n-2)
1

N

1

N

1

N

t
V

UJ

t eT
{S,A}

y

Fi

[S,A]T

G

[Ti,T2,.

T 1T

MODELS

Dim
<7i
12

input states
internal states
internal states
output states

molecule

qn

mV

1

mV

1

molecule

qn+i

output states
output states

molecule

<?2n-2

any

<j2„-i

any

qn+T.

output states
time step
parameters to Fj
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output sta.tes

••i -1- ml

• Input RealNeuron (also called a. sensor neuron (iV ro )).
• Internal RealNeuron (also called a neuron

{N)).

• Output RealNeuron (also called a motor neuron
4.4.2.1

{Nv)).

Sensor n e u r o n

Firstly, is defined what makes a sensor neuron different from other RealNeurons:
Definition 22 (Sensor neuron) A sensor neuron has
• a soma that only has a potential as an input

state,

• no axon, and
• at least one bulb end without any post-synaptic

membranes.

The sensor neuron operator N^ can be formally derived from the generic RealNeuron
operator N, by applying definition 22 to definition 21, to arrive at the general sensor
neuron operator N^:
iVB(SJ):2s"xT^2s"
(4.12)
with
S the soma operator,
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y is the set of bulb-end operators, y = {T | VT part of JV},
T the time space, and
Sjv the local RealNeuron states, which are input, internal and output states.
The sensor neuron block diagram in figure 4.3 is derived from figure 4.2 by applying
the discussion in §4.4.2 for a RealNeuron without an axon, definitions 21 and 22.

_
x

u

Soma

Bulb end

*1

i
i

Bulb end

'< Y r

Sensor IN emron
Figure 4.3: Sensor neuron block diagram

The local sensor neuron states Sjv„, can be derived from figure 4.3 as
• the input state, U\,
• the internal state, X\, and
• the output states Yi to Ym.
The sensor neuron states, i.e. input state vector E/jv„, internal state vector -Xjv„
and the output state vector Ypia, are:
UNW
XN„

= [ f/i ]

(4.13)

=

(4.14)

[XI]

Y1 ~
Y,Na

(4.15)
Y
* rrt

If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, then from figure 4.3, the general sensor
neuron is implemented with the sensor neuron system of equations:
X N„

yN(l)
(m)

Y,N*

su,N*
-

-v v

IIAJV.

Ymm-^N^
X

(4.16)

Table 4.3 shows the parameters that need to be substituted into (3.15) for the sensor
neuron.
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Table 4.3: Parameters and states for the sensor neuron
Description
Value
Unit
mV
input potential
UN„
X
main membrane potential
mV
N„
bulb-ends
output
molecule
*N„

t

teT

Par am
u
X

V

w
Fi
G

4.4.2.2

s

y

s

[ T ! , T 2 , . . . , T m \T

bulb-ends output
time step
parameters to Fi
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

Dim
1
1

molecule
ms

«i

qm
1

Internal n e u r o n

An internal neuron is distinguished, from the other types of RealNeurons, as follows:

Definition 23 ( N e u r o n ) A neuron is a type of RealNeuron that has
• a soma that has at least a neurotransmitter

molecule as an input state, and

• at least one bulb end.
Definition 21 holds for the neuron without any change.
generic RealNeuron also holds for a neuron.

The discussion for the

Based on figure 4.2 and the discussion in §4.4.2 for the maximum number of input
states for a RealNeuron, a neuron is implemented by substituting the parameters
in table 4.4 into (3.15).
4.4.2.3

Motor neuron

A motor neuron is distinguished, from other RealNeuron types, as follows:
Definition 24 ( M o t o r neuron) A motor neuron has
• a soma that has at least a neurotransmitter

'molecule as an input

state,

• no axon, and
• no bulb ends.
The general motor neuron operator Nv can be formally derived from the generic
RealNeuron operator N, by applying definition 24 to definition 21, as:
N^S)
with
S the soma operator,

: 2 S N x T -> 2 S N

(4.17)
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Table 4.4: Parameters and states for the neuron
Unit
Description

v(l)

V

DIAGRAM

Fi

[S,A]T

G

[ T i , T 2 , . . . , T ,„] T

Dim

input states

molecule

q\

input states
internal states
internal states
output states

molecule
mV

qn
1

mV
molecule

1
777+1

output states
time step
parameters to Fi
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

molecule

qn+n

T the time space, and
S,v the local RealNeuron states, which are input, internal and output states.
The motor neuron block diagram in figure 4.4 is derived from figure 4.2 by applying
the discussion in §4.4.2 to a RealNeuron without a bulb end, definitions 21 and 24.

Figure 4.4: Motor neuron block diagram

The local motor neuron states %NV can be derived from figure 4.4 as:
• the input state, U\,
• no internal state, and
• the output state Y\.
The Motor neuron states, i.e. input state vector [7/v , internal state vector
and the output state vector YNV , are:

X^/v

[Ur]

(4.18)

]

(4.19)

Y»r = [ * ]

(4.20)

UNV
XNV

=

= [
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From figure 4.4, the general motor neuron is implemented with:
YNV

=

SUNv

(4.21)

Table 4.5 shows the parameters that need to be substituted into (3.15) for the motor
neuron.

Parana
u

Table 4.5: Parameters and states for the motor neuron
Value Description
Unit
molecules
UN^
neurotransmitters in synaptic gaps

x

0

y
t
v
w
Fj
G

YN^
t e T
S
I
S
I

4.4.3

mV
ms

main membrane output
time step
parameters to Fj
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

Dim
1
0
1
1

Soma

If as is defined as in definition 12, the soma operator S C as is formally defined
as:
Definition 25 ( G e n e r i c s o m a operator S)
■. 2 S s x T -

S(Mp,Is,n,Mm)

2Ss

with
Mp

the set of post-synaptic

2s

the soma integration function

/x the LTP function
Mm

membrane

operators,

operator,

operator,

the main membrane

operator,

T the time space, and
Ss the local soma states, which are input, internal and output

states.

Based on §4.2.3, three types of soma exist:
• Input soma (51,) that is part of the neuron and motor neuron,
• Sensoric soma (S r o ) t h a t is part of the sensor neuron, and
• Bulb-end soma {Sy) that is part of the bulb end.
The difference between the soma types lies in the order in which the operators Mp,
Mm, //, and the 2s are performed, see §4.3.3. The sensoric soma has a special
condition in which Mp = /i = 2s = 0. No biological equivalent exists for the
bulb-end soma, see appendix E for a motivation.
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Input soma

The input soma operator (Si) definition is defined as in definition 25, thus the input
soma operator and the soma operator have identical formal definitions.
The message processing for the input soma, described in paragraph §4.3.3, is shown
in the block diagram in figure 4.5. The time delay element z~l has been derived
from the description of the LTP function (fi) in §4.3.9, see also §4.4.7. The " + "

u

l

:1 *-\V
Ax>*

"A

1
1

Un

^>

Membrane

LTP

/"*"
X

V 2n
AX2n+l

i

X

Membrane

*-\±j *
Input soiTia

^A

Integrator

3n+l

*

3--'

3n+2

Main

Y

Membrane

3n

Figure 4.5: Input soma block diagram

in figure 4.5 is defined as adding elements together in sets to form a new set, e.g.
A = {a, b, c} and B = {c, d], A + B = {a, b, c, c, d}.
The local soma states ($s) for an input soma can be derived from figure 4.5 as:
• the input states, U\ to Un,
• the internal states, X\ to X^n+2, and
• the output state Y.
It follows from figure 4.5, §4.3.3 and §4.3.9 that:
a. In an input soma, Xsn+l can feed back to a membrane input if, and only if,
the specific membrane is participating in the LTP function.
b. If a membrane Mk does not participate in the LTP function, then Xk = UkIf an input soma has n input states, then it has
a. at most, 3n + 2 internal states.
b. at least, n + 1 internal states if the soma has no LTP function.
The minimum local soma states (Sg) for an input soma are
• the input state, Ui,
• the internal state, X-zn+2
• the output state Y.

= X^n, and
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The input soma states, i.e. input state vector Usi: internal state vector Xst
the output state vector Ysi7 are:

and

Ui
(4.22)

USi =

*1

(4.23)

X.
Xzn+2

(4.24)
If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, then an input soma is implemented with
the input soma system of equations:
x

s-

=

in)

(n+1)

X Si

X(2n+\)V

[x^n) X^Y
v"3n+l

U(^ +

F{Mv^e^)z-lXZn+l

U^> +

F(MpMe^z~lX3n+l

M„WX£
= MP™X$>
,(n+l)

= H^
Si

Xi

'■Si

Ysi

=

(2n)l '

... xSi

X

MmXll+2

where

U
0

\

n)V

(4.25)

if M p (' ; ) <= n
otherwise

The generic-input soma parameter values, to be substituted with the parameters in
(3.15), are listed in table 4.6.
4.4.3.2

Sensoric s o m a

A sensoric soma is a special kind of input soma and is distinguished from a general
input soma as follows:
Definition 26 A sensoric soma is always part of a sensor neuron and is an input
soma with no post-synaptic membranes and LTP functions.
If definition 26 is applied to figure 4.5, it follows then that a sensoric soma has
• no post-synaptic membrane, thus Mp = I,
• no LTP function, thus /j, = 0,
• no soma integration function, thus T§ = I, and
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(n)

X

(1)
Si

X

(n)

X(n+1)

(2n)

X Si

y(2n+l)

A

A

Si

Si

v(3n+l)

A

Si

y(3n+2)

A

Si

YSi

t

t eT

V

ls,iJ.,Mp
Mm

UJ

Fj

a
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Table 4.6: Parameters and states for the input soma
Value
Unit
Description
U,S i
neurotransmitters in synaptic molecules
gaps

u:Si

y

DIAGRAM

[Mp,F,ls,tAT

Mm

neurotransmitters in synaptic
gaps
augmented neurotransmitters in
synaptic gaps

Dim
q\

molecules

qn

molecules

qn+i

augmented neurotransmitters in
synaptic gaps

molecules

q2n

metabolic event

true/false

1

flags

metabolic event flags

boolean

1

membrane outputs

mV

1

membrane outputs

mV

LTP output
integration output
main membrane output
time step
parameters to Fj
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

alecule
mV
mV
ms

1
1
1
1
1
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• one membrane, that is the main membrane.
The sensoric soma operator 5 r o can be formally expressed as:
SB(M,„) : 2Ss x T - » 2Ss

(4.26)

with
Mm

the main membrane operator,

T the time space, and
$S the local soma states, which are input, internal and output states.
Figure 4.5 can be reduced to the sensoric soma block diagram in figure 4.6.

u

Main
Membrane

y

Sens oric input soma
Figure 4.6: Sensoric soma block diagram

The local sensoric soma states Ss„ can be derived from figure 4.6 as:
• the input state, Ci,
• no internal states, and
• the output state Y.
The sensoric soma states, i.e. input state vector Usa,
and the output state vector Yy^, are:
Us„ = [U]

*s„ = [ ]
Ys,

= [Y]

internal state vector

X$a
(4.27)

(4.28)
(4.29)

If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, then based on figure 4.6, the sensoric soma
is implemented with:
YSv,

=

MmUSv,

(4.30)

Table 4.7 shows the parameters that need to be substituted into (3.15) for the
sensoric soma.
4.4.3.3

Bulb-end soma

The formal definition of the bulb-end soma operator ( 5 Y ) is the same as for the
general soma operator (5) in definition 25.
The message processing for the bulb-end soma, described in paragraph §4.3.3, is
shown in the block diagram in figure 4.7. The " + " in figure 4.5 is defined as adding
elements in sets together to form a new set, e.g. A = {a,b,c} and B = {c,d},
A +B =
{a,b,c,c,d}.
The local soma states ($s) for a bulb-end soma can be derived from figure 4.7 as:
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Table 4.7: Parameters and states for the sensoric soma
Unit
Value Description
Us
input potential
mV

Param
u
x
V
t
v
w
Fi
G

0
Y$a
t € T
/
Mm
I
Mm

u

l

, *{JJ

un

mV
ms

main membrane output
time step
parameters to Fi
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

-

n ^
*yjy **

»-

Membrane

LTP

H n*[±j ■

7v^
Integrator

Membrane
►
^3n

A

U n+ 1

3n+2

Main
Membrane

Bulb enc soma
Figure 4.7: Bulb-end soma block diagram
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• the input states, U\ to

MODELS

Un+\,

• the internal states, Xi to X3n+2,

and

• the output state Y.
Except for Un+i, the local soma states (S$) for a bulb-end soma is the same as for
states for a local soma states (Ss) and for an input soma. However, the way that
the X-in+2 and Y are calculated differs, compare figure 4.5 with figure 4.7.
The following can be stated, based on figure 4.7 and the discussion in §4.3.3:
• In a bulb-end soma, X3n+2 feeds back to a membrane input if, and only if,
the specific membrane is participating in the LTP function.
• If a bulb-end soma has n input states, then it has
a. at most, 3n + 2 internal states.
b. at least, 2n + 1 internal states if the soma has no LTP function.
If a bulb-end soma has n + 1 input states, then it has
a. at most, 3n + 2 internal states.
b. at least, n + 1 internal states if the soma has no LTP function.
The minimum local soma states (Ss) for a bulb-end soma are:
• the input state, CA,
• no internal state, and
• the output state Y =

X3n+2-

The Bulb-end soma. states, i.e. input state vector Usr, internal state vector
and the output state vector Ygr, are:

Xsr

UI

(4.31)

USr =
Un+i

xl
(4.32)

X ST
Xzn+2

(4.33)
If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, then from figure 4.7, the bulb-end soma is
implemented with the bulb-end soma system of equations:

X™

4n)
(n+1)

X 6"T

(2n+l)V

A' ST

J

=

r(D

U^+r(Mp^€f,)z-lX3n+l

Us^+F(Mp^ef,)z-1X3n+l

MPVX<£
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X (2„)
ST

X
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(3n;

n[x.(n+1)

\^3n + l
ST

ST

Mmu:

ST

X'S T

4^]'

(n+1)
ST

y3n+2

=

r(2n+l)

*s\X,

v

(3n)

v(3n+2)

(4.34)

where
F{MpM

£>.) =

1
0

if M „ « e
otherwise

M

Table 4.8 shows the parameters that need to be substituted into (3.15) for the
bulb-end soma.

Param

Table 4.8: Parameters and states for the bulb-end soma
Unit
Value
Description
neurotraiismitters in synaptic molecules
U,
gaps

m~

neurotransmitters in synaptic
gaps

molecules

qn

X

(1)

augmented neurotransmitters
in synaptic gaps

molecules

qn+i

X

(n)
SY

augmented
neurotransmitters
in synaptic gaps
metabolic event flags

molecules

q2n

^(n+1)
ST

y(2n)
x(2n+l)

x(3n)

t
V

Ul

Fi

G

q\

(n)

U.S T

y

Dim

metabolic event flags
membrane outputs

membrane outputs

y(3n+l)

LTP output

x(3n+2)

main membrane output
integration output
time step
parameters to Fi
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

Ysr
teT
Mm,n,Mp
Is
[Mm,Mp,F: . / * ] T
Is

true/false

true/false
mV

mV

1

molecule

1

mV
mV
ms

1
1
1
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Axon

The axon operator A C a A , where a A is defined as in definition 13, is formally
defined as:
Definition 27 ( A x o n operator ^4)
A(Ma(1),

...,Maw)

: 2SA x T -» 2SA

with
M J 1 ' the axonal membrane operator, are ordered so that M J 1 ' is the membrane
receiving input from the input soma, Mj- ' is the output membrane of the
axon, and Ma^' receives input from M / " 1 ' ,
T the time space, and
§A

the local axon states, which are input, internal and output

states.

The block diagram for the message processing is shown in figure 4.8 and is based
on section §4.3.4.

Ui

X

Membrane

l

\-l

Membrane

t

u2
1
1

V

ii

u k ' +1
Axon
Figure 4.8: Axon block diagram

The Local axon states (§A) for the generic axon are
• the input states, U\ to Uk+i,
• the internal states, Xi to X^-i,

and

• the output state Y.
Based on figure 4.8 and the discussion in §4.3.4, if an axon has less than two input,
states, then there is no reason why the axon should exist, thus an axon has at least
two input states.
By closely examining figure 4.8 and the discussion in §4.3.4, if an axon has n > 1
input states, then it has at most n — 2 internal states. Further, if k — 1 for the local
axon states (SA) for the generic axon then, the axon does not have any internal
states.
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The axon states, i.e. input state vector UA, internal state vector XA and the output
state vector YA, are:

U2

(4.35)

UA
Uk+i

X!
XA

(4.36)

=

Xk-\
(4.37)
If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, then based on figure 4.7, the generic axon
is implemented with the axon system of equations:

X^ = MfW

UZY

X (2)

Ma^[XA1]

X (i)

M.W^"

'

(*"2)
M, •( f c - l ) [Kv M

X (fe-1)
YA

1

Uff

=

MaW[XAk-l)

UAi+1)]T

u

(khT

UAk+1)f

(4.38)

The generic-axon parameter values, to be substituted with the parameters in (3.15),
are listed in table 4.9.

4.4.5

Bulb end

The bulb-end operator T C ay, whereCTTis defined as in definition 14, is formally
defined as:
Definition 28 ( B u l b - e n d o p e r a t o r T )
T(ST,V)

: 2ST

X T ^ 2

S T

with
S-[ the bulb-end sorna operator,
V the vesicle

operator,

T the time space, and
$ r the local bulb-end states, which are input, internal and output

states.

The block diagram for the message processing is based on section §4.3.5 and shown
in figure 4.9.
The local bulb-end states ( S T ) for the generic bulb end can be derived from figure
4.9 as:
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Value
.4
(2)

A

y
t

(i)

A

YA

te

u>
Fi

T
1
M . W - . ■.Mj"" )
M„W
[ M . W • .. M^-Vf

G

Ma{n)

V

MODELS

Table 4.9: Parameters and states for the axon
Description
Unit
input potential
mV
neurotransmitters
molecules
synaptic gaps

U (fc+i)
X

4. REALNEURON

neurotransmitters
in
synaptic gaps
membrane potentials

molecules

membrane potentials
output potential
time step
parameters to i7/
parameters to G
mapping
to
internal
states
mapping
to
output
states

mV
mV
ms

Figure 4.9: Bulb-end block diagram

Dim
1
q\

Qk

mV

1
1
1
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• the input state, U,
• the internal state, X, and
• the output state Y.
A bulb end always has the above local bulb-end states ( $ T ) The bulb-end states, i.e. input state vector Uy, internal state vector Xy and the
output state vector Yy, are:
Ur =[
Xy=[

U ]

(4.39)

X ]

(4.40)

YT=[Y]

(4.41)

If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, then based on figure 4.9, the generic bulb
end is implemented with the bulb end system of equations:
Xy

=

Yy

=

SyUy
VXy

(4.42)

The bulb end, values to be substituted with the parameters in (3.15), are shown in
table 4.10.

Param

u
X

y
t
V
Ijj

Fi

G

4.4.6

Table 4.10: Parameters and states for the bulb end
Value Description
Unit
Vy
input potential
mV
Xy
bulb-end potential
mV
Yy
output neurotransmitter
molecule
teT
time step
ms
Sy
parameters to F j
V
parameters to G
Sy
mapping to internal states
V
mapping to output states

Dim
1
1
q
1

Membrane

The membrane operator M C aM,
formally defined as:

where UM is defined as in definition 15, is

Definition 29 ( G e n e r i c m e m b r a n e o p e r a t o r M )
M{C,V,-R,lM,Y,Y~l)
with
C the set of channels,
V the set of pumps,
"R. the set of metabolic

receptors,

T the Nernst and Goldmann

equations,

: 2 S M x T -» 2 S M
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function,
equations,

T the time space, and
SM

the local membrane states, which are input, internal and output states-

Three types of membranes exist, namely:
• post-synaptic membrane

(Mp),

• main membrane ( M m ) , and
• axonal membrane ( M 0 ) .
4.4.6.1

Post-synaptic membrane

The structure for a post-synaptic membrane is defined as:
Definition 30 ( P o s t - s y n a p t i c m e m b r a n e ) A post-synaptic
as in definition 29, but it has:

membrane is defined

• no voltage-gated channels, and
• no inverse Nernst and inverse Goldmann

equations.

By applying definition 30 to definition 29, the post-synaptic membrane operator
Mp C a Mi where <JM is defined as in definition 15, is formally defined as:
Mp{CMp,V,n,lM,T)

: 2 S M x T -» 2 S M

(4.43)

with
CMP the set of channel operators without voltage-gated channels,
V the set of pump operators,
1Z the set of metabolic receptor operators,
r the Nernst and Goldmann equation operator,
1M

the membrane integration function operator,

T the time space, and
$ M the local membrane states, which are input, internal and output states.
The block diagram for the message processing is shown in figure 4.10 and is based
on section §4.3.6.
The local membrane states (§M) for a post-synaptic membrane can be derived from
figure 4.10 as:
• the input state, U,
• the internal states, X\ and X2, and
• the output states, Yi and Y2.
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X,

U

Nernst
Goldmann

Receptors

Post-synaptic membrane
Figure 4.10: Post-synaptic membrane block diagram

A post-synaptic membrane always has:
• One input state, U,
• Two internal states, X\ and X2,
• At least one output state, Y\, if the membrane has no metabolic receptors,
and
• At most, two output states, Y\ and Y2.
The post-synaptic membrane states, i.e. input state vector UMVI
vector XM and the output state vector YM. , are:

X

(4.44)

vMr-- [u]
xl
M
=
x2

(4.45)

lt

Y,M„

internal state

Y1
Yn

(4.46)

If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, then a post-synaptic membrane is imple
mented with the post-synaptic membrane system of equations:

X% =
X

(2)
Mv

Vz^xZ=Pk(...(P2(PlZ^X^)))
c^)=c T w(...(c T ^W))

Y,M(i)v
(2)
Y,M„

RMJJ

(4.47)

The generic-post-synaptic membrane's parameter values, to be substituted with the
parameters in (3.15), are listed in table 4.11.
4.4.6.2

Axonal membrane

The structure for an axonal membrane is defined as:
Definition 31 ( A x o n a l m e m b r a n e ) An axonal membrane
nition 29, but it has no metabolic receptors.

is defined as in defi
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Table 4.11: Parameters and states for the post-synaptic membrane
Param Value
Description
Unit
U(1)

u

u{2)
X

U

MV

y

y(2)
v1 ( l )
M„

t

Ym
1
M„

r,R

[T R]T

G

3

mol o cm

•mol o cmr3

q
3

result from set of receptor-gated
channels
main membrane output

mol o cm~3

3

mV

1

boolean
ms

1
1

metabolic receptor output
time step
parameters to Fi
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

tr,c
e TR

i/

Di m

The internal and external ion species
concentrations for Na+,
K+,Cl~
neurotransmitters in synaptic gap
result from set of pumps

molecules

By applying definition 31 to definition 29, the axonal membrane operator Ma C cr M ,
where OM is defined as in definition 15, is formally defined as:
Ma{C,T,lM^,T-1)

:2s" X T ^ 2

S M

with
C the set of channels,
V t h e set of pumps,
F the Nernst and Goldmann equations,
TM
F

the membrane integration function,

-1

the inverse Nernst and inverse Goldmann equations,

T the time space, and
S>M the local membrane states, which are input, internal and output states.
The block diagram for the message processing is shown in figure 4.11 and is based
on section §4.3.6.
1—f!

p Pumps

u,
u,

n

VLS~

X|

Nemst

.
"

Goldmann

*2

r

Integrate

*3

*

Inverse
Nernst
Goldmann

* .
I—^

Reeeptor

Nemst

Cnaniiels

Goldmann

V

Axonal membrane
Figure 4.11: Axonal membrane block diagram

T h e Local membrane states (S>M) f ° r a n axonal membrane are always:
• the input states, U\ and U2,

V
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• the internal states, X\ to X5, and
• the output state Y.
The axonal membrane states, i.e. input, state vector UM0 , internal state vector XM0
and the output state vector YMa, are:
UM„ =

Vi

(4.48)

u2
X!

(4.49)

XM„

x5
Y,Ma

(4.50)

[Y]

If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, an axonal membrane is implemented with
the axonal membrane system of equations:

X™

=

(2)
XM
a

P^-1X^=Pfc(...(P2(P1^1^)J))
(i)
TX M
,

(3)
XM
0

-

1M \ Ma.

(4)
XM
«

-

r-iy(3)

X

X (5)

CnR \XXMa

YMa

rx M

(l)lT

V,MJ

U

]T=cflw(

■ {CR^

■my
(4
[XM„
> U;
Ma\

(5)
a

(4.51)

Table 4.12 shows the parameter values that need to be substituted with the param
eters in (3.15) for the axonal membrane.
4.4.6.3

Main membrane

The structure for a main membrane is denned as:
Definition 3 2 ( M a i n m e m b r a n e ) A main membrane is defined as in
29, but it has:
• no receptor-gated

definition

channels,

• no metabolic receptors, and
• no inverse Nernst and inverse Goldmann

equations.

By applying definition 32 to definition 29, the main membrane operator Mm C aM,
where O~M is defined as in definition 15, is formally defined as:
Mm(CMm,V,lM,T)

■■ 2SM

X T ^ 2

with
CiKm the set of channels without receptor-gated channels,

S M
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Table 4.12: Parameters and states for the axonal membrane
Description
Value
Unit
U

w

The output from the main
membrane

M„
(2)
VMa

X
X

neurotransmitters
synaptic gap

(1)

X

(3)
Ma

X

(4)
Ma

(5)
XM
a

Y,Ma

t

teT

V

v,r,iM,r-\cR
r
T
[p,r,iM,r-\cR]

Fj

G

r

Dim

molecules
rnol o cm~3

result from Nernst and
Goldmann equations
result from membrane integration function
result from inverse Nernst
and Goldmann equations
result from set of receptorgated channels
output of the Nernst and
Goldmann equations
time step
parameters to Fi
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

MODELS

mV

in

result from set of pumps

M„
M„

UJ
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mV
mV
rnol o cm~3
rnol o cm~3
mV
ms

V the set of pumps,
r the Nernst and Goldmann equations,
TM

the membrane integration function,

T the time space, and
S M the local membrane states, which are input, internal and output states.
The block diagram for the message processing is shown in figure 4.12 and is based
on section §4.3.6.

Nernst
Goldmann

Integrate
*2

Voltage
gated
channels

Pumps

**

Nernst
Goldmann

Main membrane
Figure 4.12: Main membrane block diagram

The local membrane states ( S M ) for a main membrane are always:
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• the input state, U,
• the internal states, X\ to X j , and
• the output state Y.
The main membrane states, i.e. input state vector UM„, , internal state vector
and the output state vector YM„, , are

uMm =

(4.52)

' x1 Mm —

XM„L

(4.53)

x4

(4.54)
If the notation in §3.5 on p. 44 is used, a main membrane is implemented with main
membrane system of equations:

2
)
JW,„

_
-

YMni

=

Ay(

l rAy

W
Mm

VX

Mm
(4.55)

Table 4.13 shows the parameter values t h a t need to be substituted with the param
eters in (3.15) for the main membrane.

Param
u

x

Table 4.13: Parameters and states for the main membrane
Value
Description
Unit
^Mm
main membrane input
mV
X(M
result from set of pumps
mol o cm~3
XM

Dim
1
3

result from Nernst and Goldmann equations

mV

1

result from membrane integration function
result from set of voltage-gated
channels
Nernst and Goldmann equations
output
time step
parameters to Fj
parameters to G
mapping to internal states
mapping to output states

mV

1

mol o cm~z

3

mV

1

ms

1

(3)

XM
XM
y

XM,„

t

te T

V

• ->*- 1-L M-i^v

UJ

r

Fi

G

[p,r,x M ,c„] T

r
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4.4.7

Long-term potential function

The LTP function operator /i is derived from the description in §4.3.9 and is formally
defined as:
Definition 3 3 (LTP function operator /j.)
H(K,T^MP)

:2

s

' x T ^ 2s"

with
/i the LTP function

operator,

1Z is the set of metabolic receptors of which the outputs participate in n,
Tfj. is the neurotransmitter
Mp

is the set of post-synaptic

SM the LTP function

that can be emitted,
membranes that receive the emitted

neurotransmitter,

states, which are input, internal and output states, and

T the time space.
The delay described in §4.3.9 is implemented as a delay element in §4.4.3.
An LTP function is simple enough so that it is not necessary for sub-dividing it into
sub-components. Prom §4.3.9 the input state vector U^, internal state vector X^
and the output state vector Y)M for the LTP function (//) are:

(4.56)

U»

where n =

#{MP).
X»=[

]

(4-57)

Y, = [ Y ]

(4.58)

An LTP function is implemented with:

y„

4.4.8

=

f
^
<^
( x € $

Ai=i,.,„E#)I(=true
(4.59)
otherwise

Integration function

Based on the various descriptions of the integration function throughout §4.3, an
integration function operator T is formally defined as:
Definition 3 4 (Integration function operator T)
I{n) : Rn -> E
with
n the number of inputs to be used for the

integration.
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An integration function is simple enough so that it is not necessary for subdividing
it into subcomponents. From the various descriptions of the integration function
in §4.3, the input state vector Uj, internal state vector Xx and the output state
vector Yi for an integration function (2") are:

\

Ul

'

.

U

.

(4.60)

Ux =
n

(4.61)

Xz=[ ]
Y*=[Y]

(4.62)

An integration function is implemented with:

YX = - X > f

(4.63)

i=l

4.4.9

Vesicle

The vesicle operator V is derived from §4.3.5 and is formally defined as:
Definition 35 (Vesicle operator V)
V{TV,TTV)

: M - > 2

T

with
Ty is the emitted neurotransmitter

by the vesicle,

•Ky is the threshold potential above which the vesicle will emit a
and
T is the set of

neurotransmitter,

neurotransmitters.

A vesicle is simple enough so that it is not necessary for sub-dividing it into sub
components. From §4.3.5 the input state vector Uy, internal state vector Xy and
the output state vector Yy for the vesicle (V) are:
Uy = [U

]

(4.64)

Xy = [

]

(4.65)

YV=[Y]

(4.66)

A vesicle is implemented with:

{

Ty

if Uy > -Ky
(4.67)

x £ 0

otherwise
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Nernst and Goldmann equations

Based on (3.3) and (3.8), the Nernst and Goldmann equations operator F is formally
denned as:
D e f i n i t i o n 36 ( N e r n s t a n d G o l d m a n n e q u a t i o n s o p e r a t o r F)
r(P^,PNa,Pc/,T):E6^E
where
Pa is the membrane permeability

to potassium

Piva is the membrane permeability

to sodium

Pci is the membrane permeability

to chlorine ions, and

T is the membrane

ions,
ions,

temperature.

The Nernst and Goldmann equations are simple enough so t h a t it is not necessary
to subdivide them into subcomponents. From (3.3) and (3.8) the input state vector
Up, internal state vector Xp and the output state vector Yp for the Nernst and
Goldmann equations ( r ) are:

[Na+]i
[Cl~]i

UT

(4.68)

[7Va+]e
[Cl-]e
Xp =

EK
ENa

Yp = [

EM

(4.69)
]

(4.70)

where
[X + ]i is the internal concentration of potassium ions,
[./Va+]j is the internal concentration of sodium ions,
[C7~]j is the internal concentration of chlorine ions,
[ X + ] e is the external concentration of potassium ions,
[JVa + ] e is the external concentration of sodium ions,
[C7~] e is the external concentration of chlorine ions,
En-

is t , n e Nernst potential of potassium ions,

E^a-

is the Nernst potential of sodium ions, and

Eci-

is the Nernst potential of chlorine ions.

Apply (3.3) to the input components of U-p followed by the application of (3.8) to
get the combined potential effect (Yp) for the three ion species concentrations.
For better comparisons of the work done in the life sciences and biomedical engi
neering literature, (3.7) should be used, in this case Xp = [ ].
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Inverse Nernst and Goldmann equations

Based on (3.5) and (3.11), the inverse Nernst and inverse Goldmann equations
operator T _ 1 is formally defined as:
Definition 37 (Inverse N e r n s t a n d inverse G o l d m a n n e q u a t i o n s o p e r a t o r T - 1 )
r-\EM(0),EK+(0),ENa+(0),Eci-(0)):-R.^-B?
where
EM (0) is the membrane potential at t = 0,
En+ (0) is the potential due to potassium

ions at t = 0,

E^a+(0)

is the potential due to sodium ions at t — 0, and

Eci~(0)

is the potential due to chlorine ions at t = 0.

The inverse Nernst and inverse Goldmann equations are simple enough so that it
is not necessary to subdivide them into subcomponents. From (3.5) and (3.11) the
input state vector Ur-i, internal state vector Xr-i and the output state vector
y r - i for the inverse Nernst and inverse Goldmann equations ( r _ 1 ) are:
Ur

= [ EM

(4.71)

EM
-Ap-l

=

ER-+

(4.72)

ENa+
ECI-

yr-i

=

\K+]
[Na+]
[Cl~]

(4.73)

wher
EM (t) is the membrane potential,
Efc+ is the potential due to potassium ions,
ENO.+ is the potential due to sodium ions,
Eci-

is the potential due to chlorine ions,

[K+] is the concentration of potassium ions,
[7Va+] is the concentration of sodium ions, and
[Cl~\ is the concentration of chlorine ions.
Apply (3.11) to E/r-i to get the potential contribution of the three ion species,
followed by the application of (3.5) to get the three ion species concentrations (Yp).
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Membrane pores

Before pumps and channels were discovered, standard textbooks in physiology pos
tulated that ions diffused through holes in the cell membrane called membrane
pores, see [62]. The nature of the membrane pores were unknown at the time.
According to [158], the explanations or theories on the mechanisms of active trans
port and passive transport of substances across the cell membranes have developed
a lot since the mid-1970's.
Active transport takes place through pumps [13, 41, 125, 137, 158] and for this
thesis the following are relevant:
• The flow goes against gradients of chemical or electrical potentials.
• The flow is specifically for Na+,

K+,

Cl~ ions.

Passive transport takes place through channels [13, 41, 125, 137, 158] and for this
thesis the following are relevant:
• The flow goes with gradients of chemical or electrical potentials.
• The flow is specifically for Na+,

K+,

Cl~ ions.

In §4.2.8 or §4.2.7, a membrane pore is not explicitly defined, neither has it been
defined in [30, 36, 32, 145, 144]. By looking closely at §4.2.8, §4.2.7, §4.3.8 and
§4.3.7, if the control signature 5 is expanded to also include the pumps, a formal
definition for the membrane pore operator \f is defined as:
Definition 38 ( m e m b r a n e p o r e operator \f)
*(cr,7,5) : 2

s

* x l ^ 2s*

with
a ion that is passed by the membrane

pores,

7 is the ionic flow rate through the pore (mol o s~l),
5 the channel control

signature,

T the time space, and
S$ the local ■membrane pore states, which are input, internal and output

states.

Appendix D shows how this definition is implemented as a class, using the C + +
programming language, and a pump class inherits it.
4.4.12.1

Ion p u m p

It is assumed that a pump transports only one specific ion species a across a mem
brane. Based on §4.3.8, the pump operator P is formally defined as in definition 38
with
Definition 39 ( P u m p control s i g n a t u r e )
5 =< 9p,(j)p >
where
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) , and

<j)v is a direction <j) € {in, o u t } .
A pump is simple enough so that it is not necessary to subdivide it into subcom
ponents. From §4.3.8 the input state vector Up, internal state vector Xp and the
output state vector Yp for a pump (F) are:

H

UP =

(4.74)

XP=[oP]

(4.75)

YP = [ [a]* ]

(4.76)

where
[a\i is the internal ion concentration of the species a at a membrane,
[er]e is the external ion concentration of the species a at a membrane,
Op is the openness and transport direction, and
[a]* is the newly-calculated internal ion concentration.
A pump is implemented with:

H r = Mi+7°/>

(4-77)

where

C
oP=

4.4.12.2

1 if [cr],. < 0 A <j> = i n

< -1
I
0

if [cr]. > 9 A <f> = out
otherwise

(4.78)

Ion channels

Based on §4.3.7, three types of channels exist:
• A receptor-gated channel (C T ).
• A voltage-gated channel (C„), and
• A concentration channel (C c ).
It is assumed that a channel transports only one specific ion species a across a
membrane. Based on §4.3.7, the different channel operators are formally defined as
in definition 38 with:
Definition 40 ( C h a n n e l control signatures)
1. For a receptor-gated channel

(CT):
5 =<

K,tb,Ob

>

where
K is a receptor molecule for a receptor-gated
tf, is the block time determined
oij is the openness determined

channel,

by 6(AC, T*) for a receptor-gated channel, and
by I/(K,T*)

for a receptor-gated

channel.
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(Cv):
5 =< 7TC, cf>c >

where
7rt. is a threshold potential,

and

4>c £ {minimum,maximum}.
3. For a concentration

channel

(Cc):
5=<BC>

where 9C is a default

concentration.

A channel is simple enough so that it is not necessary to subdivide it into subcom
ponents. Prom §4.3.7 the input state vector Uc, internal state vector Xc and the
output state vector Yc for a channel (C) are:

Uc

Xc

Pc
Tc

(4.79)

[<
He

(4.80)

tc

Yc = I H*

(4.81)

where
PC £ R is the input potential, pc £ 0 for receptor-gated channels and concen
tration channels,
Tc is the set of neurotransmitters, Tc
concentration channels,

£ 0 for voltage-gated channels and

[a]i is the internal ion concentration of species a,
[a\e is the external ion concentration of species cr,
oc is the openness degree oc £ {0,1},
tc is the number of simulation steps before a blocked state expires {tc = 0
means that C is not blocked), tc £ 0 for voltage-gated channels and concen
tration channels, and
[a]* is the newly-calculated internal ion concentration.
The operation of a channel is implemented for all types of channels with:
Mi + 70c
M i " IOC
M„.

if Hi< [<r]e
if M i > Me
otherwise

(4.82)
(4.83)

where:
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• For a receptor-gated channel:
if ( « G T C ) A ( « - 1 f c = 0)
if z~Hc > 0
otherwise

tb
tc = { z'Hc

~ 1
0

°c'

=

^ 0

(4.84)

(48o)

otherwise

• For a voltage-gated channel:
i J. if (6 = minimum A Vn > ""c) V (0 = maximum A Vc -< ""c) ^ o/.\
°C
.i
■
(4-86)
c = ^ „
\1 n0 o<
otherwise
• For a concentration channel:
\i>ec
[<7]i
oc = {11 0 "otherwise
~

4.4.13

Receptor

Based on §4.3.6, the metabolic receptor operator R is formally defined as:
Definition 41 ( M e t a b o l i c receptor o p e r a t o r R)
R(tb,TR)

:2

T

x T ^ {false, true}

with
tb is the blocking time for the receptor,
TR is the neurotransmitter

that is triggers the metabolic event flag,

T is the set of neurotransmitters,

and

T the time space.
A metabolic receptor is simple enough so that it is not necessary to subdivide it
into subcomponents. From §4.3.6 the input state vector UR, internal state vector
XR and the output state vector YR for a metabolic receptor (R) are:
UR=[TR]

(4.87)

XR=[tR]

(4.88)

YR = [ eR ]

(4.89)

where
TR C T is a neurotransmitter,
t.R is the number of time steps left before the blocked state expires, and
eR S {false, true} is the metabolic event flag.
The operation of a metabolic receptor is implemented with:

C Z-HR-1
t«

=

I
I

iiz-HR>l

tb + l
0

] false

if (TR £ T R ) A (Z-HR
otherwise

otherwise

= 0)

(4.90)
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Memory

Similar to a classic artificial neural network, see [68], long-term memory in a RealNeuron network lies in the synaptic connections between the neurons.
Unlike a classic artificial neural network, see [68], that has no short-term mem
ory, a RealNeuron network can have a short-term memory. Short-term memory in
a RealNeuron network is the ability of a neuron to change its own functionality
temporarily based on neurotransmitters present in the synaptic gaps.

4.6

Summary

The major contribution of this thesis has been presented in this chapter:
• The completion and standardisation of terminology and symbology of the
predicate description of the RealNeuron in §4.2.
• The block diagrams in §4.4.
• The development of a state space model in §4.4.
According to definition 1 on p. 9, the models presented in this chapter are still only
a pure theory. In chapter 6 it will unfold into a descriptive theory in accordance
with definition 2 on p. 9 when the parameters are given actual values to perform
simulation, based on neuroscience data.

4.6.1

RealNeuron network summary

The RealNeurons in figure 4.1 can be classified into three different types of RealNeurons.
The RealNeurons on the left in figure 4.1 are sensor neurons. The RealNeurons on
the right in figure 4.1 are motor neurons. The RealNeurons, in between, in figure
4.1 are internal neurons.
The implementation of figure 4.1 is summarised in table 4.14. Each subcomponent
is cross-referenced to its description in this chapter.
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Table 4.14: Summary of RealNeuron network components
No.

Component

1

sensor neuron

2

neuron

3

motor neuron

4

sensoric soma

5

input soma

6

axon

7

bulb end

8

12

post-synaptic
membrane
mam
membrane
axonal
membrane
soma integra
tion function
LTP function

13

bulb-end soma

14

vesicle

15

Nernst
and
Goldmann
equations
inverse Nernst
and
inverse
Goldmann
equations
membrane
integration
function
pump

9
10
11

16

17

18
19
20
21

voltage-gated
channel
receptor-gated
channel
metabolic
receptor

Components
reference

Figure
block
gram

4.4.2.1

4.3

4.3

4.4.2.2

4.2

4.4

4.4.2.3

4.4

4.5

4.4.3.2

4.6

4.7

4.4.3.1

4.5

4.6

4.4.4

4.8

4.9

4.4.5

4.9

4.10

4.4.6.1

4.10

4.11

4.4.6.3

4.12

4.13

4.4.6.2

4.11

4.12

15, 16, 17, 18,
20

-

-

~

4.4.7

-

-

"

4.4.3.3

4.7

4.8

4.4.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

"

~

-

-

-

-

4.4.8

of
dia

Parameters
table no.

Paragraph

4,7
5, 6, 7
5
9
8, 9, 11, 12
10
13, 14
15, 17, 18, 20,
21
15, 17, 18, 19

8, 9, 11, 12

4.4.10

4.4.11

4.4.8

4.4.12.1
4.4.12.2
4.4.12.2
4.4.8

■

■
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Chapter 5

Theoretical evaluation of the
RealNeuron
A poor relation - is the most irrelevant thing in nature — Charles Lamb
Last Relation of Elia (1833) 'Poor Relations'
This chapter compares the model of the RealNeuron, which was developed in chapter
4, with that of perceptrons, spiking neurons and implicitly with that of the HodgkinHuxley model [72]. Furthermore, a theoretical evaluation of the model developed
in chapter 4, to determine the performance of the model in the presence of noise,
is presented in this chapter. These aspects have been peer reviewed and accepted
[47].
With respect to the scientific and engineering way of life (§1.7.1.1 p. 8 and §1.7.1.2
p. 9) this chapter compares the model (theory) of the RealNeuron with the model
(theories) of perceptrons and spiking neurons respectively. Implicitly, the RealNeuron
is also compared to the Hodgkin-Huxley model. According to definition 1 the com
parison of models in this chapter is only between the pure theories.
On a structural level, it has been argued that the RealNeuron is an instance of a
spiking neuron [30], If this is true, all the theories for spiking neurons should also
hold true for the RealNeuron [30].
This chapter validates the RealNeuron's to be a carefully reduced model that retains
essential features of more complex models, i.e. the Hodgkin-Huxley model.

5.1

General mathematical relation

A reference equation is used to compare RealNeurons with spiking neurons and
perceptrons and implicitly with the Hodgkin-Huxley model. The spike response
model described in [58] is used as the reference equation. In [88, 58] it is shown that
the firing times produced by this model coincides with 90% of the action potentials
of the Hodgkin-Huxley model [72]. This is a simple and yet useful description of
neurodynamics [88, 58].
If a neuron is denoted by rij and rij Vj £ {j\j pre — synaptic to i} denote the neurons
whose outputs are inputs to n,, then n , is the post-synaptic neuron and all rij are
the presynaptic neurons. A connection between a rij and n , is called a synapse.
In the rest of this section the details of a synapse should not be confused with the
details of a biological synapse or the synapse between two RealNeurons in §3.3.2.
99
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The spike response model according to [58] is:

and the post-synaptic neuron ?Zj fires when Ui = $, where
• Ui(t) is the internal state of n,,
• t is the time,
• Ti = {t<.f)\l < f <n} = {t\ui(t) = &,Ui > 0} = {4 1 ) ,...,£-" ) } is the set of
all firing times of rij, with the time for the most recent spike emitted by n, as

• n is the number of spikes fired before time t,
• ■& is the firing threshold,
• r , = {j\j presynaptic to ?} set of presynaptic neuron indices,
• '%(*•) is a refractory function of nj,
• Wij is a weight that represents the connection strength between the neurons
j and i, and
• Sij(s) is the transfer function between neurons j and i, with stj(s)
s < 0.

= 0 for

A spike Si is emitted by n,: when «, = 'd, and in general
s;(£)=(5(u,:(£)-tf)

(5.2)

where J(.) is the Dirac 5 function with S(z) = 0 if z ^ 0 and J ° ° J(C)^C = 1The spike train for rii is then
Si{t)

=

/

Si{r)dr

= E w-*^)

(5-3)

If x-i is the internal state of n», y.; is the output state of n.; and w» is the input state
of rij, then equations (5.1) and (5.2) are rewritten as:

*i(t) =
l/i(t)

E

^(< - ^

+E

E

Vijeijfrj.t-t'j")

= 5(xi(t)-#)

(5-4)
(5.5)

If 5(.) is generalised as a transfer function </>(.) then (5.5) is rewritten as:

!/»(*) = 0 0 * ( * ) - 0 )
</f>(.) is a function defined as <j> : R —> R.
Examples of transfer functions are
Y = tanh(x — <p)

(5-6)
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Y = H{x-

ip)

where TC{.) is the Heaviside step function TC{z) = J_

5(()d(,

with

1 if z > 0
0 if z < 0

H(z)

The Heaviside function is also called a step function and in general the following
substitution can be used z = x — (p.

5.1.1

RealNeuron related to pulsed neurons

The work in this paragraph has been peer reviewed in [47].
An equation for a RealNeuron is derived from §4.4.2 as
YN

=

=

yoAoS

(UN)

y(A(s(uN)))
TyiAiSiUff)))
(5.7)

T m {A (S(UN)))
This equation cannot be directly related to (5.1). Clearly, the structure of the
RealNeuron needs to be rearranged to make the relation possible. Based on §4.4.3,
S is expanded and (5.7) is rewritten as
+ z~l o m o Mp)

YN = y o A o Mm o Is oMpo(l

{UN)

(5.8)

Instead of defining the output states of the set of bulb ends (y) as the output of the
RealNeuron, the output state of the axon (^4) is defined as the output. Furthermore,
instead of defining the post-synaptic membranes as input for the RealNeuron, the
bulb ends are defined as the input to the RealNeuron. By applying these structural
changes (5.8) is rewritten as:

A o Mm o Is o Mp o (1 + z~l o n o Mp) o y {U*N)

(5.9)

Assume that the RealNeuron, to be compared with the pulse neuron, has no LTP
function, thus /j, = 0, and no axon, thus A = I then (5.9) is rewritten as:
YN

=

(5.10)

MmolsoMpoy(U*N)

Based on the description in §4.4.8 and defining r , = {j | j presynaptic to i}, (5.10)
is rewritten as:
V"N

=

MmiolSioMpioy(U*N)

=

Mmi o #-r^-^
(MP

J2
jert

M
y

VH ° TJ (U*Nj)
«

synapse

(5.11)

'
between

Nj and Nt
Based on the description in §4.4.6.3 an equation for Mmi
L>v
YM„

1
2

r(x M „

ToP(z-1XMmi)
V{z-lXMmi)

is:
U

+

M„,i

V{z-lXMTni)
(5.12)
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By substituting Mmi in (5.11) with (5.12), (5.11) is rewritten as:
ToT{z-lXM^)

Xt

V

(5.13)

(Z-'XM^)

1

YN =

(5.14)

rocv[-x*
2' N

The relation between (5.14) and (5.6) is:

>{xi{t)-0) = rocv[-x*N

(5.15)

Furthermore, the relation between terms in (5.13) and (5.4) is:
(5.16)

Based on this equation the following relation is derived:
£

t«o- ^ - ( u j , < " tf)

= ^-yM

p 0

- o T,- (U*Nj)

(5.17)

The refractory-function term relation between (5.13) and (5.4) is:

r}i{t-t\f))=ToV{z-'XMmi)

£

(5.18)

The relation with the reference (5.4) and (5.6) of the RealNeuron is given in (5.15)
to (5.18).

5.1.2

RealNeuron relation to McCulloch-Pitts model

The work in this paragraph has been peer reviewed in [47].
The McCulloch-Pitts or perceptron model is given by the following equation, [108]:

Vk = i>

^Wkj'Xj

-0

k

(5.19)

where
• ip(.) - the activation function and for the McCulloch-Pitts this is the threshold
function, i.e.
1 if v > 0
1>[y)
0 if v < 0
* Vk - the output of the fcth neuron,
• Xj - the input from the j t h neuron,
• Wkj - the synaptic weight between the jth neuron and the fcth neuron, and
• 9k - the threshold of the fcth neuron.
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If Xi is the internal state of rij, yi is the output state of rij and w» is the input state
of rij, then equation (5.19) is rewritten as:
p

Xi(t)

=

^WifUij

(5.20)

yi{t)

=

^{xi{t)-6i)

(5.21)

The relation between (5.21) and (5.6) is:
^(xi(0-*)=^(a!<(0-«'i)

(5-22)

Furthermore, the relation between terms in (5.20) and (5.4) is:
p

Y2

Y2

Wi Si

t

/) =

i i ^'

~ *J' )

12 Wii Uii

( 5 - 23 )

Based on this equation the following relation is derived:
Y2

Wi

3 £ij(UJ'

t

~ 4

)

= w u

ij ij

(5-24)

A McCulloch-Pitts neuron does not have a refactoring function thus:
E

Vi(t-t<if))=Q

(5.25)

The relation with the reference (5.4) and (5.6) of the McCulloch-Pitts neuron is
given in (5.22) to (5.25).
The relation of the McCulloch-Pitts neuron to the RealNeuron is derived by com
paring (5.22) to (5.25) with (5.15) to (5.18) respectively:
r o Cv (\X*N)

= '<P (Xi{t) - 0i)

— | — Y2 MvH ° T,- {U'Nj) = £ wijUij
#jJPjMpij
roP(

5.2

o T7- (U*Nj) = WijUij
2

-%

m

.)=0

(5.26)

(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)

Performance in a noisy environment

The work in this paragraph has been peer reviewed in [47].
For the RealNeuron to be practical in engineering applications, it is important to
determine it's robustness for noise in a noisy environment. The noise is coming
from the physical sensor measurements [39].
The sensor neurons determine the performance of a RealNeuron network in a noisy
environment. Furthermore, the voltage-gated channels determine the performance
of a sensor neuron.
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The equation for a sensor neuron is derived from §4.4.2.1 as

YN„

=

yoS{uNj
(5.30)

Prom §4.4.3.2, (5.30) is rewritten as

YN„ =

yoMm(UNJ

(5.31)

Based on the description in §4.4.6.3 and denning XM„
UM„,i with £/#„, (5.31) is rewritten as:

as in (5.12) but replacing

yor(xM7iii)

YN

(5.32)

By adding noise A to the input state of (5.32), (5.12) is rewritten as
XX

cv

Y,M,ni

nx*M,j

ToV(z-lX'Mml)
lX
V\
Mmt)

+

V(z-1XMrJ
(5.33)

From §4.4.12.2, Cv in (5.33) will start conducting if the following condition is met
\ ( r o V (z~lX*M7J

+ UN„ + A) > TTC

(5.34)

Thus, Cv will not conduct if
ToV(z-1X*Mmi)+UN^+A<27rc

(5.35)

and noise will not affect the performance of Cv if
A<2nc-roV(z-lX*Mmi)-UN„

(5.36)

It is seen from (5.36) that for a given threshold nc the sensitivity to noise of Cv is
determined by the refractory function
ToT(z-'X*Mini)
which is the feedback through the set of pumps of the previous output state of Cv.
Cv can be made more sensitive to noise, increasing the output value of the refractory
function, but if

rov(z-1x*M,ni)>2Trc
then Cv loses all its sensitivity towards any input and will conduct constantly.
Cy can also be made less sensitive to noise by decreasing the output value of the
refractory function. However, if
T o V (z-lX*Mnii)

< sup(2^ c -UNJ=

2^ c - inf UN„

then Cv will only conduct if A is big enough, i.e.
UN„

+ A > 2TTC

By making
T o V (z-lX*Miai)

< 2^ c - mS{UNv, + A)

Cv loses all its sensitivity towards any input and will not conduct at all.
The performance of the RealNeuron in a noisy environment is determined by the
following:

5.3.
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• For a sensor neuron to function correctly in a noisy environment the value of
the refractory function in (5.33) must be
2TTC - M(UN„

+ A) < T o V (z~lX*Mnii)

< 2TTC

(5.37)

• A sensor neuron is sensitive to only t h e noise A in t h e environment, thus it
will be insensitive to UN„ if the value of the refractory function in (5.33) is
2TTC - mi(UNv,

+ A ) < T o P (z~lX*Mr:J

< 2TTC - inf UN„

(5.38)

• A sensor neuron is insensitive to any noise from the environment if
inf UNa > sup A

(5.39)

and the refractory function in (5.33) is
2TTC - inf UN^

5.3

<YoV

(z'lX*M^.)

< 2TTC - sup A

(5.40)

Summary

This chapter confirms that the RealNeuron is related to the other types of artificial
neurons. The work done on first, second and third generation artificial neuron mod
els in [108, 68, 104] and other similar publications can be applied to the RealNeuron
by using the relations presented in this chapter and following a similar reasoning t o
that in [102].
More specifically, t h e model of the RealNeuron is compared with perceptron and
spiking-neuron models in §5.1.2 and §5.1.1 respectively.
The RealNeuron relation with t h e perceptron is given in (5.26) to (5.29). T h e
theories for perceptrons are applicable t o this specific configuration of RealNeurons.
The RealNeuron relation with the spiking neuron is given in (5.15) to (5.18). This
confirms the result mathematically that a RealNeuron is a type of pulsing neuron as
reported in [30]. T h e theories for pulsing neurons are also applicable to configura
tions of RealNeuron that fulfil the relations in (5.15) to (5.18). Thus, based on t h e
proofs in [102] it can be claimed that a RealNeuron network, consisting of a finite
number of RealNeurons, can simulate a universal Turing machine. It means that,
in principle, any problem that is computable [21] could be solved with RealNeuron
networks.
The RealNeuron's is indeed a carefully reduced model that retains essential features
of more complex models. This is validated with the above results.
This chapter also presents a theoretical evaluation of the model developed in chapter
4 to determine the performance of the model in the presence of noise.
The performance of a RealNeuron network, in a noisy environment, is dependent on
the output value of the refractory functions of the sensor neurons in t h e network.
For a sensor neuron to function correctly in a noisy environment t h e value of the
refractory function in (5.33) must be 2-KC — inf (C/JV W +A) < T o p [z~lX*Mm^j
< 2TTC.
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Chapter 6

Implementation and
evaluation
Eureka! — Archimedes (c. 287 - 212 BC)
The implementation of the RealNeuron, in this chapter, is based on parameters
found in [28]. The parameters in [28] have been verified with the results in [73, 72].
With respect to the scientific and engineering way of life (§1.7.1.1 p. 8 and §1.7.1.2
p. 9), this chapter unfolds the pure theory of chapter 4 into a descriptive theory in
accordance with definition 2 on p. 9 by giving the parameters in the models actual
values that are based on neuroscience data.

6.1

Spreadsheet implementation

The following instances of the
• RealNeuron network,
• RealNeuron,
• some of the sub-components of the RealNeuron, and
• membranes
are implemented using Calc from OpenOffice.org 1 . The implemented instances can
be found on the CD-ROM that is included.

6.2

C + + implementation

The RealNeuron can be implemented using C + + or any other computer language.
Based on the RealNeuron model developed in chapter 4, p. 47, and especially us
ing the predicate model in §4.2, p. 49, a RealNeuron UML class diagram can be
derived and is shown in figure 6.1. In appendix D, p. 177, an example of a pump
implementation is presented.
1

OpenOffice.org (OOo) version 2.0 Build 2.0.0.1 Novell Edition was used
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in the ReaiNeuron U!\fL class diagram the explicit multi-resolutional levels, used
in formulating the ReaiNeuron. are lost. This results in a flat model with an im
plicit hierarchy that leads to extra complexity in the different relationships between
components. In this thesis UML is not used because of this reason.

^tnuiNtuKI

n»ijw»L^^

HoBMH^tWBfl

Figure 6.T; ReaiNeuron UML class diagram

6.3

Verification and validation

Many different interpretations exist for the meaning of verification and validation
(V&V). Because of the systems engineering approach followed in this thesis, the
definition of when a model is verified and when it is validated is based on the level
of system resolution at which the model is tested.
The interpretation of the term used in this thesis is the international standard
interpretation oft he IEEE Software Engineering Standards '78, 79. 81. 82]. This also
includes the ISO interpretation as described in 1SO/IEC 12207:1995 and adopted
by the IEEE in [79].
D e f i n i t i o n 42 (Verification) Verification is the process of mnking sure that a
model has been implemented correctly. If the verification process has been finished,
for a model with no unomalies, then the model has a verified status.
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This means that if the mathematical model y — mx + c is specified to be imple
mented, then the verification process proves that t he implementation is y = rnx + c.
Definition 43 (Validation) Validation is the process ofmakiny sure that a model,
when integrated together with other models, gives the expected behaviour for the
application environment it is used in. If the validation process has been finished, for
a model with no anomalies, then the model has a validated status.
This means that if a process has a parabolic behaviour, i.e. when it is described by
y = ax2 + mx + c, then for 0 < x <SC 1 the term o.x2 ~ 0 thus y m mx -i c. The first
order model y = m.c + c with 0 < x <S 1 is a validated model for modelling this
process. But, Vx 6 E. the first order model y = mx 4- c is not a validated model for
the applicationThere are many ways of performing verification and validation as described in [82].
In this thesis the following methods for verification and validation are applied:
• Code-waik-through, i.e. check by hand that each spreadsheet's implementa
tion is correct (verification).
• Analysis, i.e. perform an alternative analysis to arrive at expected results of
the models and integrated models (verification and validation).
• Comparison to literature, i.e. compare the model results to published results
in the literature (verification and validation).
Independent verification and validation were also performed by asking another per
son to hold a code-walk-through on the models.

6.4

Reference parameters

In this chapter the results 5-om [28] are used for the membrane. The values of [28]
were compared to [110] and [125]. A discrepancy between [28] and [110] was found.
Both reference the work of Katz and the Noble Prize Winners Hodgkin and Huxley
[73, 72]. The values quoted in [28] are the correct values, and a print error might
have slipped in with the values quoted in [110]. These values are different from the
values used in the 2000-prototype. The values used in this chapter are shown in
table 6.1.
By substituting the values shown in table 6.1 with the parameters in equation 3.7,
p. 41, the membrane-resting potential is calculated to be —57.135mV.
N euro transmitters can beany arbitrary character strings. In this thesis the following
strings are used: ACH, Empty, GABA. Glutamat, Haloperidot, etc. The implemen
tation in this chapter does not consist of any processing of neurotransmit ters based
on biological descriptions.

6.5

Reference input signal

Input signals varying between - 8 0 m V and 20mV are needed. Various arbitrary
varying signals could be defined
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Table 6.1: Membrane reference parameters from [28]
Parameter
T
PK
PN«

Pa
[#].
[JV0]e
[Cl]e
[K]i
[Na]i
[Clh

Parameter Description
Temperature
Membrane permeability to potassium ions
Membrane permeability to sodium ions
Membrane permeability to chlorine ions
External concent rat ion of potassium ions
External concentration of sodium ions
External concentration of chlorine ions
Internal concentration of potassium ions
Internal concentration of sodium ions
Internal concentration of chlorine ions

Value
6.3
1.8
0.07
0.8
10
455
54 U
315
72
6]

Units

r

Normalised
Normalised
Normalised
/^mol/cm
^imol/cm
£unol/cm
/unol/cin
^mol/cm
uinol/cm

T h e following sinusoidal signal is chosen:
t AT'
y = .-,0sin(27r——)-30

(6-1)

where k is the time step and A T is the time-step interval. Equation (6.1) generates
a signal in the range of - 8 0 m V to 20mV and two full cycles in a 50 time step
simulation. To demonstrate the principle of working of the Real Neuron model, a
time-step interval of A T = Is is chosen. The extra iterative calculation steps, if the
typical neurobiological time constants (> 140/is [72]) are used, does not provide any
additional insight into this principle of working, thus (6.1) can then be rewritten
as:

k
yi =50sin(27r —) - 3 0
2o

(6.2)

Another input signal is defined by shifting (6.2) with | radians:
y2 = 5 0 c o s ( 2 7 r ^ 7 ) - 3 0
Zo

6.6

(6.3)

Mass balance

A membrane has several pores through which ions flow in and out. The ionic flow
rate value (~) through a pore is chosen so that the amount of ions flowing out of the
membrane is equal to the auiouut of ions flowing into it. This will ensure that even
after a large number of iterations, the simulation will not diverge from the correct
value.

6.7

Membranes

6.7.1

Main membrane

The functioning of the main membrane is described in §4.4.6.3 on p. 85, and the
biock diagram is shown in figure 4.12 on p. 86.
The membrane parameters are given in table 6,1 and the parameters of the voltagegated channels are TT,^ = —40mV, <f>x = minimum, -CN<I — — 50mV, <f>^a =
maximum, Ticci = — 35mV, and 4>ct = maximum. The input signal is (6.2).
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E x p e c t e d results of the main m e m b r a n e

The main membrane fires as a function of its potential and is dependent on the
substance a, and thresholds nc„. It is expected that the output potential of the
mam membrane will change if the membrane potential crosses the - 3 5 m V , - 10m V
and —50mV potentials.
The K voltage-gated channel will fire if the membrane potential is above —40mV.
The membrane's permeability for K ions is the highest, see table 6.1. [f the K
channel opens, then K ions flow from the inside to the outside of the membrane.
i.e. the membrane's absolute potential should decrease significantly.
The Na voilage-gated channel will fire
The membrane's permeability for Na
channel opens, then Na ions flow from
i.e. the membrane's absolute potential

if the membrane potential is below —oOmV.
ions is very low, see table 6.1. If the Na
the outside to the inside of the membrane.
should increase slightly.

The Cl voltage-gated channel will fire if the membrane potential is below — 35m V.
The membrane's permeability for Cl ions is given in table 6.1. If the Cl chan
nel opens, Cl ions flow from the outside to the inside of the membrane, i.e. the
meorbrane's absolute potential should decrease.

6.7.1.2

R e s u l t s of the m a i n m e m b r a n e

The. Main Membrane (Sinusoidal Input) Simulation Results report is on the enclosed
CD-ROM. The simulation results are shown in figure 6.2. The contribution made
by the Na channels is very small and is not visible on the graph because the output
potential changes from —56.S6mV to —56.95m V . T h e results confirm the expected
results.

Main Membrane
9
£

£

T X_S

k Y

0 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 5
01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Time Step
Figure 6.2: Results of the main membrane implementation. V,XstXi
the states in figure 4.12 on p. 86.

a' 1 ^ Y are

This establishes the verified status of the functioning of the main membrane and
the validated status for voltage-gated channels and pumps in the main membrane.
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Post-synaptic membrane

The functioning of the post-synaptic membrane is described in 14.6.1, p. 82, and
the block diagram in figure 6.3 is for a post-synapfcic membrane without a receptor.

Z

X,
*i

Pumps

Receptor
1—*" channels

x3

Nemsi
Guldmann

Y,

u
Post-synaptic r.Q em brane
Figure 6.3: Post-synaptic membrane block diagram

The membrane parameters are shown in table 6.1 and the parameters of 1 he receptorgated channels are TK — GABA, r,v a = Hatoperklol and TQI =Glutamat. The block
times for all three receptor-gated channels are ~tb = 4 time steps.

6.7.2.1

E x p e c t e d r e s u l t s of t h e p o s t - s y n a p t i c m e m b r a n e

The post-synaptic membrane Gres when a neurotiansmitter in the synaptic gap.
see 3.3.2 p. 38, matches the signature of a receptor-gated channel. It is expected
that the output potential of the post-synaptic membrane will change if the neurotransmitter in the synaptic gap is one of the following molecules:
•

GABA.

•

Haloperidol

•

Glutamat.

Any other neurotransroitter, e.g. ACH, will have no effect. The change in the
potential lasts for four time steps after the neurotransrnilter molecule is consumed
by the receptor-gated channels.
The K receptor-gated channel will fire if a neurotransinilter molecule in the synaptic
gap is GABA. The membrane s permeability for K ions is the highest, see table 6.1.
If the K channel opens, then K ions flow from the inside to the outside of the
membrane, i.e. (he membrane's absolute potential should significantly decrease.
The Na receptor-gated channels will fire if a neurotransmitter molecule ira the synap
tic gap is Haloperidol The membrane's permeability for Na ions is very low, see
table 6.1. if the Na. channel opens, then Na ions flow from the outside to the inside
of the membrane, i.e. the membrane's absolute potential should decrease slightly.
The Cl receptor-gated channels will fire if a neurotransmitter molecule in the synap
tic gap is Glutamal. The membrane's permeability for Cl ions is given in table 6.1.
If the Cl channel opens, then Cl ions flow from the outside to the inside of the
membrane, i.e. the membrane's absolute potential should decrease.
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R e s u l t s of t h e p o s t - s y n a p t i c m e m b r a n e

The simulation result in figure 6.4 confirms the expected results.

Post-synaptic Membrane
> -10

£ -30

■ v_i
» Glutamal
I

E-50
E

GABA

► ACH

•

»j -60

'/ r \

■

• < ■ - < ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■70
■80* ■ ■ » » » ■ » ■ * *-fc <
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 333 3 4 4 U 4 4 4 4 < 4 5
01234567890123456789012345678901234567690

Time Step

Figure 6.4: Results of the post-synaptic membrane. V\ is the output state and
Glutamat, ffaloperidol, CABA. ACH are values for the input state U in figure 6.3.
If U is equal to a molecule string then the value for that string is plotted as -70mV.
otherwise it is plotted as -80mV.
This establishes the verified status of t be functioning for the post-synaptic membrane
and the validated status for receptor-gated channels and pumps in the post-synaptic
membrane.

6.8

RealNeuron sub-components

6.8.1

Input soma

The functioning of the input soma is described in 4.4.3.1. p. 71. Figure 6.5 shows a
block diagram for an input soma implementation, without an LTP function (//).

U

l

-+C&*^-*-

Membrane

\X2n+l

un

*n

i

Membrane

I n p u t SOITia

»-

Integratc*

*3n+2

Main

Y

Membrane

A3n

Figure 6.5: Implemented input soma block diagran

Two post-synaptic membranes are implemented as described in 6.7.2 and one main
membrane as described in 6.7.1.
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E x p e c t e d results of the input s o m a

[f the membrane parameters are as per table 6.1. then the post-synaptic membranes
in the soma are expected to function as described in 6.7.2.
The outputs of the post-synaptic membranes are integrated by taking the average
between them. This average is used as input to the main membrane.
The main membrane i.n the soma is expected to behave as described in 6.7.1, but
with the thresholds as TT0K = —o7.2mV, 7rCJva = —53mV, and ncct — —62.15mV.
6.8.1.2

R e s u l t s of t h e input s o m a

The simulation results are shown in figures 6-6 and 6.7. The results correspond with
the expected results.
This establishes the verified status of the input soma and the validated status of
the following membranes for their function in the input soma:
• Post-synaptic membranes as configured in this section.
• Main membrane.

6.8.2

Bulb end

The functioning of the bulb end is described in 1.4.5. p. 79. Figure 1.9, p. 79, shows
the block diagram for a bulb end with two vesicles. The bulb-end soma, functions
without post-synaptic membranes and an LTP function.
6.8.2.1

E x p e c t e d results of the bulb end

If (G.2) is used as input signal to the bulb end and the membrane parameters are
as per table 6.1, it is expected that the bulb end functions like a main membrane,
but with the output from the two vesicles that fire as follows;
• If the bulb end potential > —30mV then a Gtutamai
released into the synaptic gap.

neurotransmitter is

• If — 40m V < bulb end potential < — 30mV then a GAB A neurotransmitter is
released into the synaptic gap.
6.8.2.2

R e s u l t s of t h e bulb end

The results are shown in figures 6.8(a) and 6.8. The results correspond with the
expected results.
This establishes the v< rifled status of the bulb end and the validated status of the
main membrane for its function in the input soma.
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(a) Results of tin: input soma- Vi is the output state, A'5. A'o. A'g are internal states and Glatamal.
Halopendol. GABA, ACH are values for the input states ll\ and V% in figure 6.5, If V\ is equal to a
molecule string then the value for that string is plotted as -75mV, otherwise it is plotted as -85njV.
if V2 is equal to a molecule string then the value for that, string is ploited M? -SJOmV, otherwise it is
plotted as -lOOmV.
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(b) Results of input soma's main membrane. U, Xj, XA and Y are the states in figure 4.12 on p. S6.

Figure 6.6: Results of the input soma implementation.
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Input Soma: Postsynaptic Membrane (psmA)
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(a) Results of input soina's post-synaptic membrane A. Y\ is tin: output state and GlutamaL.
Haloperidol, GABA, ACH are values for the input state U in figure 6.3. If U is equal to a molecule
string then the value fur that string is plotted as -70mV, otherwise it is plotted as -SthtiV.
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(b) Results of input suina's post-synaptic uienibrnnc B. Y\ is tbe output state and Glutamat.
Halopvridol. GABA, ACH arc values for the input stale U in liprre G.3. If U is equal to A inoleenlc
string then the value for that string is plotted as -70mV, otherwise it is plotted as -8O111V.
F i g u r e 6.7: R e s u l t s of t h e i n p u t s o m a i m p l e m e n t a t i o n ( c o n t i n u e d )
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(b) Result of the hnlb-clut soma
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(c) Result of the bulb-end soiuo's main membrane. U,X.%,X$ and Y are the
states in figure 4.12 on p. S6.

Figure 6.8: Results of the bulb end
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RealNeuron examples
Sensor neuron

Figure 4.3, p. 67, shows the block diagram that describes a sensor neuron.
6.9.1.1

E x p e c t e d r e s u l t s of t h e s e n s o r n e u r o n

If the signal described in (6.2) is used as input to the sensor neuron in figure 4.3,
p. 67, with the membrane parameters as per table 6.1, it is expected when the input
signal crosses -36mV that the bulb end should change the emitted neurotransmitter.
Table 6.2 shows the expected results, with GluLamal and Haloperidol as the emitted
neurotransmitters.
Table 6.2: Expected results for the sensor neuron
Time Step
0
1
2
3
4
5
i>
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
•M
25

6.9.1.2

Input U (mV)
-30.00
-17.:u
-§.91
1.23
12.22
17..-).")
19.90
19,11
15.24
8..13
-0.61
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48.41
-59.39
-68.53
-75.24
79.11
-79.90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42.43
-30.00

Bulb end
Glui .amat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat

Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat.
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamal

R e s u l t s of t h e s e n s o r n e u r o n

The results in figure 6.9 correspond with the expected results in table 6.2.
This establishes the verified status of the sensor neuron and the validated status for
the configured sub-components, membranes, channels and pumps for functioning in
the sensor neuron.
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Figure 6.9: Results of the sensor neuron. If Glutamat is the output molecule then
the result is plotted at -85inV, otherwise it is plotted at -95mV. If Haioperidol is
the output molecule then the result is plotted at -lOOmV, otherwise it is plotted
at -llOmV. If GABA is the output molecule theu the result is plotted at -115mV,
otherwise it is plotted at -125mV.

6.9.2

Motor neuron

See figure 4.4, p. 69, for the schematic block diagram describing a motor neuron.

6.9.2.1

E x p e c t e d r e s u l t s of t h e m o t o r n e u r o n

If GABA or Glutamat is in the input synaptic gap, see 3.3.2
neuron, the output potential of the sensor neuron will increase,
tential will decrease. Any other neurotransmitter molecule, or
in the synaptic gap, will leave the motor neuron in its ground
6.9.2.2

p. 38, of the motor
i.e. the absolute po
if nothing is present
potential

R e s u l t s of t h e m o t o r n e u r o n

The results in figure 6.10 correspond with the exported results.
This establishes the vcrijltd status of the motor neuron and the validated status of
the configured sub-components, membranes, channels and pumps for functioning in
the motor neuron.

6.9.3

Purkinje cell

The function of the Purkinje cell is deduced from the description in [HOj as an AND
gate, but the second and following input signals have to appear within a specific
time frame after the first signal has appeared, to be AND-ed together. The Purkinje
cell is N5 in figure 6.36, figure 6.38 and figure 6-37.
The Purkinje ceil also implements a long-term delay function. The lon^ term delay
is made possible with an LTP function that forms part of the Purkinje cell.
The LTP function is based on the receptors' output from the post-synaptic mem
branes. it consists of two sub-functions. The one sub-function implements a time
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Motor Neuron
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Figure 6.10: Results of the motor neuron. If Gluiamal is the input molecule then
the result is plotted at -75mV. otherwise it is plotted at -85i.uV. If Halojjcridol
is the input molecule then the result is plotted at -90tnV, otherwise it is plotted
at ~100mV. If GADA is the input molecule then the result is plotted at -lUCunV,
otherwise it is plotted at -llSinV.

window of (f, — 2 time steps. This means that if the two signals are given within this
time window, the second sub-function will be activated. The second sub-function
implements a conditioned state that lasts for li, = 5 time steps.

6.9.3.1

E x p e c t e d r e s u l t s of t h e P u r k i n j e cell

Based on the implementation model of the RealNeuron described in chapter 4 and
the Purkinje cell function description in [110], it can be deduced that the expected
results for the Purkinje cell are that of an AND gate function with an output
block time equal to the block time of the LTP function shown in table 6.3. The
LTP function is calculated by taking the AND of the receptor emitted events for
unconditioned and conditioning stimulus (see §6T1 for more background on these
two signals.)
The function described in the previous paragraph, together with table 6.3, except
for time step 18, can be implemented with a discrete logic circuit, hi figure 6.11.
Based on the descriptions in Chapter 1 p. 4:
• A metabolic receptor can be implemented with a mono-stable vibrator.
• The LTP Function can be implemented with an AND gate followed by a monostable vibrator.
The logic circuit in iigure 6.11 can be simulated by using a discrete logic simulation
package, e.g. KSimus - . This circuit uses an OR gate, two AND gates, and three
mono-stable vibrators.
The time frame between the input signals to be AND-ed together is determined by
the Purkinje cell's metabolic-receptor functions and is determined for figure 6.1 1 by

tj = RTx CT
'http://ksinius.ber] io=.de
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Table 6.3: Expected results for the Purkinje cell with an LTP block time £(, = 5
time steps
Time step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

US
CS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Bulb end"
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

The block time for the Purkinje cell's LTP function in figure 6.11 is determined by
tb = RTB

x

CTB

There is a practical limit on the values of CT and CTB, which are from lOnF
to 1/iF. The maximum practical value for RT = RTB = lOOMfi. The maximum
block time and time frame length that can be achieved is then t\, = lfiF x 100MQ =
100s. This is far from the several hours [110] achieved in nature. Of course, a digital
counter-circuit, that is similar to consumer digital watches, can be used to achieve
the biological time constant, but this is a complex solution.
The Purkinje cell cannot be implemented by perceptrons alone in a feed-forward
network, nor can any other classical artificial neuron alone be used in feed-forward
networks. A complex perceptron network, with time delay elements and feedback
(recurrent networks), is necessary to implement a Purkinje cell. Figure 6.12 shows
a perceptron circuit with 12 neurons and several delay elements t h a t implements
the. Purkinje functional description.
The use of perceptrons in implementing the Purkinje cell introduces an unnecessarily
complex and unhierarchical structure that can result in the loss of the overview on
the functionality of the Purkinje cell. The complexity of the RealNeuron, handled in
a rigorous and hierarchical structure, is more understandable in which the oversight
of the Purkinje cell's working is not lost.
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o
7D L^_g>

Figure 6.11: Logic circuit for Purkinje cell

Bulb end

Perceptron
0 Delay element

Figure 6.12: Perceptron neural network for Purkinje cell

6.9.3.2

R e s u l t s of t h e P u r k i n j e cell

The simulation results of the Purkinje cell is described in table 6.4. The results
show that the Purkinje cell is conditioned for five time steps if the two inputs are
within two time steps of each other. However, if the two input signals are not
given simultaneously but within the two time steps time window, the conditioning
last still only five time steps after the first input signal is given. No conditioning
takes place if the signals are outside the two-step time window. By substituting
the Glutamat string in table 6.4 with " i " and the Empty, GAB A and Haloperidol
strings with "0", the expected results in table 6.3 are confirmed. The results are
available in the Purkinje RealNeuron Simulation Results on the enclosed CD-ROM.
This establishes the verified status of the Purkinje cell implementation and the
validated status of the sub-components configured for the Purkinje cell.

REALNEURON

EXAMPLES

Table 6.4: Results c)f the Purkinje>■ cell
Time step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

US
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol

CS
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol

Bulb end
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Glutamat
Empty
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Nucleus interpositus cell

Prom the description given in [110] of the nucleus interpositus (NI) cell, it can be
deduced that the conditioning stimulus (CS) signal is AND-ed with the OR-ed signal
of the unconditioned stimulus (US) and the output of the Purkinje cell (PURK).
The NI cell is N6 in figures 6.36, 6.38 and 6.37.

6.9.4.1

E x p e c t e d results of t h e nucleus i n t e r p o s i t u s cell

The expected results for the NI cell is shown in table 6.5.

Table 6.5: Expected results of nucleus interpositus cell
US
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1

CS
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

PURK
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1

B u l b end
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1

The function described in table 6.5 can also be implemented with discrete logic
integrated circuits (ICs) as shown in figure 6.13. By using a discrete logic simulation
package, e.g. KSimus 3 , the implemented circuit can be simulated. This circuit uses
AND and OR gates.

Figure 6.13: Logic circuit for nucleus interpositus cell

The nucleus interpositus cell can be implemented by a perceptron as shown in figure
6.14.

ffiBtJJ

J perccptron

Mk^

Figure 6.14: A perceptron implementation of the nucleus interpositus cell

3

http://ksimus.berlios.de
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R e s u l t s of t h e nucleus i n t e r p o s i t u s cell

The simulation results of the nucleus interpositus cell is described in table 6.6.
By substituting the Glutamat string in table 6.6 with "1" and the GAB A and
Haloperidol strings with " 0 " , the expected results in table 6.5 are confirmed. The
results are available in the Nucleus Interpositus RealNeuron Simulation Results on
the enclosed CD-ROM.
This establishes the verified status of the NI cell implementation and the validated
status of the sub-components configured for the NI cell.
Table 6.6: Results of the nucleus interpositus cell
e step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

US
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol

CS
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol

PURK
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol

Bulb end
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
GABA
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Haloperidol
Glutamat
Haloperidol
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Logic function implementation

This section implements the logical functions discussed in §2.4.2 on p. 23. The logic
functions implement thinking as discussed in §2.4.2 on p. 23. Thinking is one of the
intellifacts discussed in §2.2 on p. 17.

6.10.1

B U F F E R function

The B U F F E R function is not discussed in §2.4.2 on p. 23, but it is part of general
digital electronics, see [54]. The B U F F E R function is used in §6.11.
The logical B U F F E R function of a signal can be defined as follows: If the value of
the signal is above a specific threshold, the output is high, otherwise the output is
low. Mathematically, this can be formulated as

|

b

otherwise

'

where \a\ > \b\.

6.10.1.1

S B S of t h e B U F F E R network

The B U F F E R RealNeuron network in figure 6.15 can be described as a structure of
embedded systems, see definition 6 p. 31, that encodes a tree structure. This tree
structure describes a system breakdown structure (SBS), see §3.2 p. 32.
Sensor 1

I^ksensA

, ^ ^ buffer

, ^ ^ motor

Actuator

Figure 6.15: B U F F E R RealNeuron network

Let iVA^buffer represent the B U F F E R RealNeuron network. From the description
in §3.1.1 p. 31, it follows that NN^uffei is an element of a body (B) structure or
system. B is chosen as the root of the SBS and, thus, the lowest level of resolution.
B provides input to NNbuffer from the sensor. NNi,ugeT provides a motoric signal
to the actuator in B. B has the states { S ^ S ^ } £ S. Mathematically, the root and
its children can be expressed as:
{Sl,S2,

NN
buffer } C B

(6.5)

The child nodes of the root B, i.e. S i , S2, NNbuffer) are the next higher level of
the SBS resolution.
From figure 6.15 it follows that NN\,u(iel

has three neurons as children:

{A^sensA, ^ b u f f e r , A^motor} Q NNbuSe[

(6.6)

From the description of the RealNeuron, in §4.4.2 p. 64, the general neuron Ni has
a soma (S), an axon (^4) and bulb ends (Ts). According to definition 22 p. 66, the
sensor neuron does not have an axon. According to definition 24 p. 68, the motor
neuron has neither an axon nor any bulb ends. In the instance of the NNt,uffer,
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^buffer has no axon. This means that the next higher level of the SBS resolution
for equation (6.6) can then be:
{S'sensA, YsensA}

C

^sensA

(6-7)

{^buffer, Y b u f f e r } C Nbuffer

(6-8)

{-Siuotor} C iV m o tor

(6.9)

From the descriptions of the soma, in §4.4.3.1 p. 71, and the bulb end, in §4.4.5
p. 79, the next level of higher resolution of the SBS for equation (6.7) can be
{ M P S , e „ , A ' M m s e n . s A } C S s e nsA

(6.10)

{STjl">T_A}cTsensA

(6.11)

where V-rs,>nSA is a l e a f °f the SBS.
Similarly, then, to equations (6.10) and (6.11), the next level of higher resolution of
the SBS for equation (6.8) can be

where V-rbUffer i

s a

{-^PSbuffe,.'-^" 1 buffer} C ^buffer

( 6 -12)

{STbuIfcr,VTbulfcr}cTbuffi8r

(6.13)

ea,

l f °f t h e SBS.

Similarly, to equation (6.10), the next level of higher resolution of the SBS for
equation (6.9) can b e

}cS
motor

(6.14)
Similarly, to equation (6.10), the next level of higher resolution of t h e SBS for
equation (6.11) can b e
{MPSr

,MmS

}CSTMMA

(6.15)

Similarly, to equations (6.15), t h e next level of higher resolution of t h e SBS for
equation (6.13) can be
^M"Srbamt'M^Srhvnm}^Srbna„

(6.16)

Equations (6.10), (6.12), (6.14) to (6.16) could be expanded to the highest level of
resolution of channels, pumps and receptors. Systems engineering is a pragmatic
application of principles. These principles are typical of those described in [77, 81].
An SBS is normally established by a systems engineer to make the complexity of
a problem easier to manage and this makes t h e detailed structure of an SBS an
arbitrary choice.
The a.bove SBS structure is based on t h e theoretical description of t h e RealNeuron
network as described in §4.4 p. 59. A more practical SBS, that can be used for the
description of the RealNeuron interconnections, is developed.
Connections between RealNeurons in a network operate through synapses, see §3.3.2
p. 38, i.e. between bulb ends and post-synaptic membranes. It makes sense to
define an SBS in which the leaves are bulb ends and post-synaptic membranes. By
applying the theory t h a t A C B and B C C then A C C [99] to the SBS defined
in equations (6.5) to (6.16), t h e next level of resolution for equation (6.6) can be
defined as
^PS,e„A'^msra8A'^8en8AJ

C

^sensA

(6-17)

{■^PSbuffcr' ^ b u f f e n "^ buffer } C 7Vbuffer

(6.18)

iMPS^w'MmmotoA

(6.19)

m

C Nmotm
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C o n n e c t i o n s of t h e B U F F E R network

Based on figure 6.15 and the SBS described in equations (6.5), (6.6), (6.17) to (6.19),
the following interconnections are identified:
• Body to Brain connections, i.e. connections between the sensors in a body
and a RealNeuron network:
Si -

M

m S

_

A

• Brain to Body connections, i.e. connections between a RealNeuron network
and the actuators in a body:

• Brain to Brain connections, i.e. the connections between RealNeurons inside
a RealNeuron network:

6.10.1.3

TsensA

~>

^PSbu!i„

Y buffer

~*

^PSmotor

E x p e c t e d results of t h e B U F F E R function

Table 6.7 shows the expected results if (6.2) is used as input signal to the B U F F E R
RealNeuron network in figure 6.15. In this case c = — 30mV in (6.4) and the
membrane parameters per table 6.1. The reader is referred to the Buffer RealNeuron
Simulation Results report for the other parameters that is available on the enclosed
CD-ROM.
The B U F F E R function can be implemented by a perceptron as shown in figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16: A perceptron implementation of the B U F F E R function

6.10.1.4

R e s u l t s of t h e B U F F E R function

The results in figure 6.17 correspond with the expected results in table 6.7. The
B U F F E R function output is an absolute high value (a = —67.15mV) if the input is
equal or above — 30mV, and for anything else an absolute low value (b = —56.95mV).
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Table 6.7: Expected results of the BUFFER function
(mV)
-30.00
-17.57
-5.91
4.23
12.22
17.55
19.90
19.11
15.24
8.53
-0.61
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48,11
-59.39
-68.53
-75.24
-79.11
-79.90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42,43
-30.00

Time step
0
1
2
3
'1
D
0
7
8
y
10
1:
12
13
L4
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Bulb end
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
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Figure 6.17: Results of the BUFFER RealNeuron network
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INVERTER function

The logical INVERTER function of a signal can be defined as follows: if the value
of the signal is above a specific threshold, the output is low. otherwise the output is
high. This is the inverse of the BUFFER function defined in 6.10.1. Mathematically.
this can be formulated as
/ \
f b
inverter(.T) = i
[a

if x > c
,, ~ .
otherwise

... „„.
(6.20)

where |b| < \a\.

6.10.2.1

S B S of t h e I N V E R T E R n e t w o r k

The INVERTER RealNeurou network in figure 6.1.8 can also be desci'ibed by a
system breakdown structure (SBS), by following a similar reasoning to §6.101.1.
Sensor I

l ^kscnsA

, ^ ^ inverter

, ^ k motor

Aclualot

Figure 6.18: INVERTER RealNeuron network

Let A / A f i o v 9 r t w represent the INVERTER RealNeuron network. N Ninv„ter
is part
of the body (B). B is chosen as the root of the SBS and, thus, the lowest level of
resolution. B provides input to jVjV invprtf . r from the sensor. NNinvener
provides a
motoric signal to the actuator in B. B has the states {Si, S2} € S. Mathematically,
the root and its children can be expressed as:
{SltS2t

NN;mener}

CB

The child nodes of the root B, i.e. 5 i , Sv, NN-mvvnt.r,
resolution of the SBS.
From figure 6.18 it follows that NNiavertel{.^n.A.-'V i 11 \'<c:'

L

(6.21)
are the next higher level of

has three neurons as children:

■i ■

Wmot»} £ ^^im^mx

(6.22)

The next level of resolution, for equation (6.22), CSH be defined as:
TSBIJSA} C Wgf.isA
'

P S I M K W ' ^ ' " i ' l v v v l u r - T»v.:ittM } C /VtoserteT
m-niotorj

6.10.2.2

^- ' ' m o t o r

(6-23)
(6-24)
(6.25)

C o n n e c t i o n s of t h e I N V E R T E R n e t w o r k

Based on figure 6.18 and the SBS described in equations (6.21) to (6.25). the fol
lowing interconnections are identified:
• Body Lo Brain connections, i.e. connections between the sensors in a body
and a RealNeuron network:
S i ->

MmSm.
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• Brain to Body connections, i.e. connections between a RealNeuron network
and the actuators in a body:
"'■m motor

" ^3

• Brain to Brain connections. i.e. the connections between Roal.Wurons inside
a RealNeuron network:

6.10.2.3

Expected results of the INVERTER network

Table 6.8 shows the expected results, if (6.2) is used as input signal to the IN
VERTER RealNeuron network in figure 6.18, with c = — 30mV in equation (6.20)
and the membrane parameters per table 6.1. The reader is referred to the IN
VERTER RealNeuron Simulation Results report for the other parameters that is
available on the enclosed CD-ROM.
Table 6.8: Expected results of the INVERTER function
Time step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
R
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2.3
24
2-5

U (mV)
-30.00
-17.57
-5.91
4.23
12.22
17.55
19.90
19.11
15.24
8.53
-0.61
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48.41
-59.39
-68.53
-75.24
-79.1]
-79.90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42.43
-30.00

Bulb end

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

b

The INVERTER function can be implemented by a perceptron as shown in figure
6.19
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Figure 6.19: A perception implementation of the INVERTER function

6.10.2.4

R e s u l t s of t h e I N V E R T E R n e t w o r k

The results iu figure 6.20 correspond with the expected results in table 6.8. The
INVERTER function output is an absolute low value (b = -56.9">ruV) if the
input is equal or above —30mV, and for anything else mi absolute high value
( a = -67.15mV).

RealNeuron Network (Inverter circuit)
10
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E -20

■
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c
a -40
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■
■
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-70
- ■ ^
-»*J
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0123456789O1334567890123456739O1234S67390

Time step

Figure 6.2U: Results of the INVERTER RealNeuron network

6.10.3

AND function

The logical AND function between two signals can be defined as follows: if the
values of both signals are above a specific Ihreshold, the output is high, otherwise
the output is low. Mathematically, this can be formulated as:
and(x,y)

a
b

if x > c and y > c
otherwise

(6.26)

/here a > b.
6.10.3.1

S B S of t h e A N D n e t w o r k

The AND RealNeuron network in figure 6.21 can also be described by a system
breakdown structure (SBS), by following a similar argument to that in §6.10.1.1.
Let NNand represent the AND RealNeuron network. NXimi
is part of the body
(S). B is chosen as the root of the SBS and, thus, the lowest level of resolution.

6.10.
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And

, _ . motor

. „_, „ , „

1# —

•

Figure 6.21: AND RealNeuron network

B provides input to N A a m i from the sensors, A'.'Vand provides a motoric signal to
the actuator in 5 . B lias the states ( S i , So) S S. Mathematically, the root and its
children can be expressed as:
{S]:S2,

AWaild}CB

(6.27)

The child nodes of the root B, i.e. 5 1 ; S2, AA' a!X [, are the next higher level of
resolution of the SBS.
From figure (i.21 it follows that AA a i i d has four neurons a-s children:
{/VsensA, A s e n s B , iVa„d, Nmolor}

C AA3[lJ

(6.28)

The next level of resolution for equation (6.28) can be defined as:
M „ , T O ( A , T s w A ) C AsensA

(6.29)

{ M p S c ] i 5 R , M m 5 e n s A - T s e n s A } C Aserlsl>

\MPS_!-n

(G.30)

( « M T

A.

M

> *i?s

•

itf

M

{ p S m , , „ r . M„lmolm)
6.10.3.2

™,Ki-T3„d}cA';inJ

(6.31)

C Amotor

(6.32)

C o n n e c t i o n s of t h e A N D network

Based on figure 6.21 and the SBS described in equations (6.27) to (6.32), the fol
lowing interconnections are identified:
• Body to Brain connections, i.e. connections between the sensors in a body
and a RealNeuron network:

S2

->

MmSmma

• Brain to Body connections, i.e. conuections between a RealNeuron network
and the actuators in a body:
'"mmotor ~* ,-,2

• Brain to Brain connections, i.e. f.hc connections between RealNeurons inside
a HeaLNeuron network:
^ sensA

M

"

"*s, r i d

I sensB

-

M

1 and

-

M,s

VBS

rrri
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E x p e c t e d results of the A N D network

Table 6.9 shows the expected results, if (6.2) and (6-3) are used as input signals to
the AND RealNeuron network in figure 6-21, with c = - 3 0 m V in equation (6.26)
and the membrane parameters per table 6.1. The reader is referred to the And
RealNcuron Simulation Results report for the other parameters available, on the
enclosed CD-ROM.
Table G.9: Expected results of the AND function
Time step

0
1
2
3
4
5
R
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sensor 1 ( m V )
-30.00
-17.57
-5.91
4.23
12.22
17.55
L9.90
19.11
15.24
8.53
-0.61
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48.41
-59.39
-68.53
-75.24
-79.11
-79.90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42.43
-30.00

Sensor 2 (mV)
20.00
18.43
13.82
6.15
-3.21
-14.55
-26.86
-39.37
-51.29
-61.87
-70.45
-76.49
-79.61
-79.61
-76-49
-70.45
-61.87
-51.29
-39.37
-26.86
-14.55
-3.21
6.45
13.82
18.43
20.00

B\rlb e n d

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

b
b

The AND function can be implemented by a perception as shown in figure 6.22.
6.10.3.4

R e s u l t s of t h e A N D network

The results in figure 6.23 correspond with the expected results in table 6.9. The
A.ND function output is high (a = — 57.14mV) if both inputs are equal or above
-30mV, and low (b = — 67.15inV) for anything else.
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Figure ii.22: A peixrptrou implementation ot the AND functi

ReaiNeuron Network (AND circuit)
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Figure 6.23: Results of the AND RealNuurou network
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NAND function

The logical NAND function between two signals can be defined as follows: if the
values of both signals are above a specific threshold, the output is high, other
wise the output is low. This is the inverse of the AND function defined in fi.10.3.
Mathematically, this can be formulated as:
.
.
/ b
uandU.'y) = <
[a

if x > c nand y > c
,
"
otherwise

.
(0.33)
'

where b < a.

6.10.4.1

S B S of t h e N A N D network

The NAND RealNeuron network in figure 6.24 can also be described by a system
breakdown structure (SBS), by following a similar argument to that in SG.lO.l.l.

i~Ni
SunsB

Figure 6.24: NAND RealNeuron network

Let AfyVnanc[ represent the NAND RealNeuron network. NNnsind is part of the
body (B). B is chosen as the root of the SBS and, thus, the lowest level of resolution.
B provides input to NN:l.iUli from the sensors. ArAfnanc) provides a motoric signal
to the actuator in B. B has the states {S-,, So} G S. Mathematically, the root and
its children can be expressed as:
{.<M.S2, JVW 1 1 6 1 l d }C B

The child nodes of the root B, i.e. S i , S'2, NNn!mcj,
resolution of the SOS.

(6.34)

are the next higher level of

From figure C.24 it follows that A f A 7 n3n j has four neurons as children:
{JV

^ • M t . N n i v } C/VvV, l;l]ld

(6.35)

The next level of resolution for equation (6.35) can be defined as:
f^Swaa*'

A/

m s e n s A ' Y s e n s A } CNsensA
as(?nsA» *■ sens A } C /V s e n s B

(6.36)
(6.37)

mi land'

T„ a „ d } C Nuailli
{M,Smilttr,M7nmoior}
6.10.4.2

C Amotor

(6.38)
(6.39)

C o n n e c t i o n s of t h e N A N D network

Based on figure 6.24 and the SBS described in equations (6.34) to (6.39), the fol
lowing interconnections are identified:
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Body to Brain connections, i.e. connections between the sensors in a body
and a. RealNeuron network:
Si

MrnS

s->

Mm a

a

Brain to Body connections, i.e. connections between a RealNeuron network
and the actuators in a body:
So

M,

Brain to Brain connections, i.e. the connections between RealNeurons inside
a RealNeuron network:

t sensB

6.10.4.3

'

P3s

E x p e c t e d results of the N A N D network

Table 6.10 shows the expected results, if (6.2) and (6.3) are used as input signal
to the NAND RealNeuron network in figure tj.24, with c = —3UinV in equation
(6.33) and the membrane parameters per table 6.1. The reader is referred to the
Nand RealNeuron Simulation Results report tor the other parameters available on
the enclosed CD-ROM.
The NAND function can be implemented by a perception as shown in Figure 6.25.

Figure 6.25: A perception implementation of the NAND function

6.10.4.4

R e s u l t s of t h e N A N D network

The results in figure G.2ti correspond with the expected results in table G.10. The
NAND function output is low (b = —b'?.15mV) if both inputs are equal or above
- 3 0 m V , and high (a — — 57.14mV) for anything else.
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Table 6.10; Expected results of the NAND function
T i m e step
0
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
1U
11
12
13
11
1:")
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sensor 1 ( m V )
-30.00
-17.57
-5.91
4.23
12.22
17.55
19.90
19.11
15.24
8.53
-0.61
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48.41
-59.39
-68.53
-75.24
-79-11
-79-90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42.43
-30.00

Sensor 2 ( m V )
20.00
18.43
13.82
6.45
-3.21
-14.55
-26.86
-39.37
-51.29
-61.87
-70.15
-76.49
-79.61
-79.61
-76.49
-70.45
-61.87
-51.29
-39.37
-26.86
-11.55
-3.21
6.45
13.82
18.13
20.00

Bulb end
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
cl

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
■A

a
a
a
a
b

ReatNeuron Network (NAND circuit)
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Figure 6.26: Results of the NAND RealNeuron network
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OR function

The logical OR function between two signals can be defined as follows: if the values
of one of the signals are above a specific threshold, the output is high, otherwise
the output is low. Mathematically, this can lie formulated as:
,
.
f a if x > c or yy > c
oyix.y)
„ - .
v
J> = I .
\ b otherwise

AM

/r
(6.40
v

where a > 6,

6.10.5.1

S B S of t h e O R network

The OR ReaLNeurou network Lu figure 6.27 can also be described by u system
breakdown structure (SBS). by following a similar argument to that in §6.10,1.1.

iJ
Figure 6.27: OR RcalNeuron network

Let NN07 represent the OR RealNeuron network. NNm is part of the body (B). B
is chosen as the root of the SBS and, thus, the lowest level of resolution. B provides
input to NNm from the sensors. NNot provides a motoric signal to the actuator
in B. B has the states {5' 1 ,S2} £ S. Mathematically, the root and its children can
be expressed as:
{SUS2,

NNor)

CB

(6.41)

The child nodes of the. root B, i.e. Slt 5?. NNor,
resolution of the SBS.

are the next higher level of

From figure 6.27 it follows that N/Vor has four neurons as children:
{ A W , /V„„ s B . /V or , *(„,„„„.} C NNur

(6.42)

The next level of resolution for equation (6.42) can be defined as
{^PS_. i:

■ •WmsrnsA-"•"STOKA} C ^?BensA

(6.43)

(6.44)

{MPASM

(6.45)

{MPS

6.10.5.2

A

' ^ P S - I L B ' ^'^"isensA>^"scnsA} C Ngensft
,A/PBSM , M
«,,"

M

r.Tor}

^,K,U>r} C / V m o t o r

c A' or

(6. 16)

C o n n e c t i o n s of t h e O R network

Based on figure 6.27 and the SBS described in equations (6.41) to (6.46), the fol
lowing interconnections are identified:
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Body to Brain connections, Le. connections between the sensors in a body
and a RealNeuron network;
Si

—»

Mm;inl,A

So

-»

AfmSiftMB

• Brain to Body conaecfcions, i.e. connections between a Kefil.Neuron network
and the actuators in a body:
M rn motor ~ * ^ 2

• Brain to Brain connections, i.e. the connections between RealXenrons inside
a Roi-ilNeuron network;
"Tsu;isA

—

MPAs^
'PBS

Tc
1

6.10.5.3

MPS

ntm„

E x p e c t e d r e s u l t s of t h e O R n e t w o r k

Table 6.11 shows the expected results, if (6.2) and (6.3) are used as input signals
to the OR RealNeuron network in figure 6.27, with r - — 30rnV in equation (0.4U)
and the membrane parameters per table 6.1. The reader is referred to the Or
RtulNeuron Simulation Results report for the other parameters available on the
enclosed CD-ROM.
The OR function can be implemented by a perception as shown in Figure 6.28.

Figure 6.28: A perception implementation of the OR function

6.10.5.4

R e s u l t s of t h e O R n e t w o r k

The results in figure 6.29 correspond with the expected results in table C.1L The
OR function output is high (a = — §'7.14mV) if any one of the input signals or both
are equal or above — 30mV, and low (!) = -67.15mV) for anything else.
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L'able6.11: Expected results for the OR func ticm
T i m e step
0
1
2
3
'1
5
Ei
7
8
y
10
M
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
IS
20
2]
22
23
24
25

Sensor 1 ( m V )
-30.00
-17.57
-5-91
4.23
12.22
17.50
19.9U
19.11
15.24
8.53
-0.61
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48.41
-59.39
-C8.53
-75.24
-79,11
-79.90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42.43
-30.00

B u lb e n d
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Sensor 2 ( m V )
20.00
18.43
13.82
6.45
-3.21
-14.55
-26.80
-39.37
-51.29
-61.87
-70.45
-76.49
-79.61
-79.61
-76.49
-70.45
-61.87
-51.29
-39.37
-26.86
-14.55
-3.21
6.45
13.82
18.43
20.00

RealNeuron Network (OR circuit)
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Figure 6.29: Results of the OR RealNeuron network
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N O R function

The logical NOR fund ion between two signals can be defined as follows: if the
value of one of the signals is above a specific threshold, the output is low, other
wise the output is high. This is the inverse of the OR function defined in 6.10.5.
Mathematically, this can be formulated as:
nor(x,y)

= i
1

[> if X > c nor Jy > <:
,
t,
a
" otherwise

(6.47)
x
'

b < a.

6.10.6.1

S B S of t h e N O R network

The NOR RoalNeuron network in figure 6.30 can also be described by a system
breakdown structure (SBS), by following a similar argument to that in §6.10.1.1.

Figure 6.30: NOR RealNeuron network

Let NNu<1v represent the NOR RealNenron
B is chosen as the root of the SBS and,
provides input to NNuor from the sensors.
actuator in B. B has the states { S i , ^ }
children can be expressed as:
{S,.S2,

network. A' A'm„. is part of the body (B).
thus, the lowest level of resolution. B
NNuor provides a motoric signal to the
€ S. Mathematically, the root and its

NNuur}

C B

(6.48)

The child nodes of the rool B, i.e. Si, S2, NNnol}
resolution of the SBS.

are the next higher leve! of

From figure 6,30 it follows that ArArnol. has four neurons as children:
[Ar«toA,iV*MBi Nix*> f a c t o r } C NNm!

(6.49)

The next level of resolution for equation (6.49) can be defined as
{MpSmkUu,MiiHMaA-Tt#iBA}

C A' 5ensA

(6.50)

setisB

(6.51)
{MPA ._ r , MPB,un , A / m n o r , T n o r } C Nnou
{^V?i,]i,Ii.1,--/^m,Hl),.or} c / V ™ ' »
6.10.6.2

(6.52)
(6.53)

C o n n e c t i o n s of t h e N O R network

Based on figure 6.30 and the SBS described in equations (6.48) to (6.53), the fol
lowing interconnections are identified:
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Body to Brain connections, i.e. connections between the sensors in a body
and a RealNeuron network:
Mr."1

Si
So

—r

SKMA.

Mm C

_

Brain to Body connections, i.e. connections between a Real Neuron network
and the actuators in a body:
" ' m motor

* ^2

Brain to Brain connections, i.e. the connections between RealNeurons inside
a RealNeuron network:
r scnsA

*

PA*
p

T
L

6.10.6.3

r

Bs.

M PS,„

olB,

E x p e c t e d r e s u l t s of t h e N O R n e t w o r k

Table 6.12 shows the expected results, if (6-2} and (6.3) me used as iuput signal to
the NOR RealNeuron network in figure 6.30. with c - - 3 0 m V in equation (6.17)
and the membrane parameters per table 6.1. The reader is referred to the NOR
RralNtaron Simulation Results report for the other parameters available on the
enclosed CD-ROM.
The NOR function can be implemented by a perception as shown in Figure 6.31.
S:-!!M-: \

i

Figure 6.31: A perceptron implementation of the NOR function

6.10.6.4

R e s u l t s of t h e N O R network

The results in figure 6.32 correspond with the expected results in table 6.12. The
NOR function output is high (a — -57.14mV) if the input signals are both below
- 3 0 m V , and low (a = -67.15mV) for anything else.
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Table 6.12; Expected results for the NOR function
Time step
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
y
10

u
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sensor 1 (mV)
-30.00
-17.57
-5.91
4.23
12.22
17.55
19.90
19-11
15-24
8.53
-O.b'l
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48.41
-59.39
-68.53
-75.24
-79.11
-79.90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42.43
-30.00

Sensor 2 (mV)
20.00
18.43
13.82
6.45
-3.21
-14.55
-26.86
-39.37
-51.29
-61.87
-70.45
-76.49
-79.61
-79.61
-76.49
-70.45
-61.87
-51.29
-39.37
-26.86
-14.55
3.21
6.45
13.82
18.43
20.00

Bulb end
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
a
3

a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

RealNeuron Network (NOR circuit)

0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 1 1 1 1 I11 1 11 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
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Time step

Figure 6.32: Results of the NOR RealNeuron network
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XOR function

The logical XOR function between two signals can be defined as follows: if the
values of both signals are above or below a specific threshold, the output is low.
otherwise the output is high. Mathematically, this can be formulated as:
f b
xor(:£\y) = I b
I a

if x > c and y > <:
if x < c and y < c
otherwise

(6.54)

where b < a.

6.10.7.1

S B S of the X O R network

The XOR RealNeuron network in figure 6.33 can also be described by a system
breakdown structure (SBS), by following a similar argument to that in §6.10.1.1.

iJ
Figure 6.33: XOR RealNeuron network

Let NNxor represent the XOR RealNeuron
B is chosen as tile root of the SBS and,
provides input to NWxor from the sensors.
actuator in B. B has the states {^1,62}
children can be expressed as:

network. NNxor is part of the body (B).
thus, the lowest level of resolution. B
NNxor provides a niotoric signal to the
£ $. Mathematically, the root and its

{ S , . S 3 , NNxur}

c B

(6.55)

The child nodes of the root. B, i.e. 6'i, So, NNxot,
resolution of the SBS.

are the next higher level of

From figure 6.33 it follows that NNX(JV has four neurons as children:
{/VsellsA! /V sensB> /V w r > N,,„„,„} C .'ViVx[,r

(6.56)

The next level of resolution for equation (6.56) can be defined as

{M„s

6.10.7.2

j.

niiriisA' TscnsA} C /VsensA

(6-57)

M T „ s , i n s A . T s ,„ l s A } c N s e n s B

(6.58)

{ A - / ^ ^ , MPBsxox. A / m x o r , T XQr } c JVxor

(6.59)

{/V/ pSiiiot3r .jV/ mmCllor } C A'ni,>r,)r

(6-60)

C o n n e c t i o n s of t h e X O R network

Based on figure 6.33 and the SBS described in equations (6.55) to (6.60), the fol
lowing interconnections are identified:
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Body to Brain connections, i.e. connections between the sensors in a body
and a RealNeuron network:

S\

->

MmSttmA

Brain to Body connections, i.e. connections between a RealNeuron network
and the actuators in a body:
Mr

-S,

Drain to Brain connections, i.e. the connections between Re&INeurons inside
a RealNeuron network:

M„
T sensB
*- XilT

6.10.7.3

M PBS
Mps„

E x p e c t e d r e s u l t s of t h e X O R n e t w o r k

Table 6.13 shows the expected results, if (6.2) and (6.3) are used as input signal to
the XOR RealNeuron network in figure 6.33, with c = -30rnV in equation ($.54)
and the membrane parameters per table 6.1. The reader is referred to the XOR
RealNeuron Simulation Results report for the other parameters available ou the
enclosed CD-ROM.
The XOR function can be implemented by a perceptron as shown in Figure 6-34.
ScnwT :\

I

Figure 6.34: A perceptron implementation of the XOR function

6.10.7.4

R e s u l t s of t h e X O R n e t w o r k

The results in figure G.30 correspond with the expected results in table 6.13. The
XOR Function output is low (n = —67, lumV} if the input signals are equal or above,
or both below —30niV, and high (n = -57.1'hnV) for anything else.
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Table 6.13: Expected results for the XOR function
Time step
0
1
2
3
'(
5
6
7
8
y
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
21
25

Sensor 1 (mV)
-30.00
-17.57
-5.91
4.23
12.22
17.55
19.90
19.11
15.24
8.53
-0.61
-11.59
-23.73
-36.27
-48.41
-59.39
-68.53
-75.21
-79.11
-79.90
-77.55
-72.22
-64.23
-54.09
-42.43
-30.00

Sensor 2 (mV)
20.00
18.43
13.82
6.45
-3.21
-14.55
-26.86
-39.37
-51.29
-61.87
-70.45
-76.49
-79.61
-79.61
-76.49
-70.45
-61.87
-51.29
-39.37
-26.86
-14.55
-3.21
6.45
13.82
18.43
20.00

Bulb end
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
cl

a
a
A

a
a
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
a
a
a
a
a
b
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Figure 6.35: Results of the XOR ReulNeuion network
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Classical conditioning

The work in this section has been peer reviewed and accepted [49],
This section implements a neural circuit proposed by [110] that, can implement clas
sical or Pavlov conditioning. Classical conditioning is one of the forms of associative
learning discussed in §2.4.1. Learning is one of the intellifacts discussed in §2.2 on
p. 17.
Classical conditioning is best described by the Pavlov experiment [124]. A hungry
dog reacts by drooling (unconditioned reaction, UR) when, powdered meat is blown
into its mouth (unconditioned stimulus. US). If the US is given several times just
after the ring of a bell (conditioning stimulus. CS), then only the CS will make, the
dog drool (the now conditioned reaction, CR) later.
The association that the animal makes between CS and US is the result of classical
conditioning [110].
Thus, it is deduced from [110], that an association is formed, in classical condition
ing, between the conditioning stimulus and unconditioned stimulus. T h e association
is the result of the time series pairing {CS, US).
associationSet = {{CS(l),

US{t + At). I)}

If CS is given for a long time with no US following it. then the association between
CS and US weakens.

6.11.1

SBS for the emulation of classical conditioning

Only a few biological neural networks have been identified that underlie learning.
The RealNeuron network in figure 6.36 is deduced form the classical conditioning
circuit described in [110]. T h e circuit in [HO] is deduced from results of rabbit eye
blinking experiments [110].
The classical conditioning RealNeuron network or circuit in figure 6-36 can also be
described by a system breakdown structure (SBS) by following a similar argument
to that in §6.10.1.1.

Figure 6.36; RealNeuron circuit representing the blinking of a rabbit's eye, derived
from [110].

Let NNCC represent the classical conditioning circuit. NNct. is part of the body ( # ) .
B is chosen as the root of the SBS and, thus, the lowest level of resolution. B
provides input to N7V'Cl. from the sensors. NNCC provides a motoiic signal to the

6.11.
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actuator in B. B has the states {5j.5>} S S. Mathematically, the root and its
children can be expressed as:
{S[,S2, M V K } C B

(6.61)

The child nodes of the root B, i.e. S\, £'2, NNc,c, are the next higher Sevel of
resolution of the SBS.
From figure 6.36 it follows that NN^C has seven neurons as children:
\N}.N2,....N7}

C NNK

[6.02)

The next level of resolution for (6.62) can be defined as
{ M p S l . M T » 1 , T i i . T i i } } , t /V,
{ A j t p f t , M m i , T i 2 . T a j } C N2

(6.63)
(6.64)

{A7;;s"i.Mm3,Tl3,T2:i}c/V3

(6.65)

(M

P S I

JU,„

0 I

T , } C N4

(6.66)

{ A / ; , 1 ^ . y V / P 2 ] ? 5 > y m 5 . T , } c yv5

(6.67)

{MP]Sti. M P 2 , t . JW„3iSV A / v n 0 , T 6 } C Nc

(6.68)

f M P I S T . AfP2iST. Mm7)

(6.69)

c iVT

(6.70)

6.11,2

Connections for classical conditioning

Based on figure 6.36 and the SBS described in (6.61) to (G.G9), the following inter
connections are identified:
• Body to Brain connections, i.e. connections between the sensors in a body
and a RealNeuron network:
Si

->

MmSl

62

->

MmS:l

Brain to Body connections, i.e. connections between a RealNeuron network
and the actuators in a body:
W,„7 —* S2
Brain to Brain connections, i.e. the connections between RealNeurons inside
a RealNeuron network:

Tu
T2j

^
->

T12

—

"'''■PIS;

I 22

-*
->

M

—>

M

->

P25 5
Mpis,i

—>

1*'

T 13
T 23
T,
T5
T6

^*,
Mm,7

MPSA
m

P3S6

P\S7
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Expected results for classical conditioning

Figure ti.37 shows the deduced logical functions from [110] that underlie the neu
ron circuit. In figure 6.37. N$ is a Purkinje cell, see §6.9.3, and NQ is a nucleus
interpositus cell, see §6.9.4.
Sensor neuron

Buffer

Sensor neuron

Figure 6.37: Digital logic functions for classical conditioning

It follows from the Purkinje cell description in §6.9.3 that the classical conditioning
circuit cannot be built wiih perceplrons in a feed-forward network. The perceptron implementation of the classical conditioning circuit introduces an unnecessarily
complex and unhierarchical structure that can result, in the loss of the overview on
the functionality.
The digital logic functions that can be used to implement a classical conditioning
circuit are summarised in table 6.14.
Table 6.11: Digital logic functions to implement classical conditioning
Neuron
NT
N2
X3

Description
Sensor

Buffer

m
No

Sensor
Buffer
Purkinje

N6
N7

Nucleus Interpositus
Motor

Digital Logic Function
BUFFER.
BUFFER
BUFFER
BUFFER
OR, 2 x A N D & 3xMono
Stable Vibrator
AND k. OR
OR

Ref
§6.10.1
§6.10.1
§6.10.1
§6.10.1
§6.9.3
§6.9.1
§6.10.5

The qualitative synaptic strengths are deduced from [110|. They are identified
in figure 6.38 as well as the "addition" of the nucleus interpositus' post-synaptic
membranes.
The time delay on the synapse between Ar5 and N& is achieved by implementing an
LTP function, see §4.3.9 p. 59, in Ar0. The implementation of the N§ description
in §6.9.3 p. 119 results in a long-term delay function in the classical conditioning
circuit.
The expected behaviour of the classical conditioning circuit is deduced from [110].
It is expected that if only US is stimulated, then MN will react accordingly. If only
CS is stimulated, then MN will not give any response.
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Figure 6.38: Functional identification of N5 and N$
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Figure 6.39: Results of classical conditioning RealNeuron network

If CS and US are stimulated together within the two-step time window with which
the conditioning circuit is configured, the circuit will be conditioned after one time
step of tho last input of five time steps. If CS is stimulated during the conditioned
state of the circuit, MN will react accordingly.
The classical conditioning RealNeuron network can also be implemented with dis
crete logic integrated circuits (ICs) or perceptrons. The component descriptions in
table 6.14 are integrated into one circuit. Similfir limitations are applicable to this
implementations as for the Purkinje cell, see §6.9.3.

6.11.4

Results of the classical conditioning network

The results are presented in figure 6.39; N7 is synonymous to MN in figure 6.36.
CS and US are stimulated as follows:
CS is stimulated a.t time step 11. and N7 does not respond.

US is stimulated at time step 13, and N7 responds.
CS is stimulated from time step 15 to 17, and N7 does not icspond.
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• CS is stimulated from time step 20 to 27, US is stimulated at time step 20,
and N7 responds at time step 20. N7 dors not respond at time step 21, and
responds again from time step 22 to 26. It does not respond at time step 27.
• CS is stimulated from time step 30 to 38, US is stimulated at time step 31.
and N7 responds at time slcp 31. .\7 does not respond at time step 32, and
responds again from time step 33 to 37. It does not respond at time step 38.
• CS is stimulated from time step 42 to 49, US is stimulated at time step 41,
and N7 responds at time step 41. N7 does not respond at time step 42 and
13, and responds again from time step 44 to 18. It does not respond at time
step 49.
The time step after CS or US is a
§6-9.3. The two time steps in the
after US during the two-step time
The following time step is a result

result of the LTP function implementation, see
last result come about because CS is present ed
window, but the circuit is not yet, conditioned.
of the LTP function implementation.

In all cases the conditioned time is five time steps, after which the conditioning is
"forgotten".
The results are as expected and match the description in [110] qualitatively.
This establishes the verified status of the classical conditioning RealNeuron net
work and the validated status of the different configurations of RealXeurons for
functioning in a classical conditioning experiment.

6.12

An engineering synthesis using the RealNeuron

This section describes how individual classical conditioning circuits are combined
to implement more complex forms of classical conditioning. This has been peer
reviewed and accepted 49'.
The requirement is to implement a RealNeuron network that can be used in ma
chines with grades of machine intelligence, x2.1 on p. §15 and §2.2 on p. 17, that re
quires classical conditioning learning implemented with neural networks' 1 . Further,
the RealNeuron network must be able to provide the machine with the capability
to change learned associations as the environment changes.
To meet the above requirement, an use-case needs to be constructed to help in the
synthesis of a solution to meet the above requirement. The poison and food game
is proposed as such an use-case.

6.12.1

The poison and food game

The poison and food game describes a concept application, in a controlled envi
ronment, for a robot to adapt, to a changing poison and food environment. Figure
6.40(a) shows the robot inside the poison and food environment. This concept appli
cation is an ideal set-up to demonstrate the potential of the RealNeuron technology
in a learning robot.
*Tbe reason for this requirement is given in §1.3 p- 4: "Peopie do not have huge databases of
formally-encoded knowledge as required in classical artificial intelligence. They capture knowledge
in a distributed way through neural networks in the brain." This requirement excludes other
artificial intelligence techniques like rule-based techniques, etc.
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The robotic platform used is the Lego Mindstorms NXT 5 . This platform is rela
tively cheap compared to other platforms and is fully programmable. It also has a
Bluetooth connectivity option for communication with the platform. The following
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) items are required for this example:
• Laptop or P C (used for programming).
• Lego Mindstorms NXT robot platform.
6.12.1.1

Behavioural description

The desired behaviour of the robot is to move in an environment scattered with
blue and red balls and stay hcaithy. The balls can change their status as either
poison or food at any time. The poison is only strong enough to make the robot
fee! sick. The robot discovers by itself when balls are poisonous and when they are
food again.
The robot plays around in the environment, avoiding t.he balls. When it becomes
hungry, i(. switches into food-searching mode. It identifies a bal! with an ultrasonic
sensor and determines its colour with an optical sensor.
If the robot has no previous knowledge of the effect of eating a specifically coloured
balL it "eats" the ball by picking it up and dropping it again. If the robot experi
ences discomfort, tile association should be made that the colour is poisonous. If
the robot picks up the other coloured ball, it is fed.
If the robot has previous knowledge of the effect of eating a specifically coloured
ball, it avoids "eating" poisonous balls.
Throughout the game, the state of the poison or food of a ball changes several times
at varying arbitrary intervals.

(a) Lego Mindstorms NXT

(b) NXT Brain

Figure C.40: Hardware and brain for the poison and food game

6.12.1.2

Solution w i t h R e a l N e u r o n t e c h n o l o g y

Figure 6.40(b) shows the RealNeuron network required to implement the solution.
This solution is the combination of two conditioned learning RealNeuron networks,
a

http://niindst.urins.k'gt>.cos"n
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see §6.11. The motor neuron N7 in figure 6.40(b) is a NOR function that takes
the output of each conditioned learning sub-network as input. The US input is
shared between the two conditioned learning sub-networks. .Neurons N5 and N10
are configured with a 60s conditioned-state duration.
The Lego Ivlindstorms NXT robot, in figure 6.40(a), uses the following sensors for
this game:
• Optical sensor - used as input to discriminate between blue- and red balls.
• Touch sensor - to feel when to close the claw to pick up a ball.
• Ultrasonic sensor - to see where the balls are.
• Sound sensor - to communicate when the status of the balls change.
The robot has the following simulated internal states:
• A simulated energy level that is implemented through a timer that counts
down from 20s.
• A poisonous colour status that indicates what colour is currently poisonous.
l'his status is not part of the robot's consciousness.
When the robot boots, it defaults to the poisonous colour status of red, i.e. a red
ball is poisonous and a blue ball is food. When the sound sensor senses a clapping
sound, the poisonous colour status is reversed, i.e. red changes to blue or blue
changes to red.
The robot plays in the environment and avoids thu balls by using its ultrasonicsensor. When its energy levels are low, i.e. the energy timer counts down to 0, it
switches from avoiding balls to searching tor balls to eat.
When the touch sensor is triggered, the robot determines the colour of the ball
in front of it. The detected colour is fed into the RealNeuron network as the
appropriate CS (CSR,,,I or CSBIUS) in figure 6.40(b). If the motor neuron in figure
6.40(b) fires, the ball is eaten by closing the claw of the robot. U the colour is
poisonous, CS, together with the US, is sent as input to the RealNeuron network.
The network is conditioned with the input. The output of the conditioned network
will cause the robot claw to open. The motor neuron will not fire if the colour has
been determined as poisonous. The energy timer is reset to '20s and a claw opening
command will be sent to the claw. The robot backs off from the ball and the playing
routine starts again.
[f the robot is not conditioned, it only learns when a poisonous ball is picked up.
During the conditioned state, it avoids all poisonous balls. After 6Ui, the robot
loses its conditioned state.
IT the poisonous colour status is changed during the 60s of conditioning, e.g. from
red to blue at about 23s, the robot avoids both blue and red balls, until the 60s has
expired, after which the right food coloured ball is eaten. The conditioned state for
the blue ball expires 60s after the status has changed from red to blue, thus, the
robot is conditioned 37s after the robot starts eating red balls.
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Kinematic description

The above description can be reduced to only the stimulation of the HealNeuron
network in figure 6.40(b). N7 in figure 6.40(b) is an OR function. The conditioned
time duration is 20.s for X" and N10, is opposed to the 60s proposed for the NXT.
This reduction in the conditioned time makes it possible to simulate faster.
ff the inputs (US, CSR C( J and CSrsiue) are low, the output (MX) is low. If only the
US signal is high, MN is high. If only CSaed o r C'SmUc ' s m g h when the network is
uucouditioued, MN is low.
The network is conditioned by making CSR C ,I or C'SRIUC together with US high. If
CSKCJ is made together with US high. CSn cc i is conditioned to be poisonous for the
next 20s. During this time, if only CSHCI is high. MX is also high. After 20s of
conditioning, if only CS R t l j is high, MN is low. This is similar for CSB] 11C .

6.12.1.4

Results

The simulation results of the HealNeuron network in figure 6.40(b) are shown in
figure 6.41. Figure 6.41(a) showy when the circuit is conditioned for CSrccj signals.
The circuit is in the conditioned state for 20A'. During this period, the stimulation
of CS re[ j results in an X7 response, but the stimulation of CS lj!lw results in no N7
response. Outside this period both CS^d and CSbu,,; results in no N7 response.
Figure 6.41(b) shows a, similar result for CSy UB The results in figure 6.41(c) can be summarised as:
• CSbius is stimulated at time step 5, and N7 does not respond.
• CS lei i is stimulated at time step 7, and N7 does not respond.
• CSbiue is stimulated at time step 1.1, US stimulated at time step 12, and N7
responds at time step 12.
• CS^etd is stimulated at time step 16, and N7 does not respond.
• CSbiup is stimulated at time step 19, and N7 responds.
• CS re( j is stimulated at time step 21, US stimulated at time step 22, and N7
responds at time step 22,
• CSrc,i is stimulated at time, step 24. and N7 responds.
• CShiur is stimulated at time step 27, and N7 responds.
• CS r c t | is stimulated at time step 31, and N7 responds.
• CSbhu' is stimulated during time steps 33 to 35, and N7 responds at time step
33. N7 does not respond during time step 34 and 35.
• OS r e j is stimulated at time step 37, and N7 responds.
• CSbiue is stimulated at time step 40. and N7 dues not respond.
• CSvg(j is stimulated during time step 43 to 45, and N7 responds at time step
43. N7 does not respond during time step 14 and 45.
• CSbiui- is stimulated at time step 48, and N7 does not respond.
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The RealNeuron network is in a blue conditioned state from time step 14 to 33. It
is in a red conditioned state from time step 24 to 43. Thus, the network is:
• Conditioned exclusively blue from time step 14 to 33.
• Conditioned blue and red from time step 24 to 33.
• Conditioned exclusively red from time step 34 to 43.
If the circuit is conditioned:
• Exclusively blue, then CS r e j stimulation results in no N7 response. During
this period, CSbiue stimulation results in an N7 response.
• Exclusively red. then CSbim: stimulation results in no N7 response.
this period, CS,eci stimulation results in an N7 response.

During

• Blue and red. then any CSbim.- H-nd CS^iue stimulation result in an N7 response.
These results confirm the description in §6.12.1.3. The simultaneous conditioning
of both colours is also demonstrated as described in §6.12.1.2.
All the learning takes place in one step with an eleven-neuron RealXeuron network.
This is in contrast to classical nenraJ networks that need several iterations to Learn.
This application establishes I he verified status For the synfhcsiscd classical condi
tioning RealNeuron network in figure 6.40(b) for meeting the requirement, stated
in the beginning of §0-12, thus aiso the grade of machine intelligence requirement
which is classical-conditioning learning implemented with neural networks that can
change learned associations ill a dvuamic environment.

6.13

Reflecting on t h e r e s u l t s

6.13.1

Reflecting on the membranes

The implementation of the main membrane and post-synaptic membrane in §6.7
provided (he expected results. The membranes of the RealNeuron perform as de
scribed in the neurobiology literature. Most important is the repeatability of the
Hodgkiu and Huxley results [73, 72], that form part of the work for which they
received the Nobel Prize.
The main membrane and post-syuaptic membrane can also be used on their own
for signal processing by adjusting the parameters of the membrane, e.g. the main
membrane can be used for edge detection and the post-synaptic membrane's func
tion can be changed midstream of processing data based on the neurotransmitter
that it receives.
The major computation in the RealNeuron takes place at the membrane level. This
computation is done by adding or subtracting the three ion species based on input
and internal states of the membranes.
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Reflecting on the RealNeuron sub-components

The implementation of the input soma and bulb end in §6.8 provided the expected
results. The input soma. axon and bulb end are control structures that integrate the
results from the different membranes and activate or deactivate different functions
inside a RealNeuron based on input and internal states, ft also switches signals
between the different membranes inside a ReaUNeuron based on input and internal
states. The ''rule : '-based activation and deactivation of functions and switching of
information forms part of the underlying mechanisms of biological intelligence.

6.13.3

Reflecting on the sensor neuron

The implementation of (.he sensor neuron in §6.9.1 provided the expected results.
The sensor neuron is the gate for signals from an environment to a RealNeuron
network.

6.13.4

Reflecting on the motor neuron

The implementation of the motor neuron in §6.9.2 provided the expected results.
The motor neuron is the gate for signals from a RealNeuron network to an environ
ment.

6.13.5

Reflecting on the Purkinje cell

The implementation of the Purkinje cell in §6.9.3 provided the expected results.
The Purkinje cell is one of the key operations that contribute to associative learning
through classical conditioning, see [110].
The Purkinje cell contributes to the long term delay inside a classical conditioning
neuron circuit. This gives rise to what is generally known as short-term mem
ory, The long term delay is activated when both the conditioning signal (CS) and
uucouditioniug signal (US) are on the input to the Purkinje cell or for the imple
mentations of the RealNeuron in this thesis, when any one of the signals is given
when the receptor of the post-synaptic membrane for the other signal is in a block
state.
AH the implementation examples in this chapter can be implemented with percep
tions in a feed-forward network topology, except for the Purkinje cell. A fairly
complex perception network with time, delay elements arid feedback is necessary to
implement, a Purkinje cell. This complex implementation is not hierarchical and
can result, in losing the overview on the Purkinje cell's functionality. The complex
ity of the RealNeuron, handled in a rigorous hierarchical structure derived from
neurobiology, provides a better overview on the Purkinje cell's functionality.
The Purkinje cell can also be implemented with discrete logic components. The
long term delay achieved for discrete logic components falls far short of what is
achievable in the RealNeuron, if multi-vibrators are used. A solution would be to
use a digital-counter circuit to achieve the biological time constant.
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Reflecting on the nucleus interpositus cell

The implementation of the nucleus interpositus cell in §6.9.3 provided the expected
results. The nucleus interpositus cell performs as one of the key operations that
contributes to associative learning through classical condition, see [110].
Once the iong term delay, implemented through the Purkinje celt, is active, the
nucleus interpositus cell will react on the CS without the US necessarily being
present during the long term delay period.

6.13.7

Reflecting on the logic functions

The implementations of AND, OR, XOR, NOT, NAND, and NOR logic functions
in §GT0 provided the expected results. All the basic logic functions, used for im
plementing digital computers, can be implemented using the RealNcuron based on
biological parameter values. These logic functions are also the building blocks for
thought, see discussion in §2.4.2.

6.13.8

Reflecting on classical conditioning

The implementation of classical conditioning in §6.11 provided the expected results.
Classical conditioning is one of several methods of learning.
The results reported in the neurobiological literature can be qualitatively repeated
by the classical conditioning circuit.

6.13.9

Reflecting on the poison and food game

The synthesis of the RealNcuron network, based on combining classical conditioning
circuits, in §6.12 can give a robot the ability to play the poison and food game. The
simulations iu §6.12 provided the expected results.

6.14

Summary

Several implementations of the RealNcuron have been reported to be successful in
this chapter. The simulation reports are available on the enclosed CD-ROM,
The RealNeuron network examples in this chapter can also be implemented with
perceptions and logic discrete components. The implementations for classical con
ditioning are complex implementations. In the case of perceptron implementations,
they are complex and unhierarclijcal which can result in losing the overview on the
Purkinje cell's functionality. The complexity of the RealNeuron. handled in a rig
orous hierarchical structure derived from neurobiology. provides a better overview
on the Purkinje cell's functionality.
The Rea-1 Neurons and RealNeuron networks in this chapter have been implemented
by using a standard spreadsheet and the simulation speeds are fast compared to
the results reported in [OOj.
The description givcu. of the RealNeuron in chapter 1. together with the biological
parameters given iu this chapter, is a descriptive theory, see definition 2.
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Conclusion
The veal question is not whether 'machines think but whether men do.
— B.F. Skinner, Contingencies of Reinforcement (1969) ch. 9
This thesis formulates and evaluates a neuron model based on biological neurons
from an engineer's point of view. Tt is not trying to explain the working of a biologi
cal neuron, but to specify a. neuron model or RealNeuron for engineering applications
that is based on the current knowledge available form various disciplines.
It, is an exercise in complex systems modelling and simulation. A systems engineer
ing approach is used to build the RealNeuron, i.e. the model is described (specified)
as using multipSe. resolution levels with configurable modular elements at each reso
lution level and is then implemented, verified and validated in a bottom-up method.
The elements on a specific level of resolution is integrated as a new element on the
next lower level of resolution; this is repeated until the system has been integrated.
The RealNeuron is evaluated in various neural network configurations with pre
dictable outcomes. Although other methods, e.g. rule-based methods or percep
tions, can also be used to demonstrate the functions of these configurations, the
purpose in this thesis is to show lhat a RealNeuron network can do that as well.
The specification of the RealNeuron model, together with its evaluation, form a
baseline for current use in engineering solutions and future developments.

7.1

Formulation of a neuron model

A neuron model is developed in the engineering context presented in chapter 2.
The structure of the RealNeuron is presented in §3.3. This structure is based on
biological neuron building blocks. Aa intelligent system overview is presented in
figure 3.6 showing the different components on different levels of resolution.
A set predicate model of the RealNeuron is completed and the terminology and
symbols are standardised in §4.2, based on the structural description in §3.3. The
standardised terminology and symbols are applied to the message processing algo
rithms in §4.3.
A mathematical RealNeuron is used to mode) the information-processing capabili
ties of biological neurons as shown in §4.4.
A state space model of the RealNeuron is used to model the information processing
capabilities of biological neurons as shown in §4.1. This model makes an explicit
161
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distinction between the input states, internal states, output states and the param
eters of the model. The parameters of the model will make it possible, in future,
to optimise the configuration of a RealNeuron instance using an optimisation algo
rithm, e.g. a genetic algorithm. The structure of this model might, at first, seem
very complex, but the underlying mechanism is just the addition and subtraction
of concentrations based on potential levels and the presence of neurotransmitters
The structures only provide a framework for the information flow inside the neu
ron. This is in contrast with the Ifodgkin-Huxley model, compartmental models
and some pulse neuron models that are based on electrical circuit equivalents in
which differential equations need to be solved.
The model in §4.1 is also presented in block diagrams. The block diagrams visually
show how the signals flow inside each component, of the RealNeuron.
The model of the RealNeuron is summarised in table 4.14 which can be used as a
description to implement the RealNeuron.

7.2

Evaluation of a neuron model

The RealJNeuron evaluation is presented in chapters 5 and 6.
The RealNeuron mode! in §4.4 is theoretically evaluated in chapter 5. ft is shown in
§5.1 that a RealNeuron is related io other types of artificial neurons. The reference
equation (5.1) compares (he RealNeuron implicitly to the Hodgkin-Huxley model.
All the work that; has been done for first, second and third generation artificial neu
ron models can be applied fo the RealNeuron by using the relationships presented
in §5.1.
The RealNeuron relation to the spiking neuron is given in (5.15) to (5.18). Math
ematically. this confirms the result that a RealNeuron is a type of pulsing neuron
as discussed in chapter 5. The theories for pulsing neurons are also applicable to
RealNeuron configurations that fulfil the conditions in (5.15) to (5.18). Based on the
discussion about the relation of the RealNeuron to the spiking neuron in chapter 5
and the proofs in [102]. it can be postulated that a RealNeuron network, consisting
of a finite number of RealNeurons, can simulate a universal Turing machine. This
means that, in principle, any problem that is computable [21] could be solved with
RealNeuron networks.
Chapter 5 also presents a theoretical evaluation of the model developed in chapter 4,
in §5.2, in order to determine the performance of the model in the presence of noise.
The performance of a RealNeuron network, in a noisy engineering environment,
dependents on the output value of the refractory functions of the sensor neurons in
the network.
Chapter 6 presents an evaluation of the performance of a RealNeuron and its sub
components compared to published subject matter in the neuroscience and elec
tronics engineering literature. Implementation and evaluation of the RealNeuron
are done in a bottom-up fashion, i.e. the components nn the highest level of reso
lution of the RealNeuron are first implemented and evaluated and then integrated
into the next lower level of resolution. This process is repeated until the relevant
level of resolution is reached.
The result in §6.11 is the main verification result.
The engineering synthesis of a RealNeuron network, based on classical conditioning,
demonstrates how to implement a RealNeuron network that can be used in machines
built to the grade of machine intelligence requirement which is classical-conditioning
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learning implemented with neural networks that can change learned associations in
a dynamic environment.
This thesis has demonstrated the successful modelling and simulation, using a stan
dard office package's spreadsheet 1 , of a complex system in chapter 6.
The RealNeuron is a mult.i-resolutional and modular model that consists of several
components in various layers of abstraction. It is computationally efficient and only
adds or subtracts ion concentrations based on the states at the level of a membrane
structure.
The synapse between two RealNeurons can be both excitatory or inhibitory and this
is determined by the neitrotransmjtters in the synaptic gap. This is in contrast to
the current practice which assumes that a synapse is either excitatory or inhibitory
1G, 104, 83]. This makes it possible to implement the long-term potential (LTP)
and long-term depression (LTD) functions with binary functions.
With the RealNeuron simple calculations, simulations on personal computers are
possible. A spreadsheet is used to simulate 50 steps of a seven-neuron classical
conditioning neural circuit in literally the blinking of an eye on a Turion64 1.8GHz
notebook computer. (On an older Pentium 4 1.8GHz notebook computer, it tooS<
less than 30 seconds to execute.) Ah the simulated states on the highest level of
resolution (i.e. the pumps, channels and metabolic receptors,) the intermediate
levels of resolution (i.e. membrane potentials, ion concentrations, action potential
at the axon hillock, neurotransmitters in the synapse, etc.,) and the lowest level of
resolution (i.e. the conditioned signal (CS), unconditioned signal (US) and condi
tioned response (CR) : ) are available on the spreadsheet. Its performance in a noisy
environment is dependent on the pump parameters in the main membrane of the
sensor neurons.

7.3
7.3.1

Future work
Long-term memory

The classical conditioning RealNeuron network shows that machines, based on the
RealNeuron, are capable of short-term learning through conditioning. This learn
ing takes place by executing short-terrn changes to the RealNeuron's functional
configuration.
A RealNeuron network can be put to ;; sleep". i.e. taken offline, and an optimisation
algorithm can be executed in order to strengthen or weaken, or even build new or
destroy existing synapses. Optimisation is performed with a cost function and is
equivalent to a series of rewards or punishments. For humans the cost function is. in
the Maslow sense [106], a function of body needs, security needs, ego needs, social
needs, and self-actualisation.

7.3.2

Simpler and closer to biology

More work still needs to be done to reduce the number of calculations in the model
and to get the model to resemble biological neurons better.
The number of times that the Nernst and Goldmann equations are calculated should
be reduced. Tins means that the integration function in the soma will change to
integrate ionic concentration.
'OpenOffici-.org C.i\r was used.
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The structure of the axon should be rethought and the calculation of the inverse
Nerost and inverse Goldmarm equations should be eliminated.
The bulb-end soma needs to be eliminated from the IlealNeuron model.

7.3.3

Repeating the Hodgkin-Huxley results

The seminal work of Hodgkin and Huxley [72] provides a good reference to neurobiological experiments on the dynamics of neurons. It also presents a mathematical
analysis of these experimental results.
The RealNeuron models more than just the action potential as for the case of the
Hodgkin-Huxley model. The dynamics of the main membrane in the RealNeuron
is the area that should be used for comparison with the Flodgkin-Huxley model a-s
is done in chapter 5.
An investigation should be done to see how well the main membrane of theRealNeuron
can repeat the experimental results in [72]- This will require the adaptation of the
pump and channel functions to repeat, the Hodgkin-Huxley model's dynamics for
the time scale used in [72j.

7.4

Final Thought

The simple operations of ion flows can lead to tremendously complex operational
structures in the human brain. These ion flows are modelled in the RealNeuron
through simple addition and subtraction of concentration under certain conditions
that are embedded in a complex structure- Is this perhaps the simplicity that is
embedded in complexity that is being searched for?
The question then is in the paraphrased words of Turing [149]: Can machines based
on a RealNeuron "think"? In other words, can machines based on a RealNeuron be
intelligent?
This thesis has successfully formulated and evaluated a neuron model based on
biological neurons. It is a baseline for future developments of the RealNeuron
model. This thesis demonstrates that this baseline can be used to synthesize a solu
tion to implement the grade of machine intelligence requirement which is classicalconditioning learning implemented with neural networks tha-t can change learned
associations in a dynamic environment.
The engineering answer to the second question above, is yes. but only for certain
grades of machine intelligence.
This thesis has contributed to an understanding of how the RealNeuron can be
applied as a building block for "thinking" and "learning" iutellifacts, The Understauding and Planning intellifacts are still lacking. In future, this thesis should be
used as a baseline for implementing more intellifacts.
Each day. humans use tools to extend their physical and mental capabilities, ma
chine intelligent systems are tools that extend the mental capabihtes of humans.
The different grades of machine intelligence should be traceable to the functions of
these tools

Appendix A

Glossary
A.l

Symbology

2 A the power set of X.
AP action potential in mV,
S states.

'■p actuators.
<J> set of actuators.
A axon.
B body.
So local body states.
S^ effectory state.
S 3 sensory state.
C channel.
C set of channels.
Cc concentration channel.
CT receptor-gated channel.
CR set. of receptor-gated channels.
C< vultage-gated channel.
Cv Set of voltage-gated channels.
£ environment,
Sf environmental states.
T

function.

X integration function.
Z/v/ membrane integration function.
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Is

soma integration function.

K, connections matrix.
I.i, LTP function.
M membrane.
Ma axonal membrane.
M m main membrane.
M m s soma main membrane.
Mm-r

bulb-end main membrane.

Mp post-synaptic membrane
Mv

set of post-synaptic membranes.

MVA

axon post-synaptic membrane.

MpS S0E08 post-synaptic membrane.
MPT

bulb-end post-synoptic membrane.

fy membrane pore.
N neuron.
Nv

motor neuron.

NCJ sensor neuron.
N RcaLNeuron,
Z set of Real Neuron
T Nernst and Goldmann equations.
r-1

inverse Nernst and inverse Goldmann equations.

P pump.
V set of pumps.
R metabolic receptor.
li. set of metabolic receptors.
R. real numbers.
* Real Neuron network.
%A local axon states.
Sc local channel states.
§M

local membrane states.

Sjv local Real Neuron stales.
S$ local membrane pore states.
NN

neura! network.
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Sp local pump states.
S R local metabolic receptor states.
S* local RealNeuron network slates.
Ss local soma states.
Sy local bulb-end states,
■zo sensors.
H set of sensors.
cr ionic species.
$SN

sub-network.

S soma.
Sj input soma.
5 CT sensorLC soma.
Sf

bulb-end soma.

T bulb end.
y set of bulb ends.
T neurotransmitter.
T set. of neurotransmitters.
V vesicle.

A.2

Abbreviations and Acronymns

CS conditioning stimulus.
D T D Document Type Definition.
EEG

electroencephalogram.

G F A C S grouping, focusing attention, and combinatorial search.
H T M L Hyper Text Markup Language.
I E E E Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc
IG intelligence grade
ISG intelligent system grade
I N M Institut fiiv Nuue Medien O.V., Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
LTD long-term depression.
LTP long-term potential.
M R C multi-resulutional control.
m V millivolt.
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N A S A National Aeronautics and Space Agency.
N I S T National Institute of Standards and Technology.
P e r M I S Performance Measurements for Intelligent Systems.
P V potential value in mV.
S B S system breakdown structure.
S E P systems engineering process.
S G M L Standard General Markup Language.
U M L Unified Modeling Language.
U S unconditioned stimulus.
X M L eXtended Markup Language.
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Appendix C

XML Description of t h e
RealNeuron
Only a possible Document Template Description (DTD) of the RealNeuron network
is given in this section. See the CD-ROM For an example of the classical conditioning
(Duckbug) circuit as well as the AND circuit in XML format based on the DTD.
These two example circuits have been done at Knowbotic Systems GmbH & CO
KG, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, by Doben-Henisch and the parameters are not
based on biological parameters.'
The DTD presented here is deduced from the Database Relation Definition in [144].

C.l

DTD

Title: RealNeuron Network DTD
Author: Louurence D Erasmus
Date: 2000/08/24
version: 1.01
Remark: This DTD is composed fror: the Database Relation Defmtion done by
dr. Roland Stuckardt, revision: from 2.2.00

—>
<!ENTrTY '/, boolean '(true I falseInd) "^alse'">
<■

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + *Hr***^H$l(tKt,il#»***** + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

>

OELEMEN'T r n n s ( n e t w o r k , i n f o , l i n k s ) >
<!£L"MENT n e t w o r k ( i n p u t 4 , o u t p u t 4 , n e u r o n + ) >
OATTLIST n e t w o r k i d NKTDKEN (IMPLIED
name ID (REQUIRED
« r i t e _ a s s l g n e d ?[boolean;>
<!ELEMENT i n p u t
<!ATTLIST i n p u t

EMPTY>
i d NMTOKBi * IMPLIED
name 1MTDXEN (REQUIRED
l i n i _ t o _ m a i n _ m e a b r a n 6 NMTOKEN (IMPLI£D>

<!ELEMENT o u t p u t
<!ATTLIST o u t p u t

EFCTY>
i d NMTOKEN »1>!PLIED
name NMTOKEt; (REQUIRED*

< ! —

* * * % * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * +* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
?

- - >

<!ELEMENT n e u r o n
<!ATTLIST n e u r o n

( s c i a , a*on , synapse*)^
i d JIMTDKEN SIMPLIED
na.ua NK70XEN (REQUIRED*
< i - - **********************w>****************+****++++**++♦****+*»*++**** —>
<lELEMENT U p EMPTY?
OATTLIST I t p t r a n s m i t t e r . a u b s t a a c e . i d
NKTDKEN (IMPLIED
' T h i s is in c o n t r a s t w i t h t h e p a r a m e t e r s in this thesis t h a t have been
p a r a m e t e r s found in t h e n e u r o b i o l o g y l i t e r a t u r e .
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emittajice.event
<j_-

Kboolean;>

**+*****************%*ifc**************************+*++****************

<!ELEMENT soma ( m a i n . m e m b r a n e , p o s t s y n a p t i c . m e m b r a n e * , l t p 7 ) >
<!ATTLIST soraa i d
NWOKEJJ ((IMPLIED
name NHTOKEN *REQUIRED>
< ! - - ******* ************************************++*****************■**++**
<!ELEME^T s y n a p s e (soma)>
clATTLIST synapse id
NMTDKEN SIMPL1ED
name
NMTDKEN
((REQUIRED
potential.threshold
NMTDKEN #RECUIRED
transmltter.substance.id NMTDKEN ((IMPLIED
ssal ttance.avent
'/.boolean;
link.to.other.neuron
NHTOKEN HIMPLIED
link_tD_DUtput
NMTDKEN »IMPLIED>
< ) - -

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * V * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

<!ELEKENT main.membrane (pump*, v o l t a g e . c h a n n e l * . r e c e p t o r . c h a o n e l * ,
d e f a u l t s concern; r a t i o n . c h a n n e l * ,
meir.brane.substance.csncentrat ion*)>
<!ATTLIST main.membrane
id
KHTOKEM -IMPLIES
name
KMTOKEN
((REQUIRED
temperature
NMTDKEN ((REQUIRED
i n p u t . p o t e n t i a l NMTDKEN SIMJ'L;ED>
<!-****************+**************************************.**************
<!ELEMENT postsynaptic^membrane (pumpfc.voltage.channel*, receptor_cb.annel*,
default_cODcentration_channel*,
metabolicreceptor* ,
mejr.bran9_ subs tance_concent rat 1011 + ) ?
<UTTLIST poscsynapcicmembrane id NMT0KEN ((IMPLIED
Dame
NMTDKEN
((REQUIRED
tamparaturs
NMTDKEN ((REQUIRED
LTP.output.set.member '/.boolean ;>
<[__

**********************%*****»****************************************

<Th'LEMENT axon Cajcon_membrane*)i
<!ELEMENT axon.membrane (pump*, voltage.channel*, receptor.chajjnal*.
default.concer.tration.channel*,
membrane.substance.conceatration*)>
<!ATTLI5T axon.membrane id
KMTOKEN ((IMPLIED
serial.Dumber
NMTOKEN SREQUTHED
temperature
NMTDKEN -(REQUIRED
input.potential NMTOKEN *IMPLIED>
< I -- + + + * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

<!ELEMENT pump EHPTY5
<!ATTLI5T pump id
name
link.to.substance
capacity
threshold
direction
C\--

KMTOKEN ((IMPLIED
NMTOKEN
#REQU1RED
NHTOKEN ((REQUIRED
NMTDKEN ((REQUIRED
NKTOKEN ((REQUIRES
(ilo) "i">

**********************.***********************************************

■CIELEMEXT v o l t a g e . c h a n n e l EMPTY>
<!A7TLIST v o l t a g e . c h a n n e l
id
NMTOKEN ((IMPLIED
name
NMTOKEN ((REQUIRED
link.to.substance
NMTOKEN ((REQUIRED
capacity
KMTOKEN' .REQUIRED
openess
NMTOKEN ((REQUIRED
t h r e s h o l d . p t ) t e n t i a ! NMTOKEN ((REQUIRED
t h r e s h o l d . d i r e c t i o n ( p [ n ) "p">
< [—

St***********-*********************************************************

'ELEMENT r e c e p t o r . c h a n n e l EMPTY?
<!ATTLIST r e c e p t o r . c h a n n e l i d
name
link.to_substance
capacity
opensss
link.to.molscule
blocktime
<!--

NMTOKEN
NHTOKEN
NMTDKEr;
NMTOKEN
NMTDKEN
NHTOKEN
NMTDKEN

((IMPLIED
((REQUIRED
((REQUIRED
(REQUIRED
((REQUIRED
((REQUIRED
((REQUIRED*

*********** ***********************************»*****■*******%*-*******

<!ELEMENT delault.concentratlon.channei EMPTY>
< ! ATTLIST def ault_conc:erttraT.ion_channeI
id
name
Uni.to.substance
capacity
openess
default.concentration

NMTDKEN
NMTOKEN
KMTOKEN
NMTOKEN
KMTOKEN
NMTDKEN

((IMPLIED
3REQUIRED
((REQUIRED
((REQUIRED
((REOUIRED
((REQUIRED)

< l - - ********* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * M X * * * * * * * > X * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

<!ELEMEXT metabolic.recaptor EMPTY>
c!ATTLIST metabolic.receptor
id
name

NHTOKEN ((IMPLIED
KMTOKEN ((REQUIRED

C.l.

DTD

link.to.nolecule
cims.blocked
rsceptor_event
<]--

NMTDKEK ((REQUIRED
NyTOKEN ((REQUIRES
V.bODlean;>

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * +* * * * * * * » * * * * * ■ * * » * * +* * * * * * * ♦ + * + - + * + + * * + * * * * *

<IELEMENT m e r o b r a n e _ s u b s t a n c e _ c o n c e n t r a t i o n EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST m e m b r a i ] e _ s u b £ t a n c e _ c o n c e n t r a t i o n
lijak.to.subBtanca.description
internal.concentration
external.concentration
< ! ELEf<ENT i n f o

(transmitter_substance*,

NfflfOKESI ((REQUIRED
1CT0KEN ((REQUIRED
NMTGKE.'i »REQUIRED>

receptor.molecule*,

<!--

-->

opanness_block_time

—>

OELEMENT n e o b r a n e , s u b s t a n c e EMPTY!
<!ATTLIST m e m b r a n e _ s u b £ t a n c e
i d NMTQKEN ((IMPLIED
name NHTOKEN ((REQUIRED
valence NMTOKEN SREQ'JIRED
gain KMTDXEN BREQUTRED>
dI--

***********+*»**************»***+*****#*********;**■**:**.* + * * * * * * * * * * * * *

-->

<"ELEMENT transmitter.substance EMPTT>
^ATTLIST transmitter.substance
id
NMTOKEN (IKPLIED
name
NMTOKEN *REQUIR£0>

<!— ********************************************************************* - - >
<!ELEMENT r e c e p t o r . m o l e c u l s EWTY>
<!ATTLIST r e c e p t o r _ m o l e c u l e
id
name
<! - -

NMTOKEN ((IMPLIED
NMTCKEN «REQUIRED>

************************************.**■*********»*******»*********** —>

OELEKENT o p e n n s B S _ b l o c k _ t i i t i e . i n d u c e d EMPTTD
i ! ATTLIST o p e n n e s s _ b l o c k _ t i j n e _ i n d u c e d
link.to.raceptor.molecule
NMTOKEN (IMPLIED
] i n k _ t o _ t r a n s m i t t e r _ s u b s t a n c e F&fHHSSH ((IMPLIED
mduced_openness_degre©
NMTOKEN ((IMPLIED
indueod_block_time
NMTQKEN SIMPL1ED>
< ] - - ********+++*+++*******+**********************+*********++**+********* - - >
<! ELEMENT links (lini;*)>
<!ELEMENT link EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST link from CDATA (IMPLIED
to
CDATA #IMPLIED>
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Appendix D

Implementations examples
In this appendix, examples are given of the possible implementation of the RealNeuron
using the C + + computer programming language.
In §D.l the C + + code is given, i.e. all the necessary header files and the definition
files, for the pump.
In §D.2 the example code is given for possible unit, tests that could be used in the
verification process of the pump implementation.

D.l
D.l.l

C + + Code
species.h

namespace Species
{
enum Ion {Begin, K - Begin, Na, Cl p Ejid};

>;

D.l.2

RNNException.h

#include <exception>
^include <string>
ttinclude <cxxabi. h>
class R?JNException{
s t d : ; s t r i n g m_message;
public:
RN iJ Except ion (const std : : s t r i n g ^message): n.message(message) O ;
RJWExcepti&n(const s t d : : s t r i n g inarae, const s x d : : E t r i n g ^message)
{
int s t a t u s ;
char + realname - abi: : __cxa_deraangle(fiaiiie.c_strO > 0, 0, Jistatus) ;
n_message = message +- " in " + realnacne;
free(real name);
};
v i r t u a l const char* what() const throv() { return m_message.c_str(): }

>;

D.1.3

pores.h

ftinclude "species.h"
class PorQs{
public:
Pores ( Species::Ion sigma, double gamma };
virtual " P o r a s O O ;
protected:
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double calcuia^eConcentraxiontdouble c i r double o /* , d t * / ) ;
Species—Ion m_sigma;
double m_ga0SftS;
private:
PoresC);

h

D.1.4

p o r e s . cc

siucLude "pores.h"
Pores::Pores( Species::Ion sigma, double gamma ) : m sigmaXsigma), m_gamma(gamma)
{

>
double Pores: :calculateCoGcan.tratiou(double ci, double o /+, dt*/)
{
return ci + o^m^gaasia/* * cU*/;
}

D.1.5

pumps.h

Uinclude "pores.h"
((include "species „b"
Sinclud^ <v6ctor>
class Pffinp : public Pores{
public:
enurr. Direction {in, out};
Pump(
Species::Ion sigma,
double gaiciEs, /// ionic flow rate mmol/s
double thetaT /// threshold value mmol/1
Direction phi /*,
double to)*/

);
double execute(Species::Ion Sigma, double ci/*, double L ) * / ) ;
pruvected:
private;
double r._theta;
Direction m^pbi;
/* double m_cO)*/
Pump ( >; / / / Make sure t h a t a d e f a u l t construction is not p o s s i b l e

h
typedef std;:vactor^Pump »

D.1.6

Pumps;

pumps,cc

Jf I n c l u d e "purr.p . h "
#include "RNNException.h"
Sinclude <typeinfos
Pump::Puttp(Species::loo a i ^ a , double gamma, double theta, Direction phi /», double tO)*/)
: Peres (si^ma, gamma), m_theta(theta), m_phi(phi)/»> m^tO(tO>!)+/
{

>
double Pump::execute(Speciee::Ion sigma, double ci / * , double s)*7)
{
lXCsigjla \— m_sigma)
throw ftNNEx.ception(typeidCthis) .nameO + s t d : :string( H I : sigma")) ;
/ / d t - t - TTj_tO
double o - (ci < m.tneta kk m_phi « in) ? 1.0 : ( (ci > ra.theta kk m_phi -- out) ? -1.0 : 0.0 ) ;
//m_c0 - t;
return calculateConcentration(ci, o /■*, dt*/);

>

D.2
D,2,l
•include

C + + Unit Test Code
pumpstest.h
<cppunit/extensions/HelperMacroE,h>

D.2.

C++ UNIT TEST CODE

Ifinclude "pump.h"
#include "RNMException.h"
/*■* Unit t9st for the pump implementation for the RealNeuron
^author Louwrence D Erasmus
class PumpTest : public CppUnit::TestFixture{
:PPUNIT_TEST_SU1T£( PumpTeet ) ;
CPPUNIT_TEST( testConstructor );
CPPUNIT_T£ST_EXCEPT10NC testExecutel, RNWEycoption ) ;
CPPOUIT_TEST_EXCEPTION( tsgt£xecute2, RNNExceptiOn ) ;
CPPUKIT.TESTC testExeeuta3 ) ;
CPPUKTT.TESTC testExecute4 ) *,
CPPUKIT_TEST( testExecutaS );
CPPUKIT_TEST( exit ) ;
CPPU:;TT_TEST_SUITE_END();
static bool flag;
Pump *Tr._pump_in;

Pump *tt^pump_out;
public:
void s e t U p O ;
void tearDovnt);
protected:
void testCon$tructor();
void testEzecutelO;
void testExecute2()j
void testExecute30 ;
void t*8tEx«cute40 ;
void testExecuteSO ;
void exit();

);
CPPUNIT_TEST_SUITE_RECISTRATION( PumpTast ) ;

D.2.2

pumpstest. cc

^include "pumptest.h"
bool PumpTest::flag = false;
void PumpTest::exit()

(
flag = false;
delete m_pump_iji;
delete m^pump.out;
CPPU«lT_A3SERT(true);
}
void PumpTest:: sotUpO
{
if (flag)
{
E_pump_ LD = oev! P u r n p O p o c i a s : -Na> 100, 2 0 0 , Pump: : i n ) ;
n_puirip_ouc = neu Pucip(Sp^*ies : :Na, 100, 2 0 0 , Pump: : o u t ) ;

>

}
void PumpTest: : cearDownQ
{
if(flag)
{
d a l e t e m„pump,ia;
d e l e t e m_pump_out;
}
m_pump_In - 0;
m_pump_eut = Q;
}
void
{

PumpTest::testConstructorC)
rr^pump^in =■ 0;
r:j„pujr!p_out = 0;
flag = true;
/ / Pump *a - new Pump; -> g i v e s a c o m p i l a t i o n e r r o r
Pump *a = netf PumpCSpecies: :Na, 100, 2 0 0 , Pump:: i n ) ;
CPPONIT_ASS£RT{ a ! = 0 ) :
d e l e t e a;

}
void PumpTest::test£xecutel()
{
m_pump_in->execute(Speciesi;C1, 100);

>
void PumpTest::teEtExacuta2Q

(
m_pmnp _ o u t - > B X B c u t a { S p e c i e s ::!-<, 100) ;
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}

void PumpTest: :test£xecuce30

i
CPPUNIT_ASSERT.D0ireLES_EQUAL(200, m . p u m p . i n - J e x e c u t e f S p e c i e s ; : N a , 1 0 0 ) , l e - 1 8 ) ;
CPPUNIT.ASSERT.DOUBLES.EQUALUOO, m _ W M p . 0 u t - > e x e c u t e ( S p 9 C i e s ; : Ka, 1 0 0 ) , l e - 1 6 ) :
}
void
{

PumpTest::testExecuts4(3
CPPUKIT_ASS£flT_D0l'BLES_EQUAL(5OO, m _ p u m p _ ± n - > e x e c u t e ( S p e c i e s : : N a , 5 0 0 ) , l e - l S ) ;
CPPU;;iT_ASSERT^DOUBLES.EQUAl(400, m . p u f f l p . o u t - > e x e c u t e ( S p 9 C i 9 S : : N a , 5 0 0 ) , l e - 1 6 ) ;

>
void PampTest::testExecute50

c
CPPUSIT_ASSERT.D0UELES_EDUAL(200, « _ j S w p _ l n - > » w e u t . e ( S p e c l s s : :Na, 2 0 0 ) , l e - 1 6 ) ;
CPPUNIT.ASSERT_DDUBLES EQUAL(200, m pump o u t - > e x e c u t , e ( S p s > c i e s : :Na, 2 0 0 ) , L e - 1 6 ) ;

)

Appendix E

Motivation for t h e bulb-end
soma
In §3.3, §4.2.3, §4.2.5 and §4.4.3, it is mentioned that no biological equivalent for a
bulb-end soma exists. In this appendix, a motivation is given for the legacy behind
this and to show that the function of the bulb end is not changed by this structural
definition.
This legacy is a result of the modelling being driven from the database model of
the RealNeuron, which made the object-orientated data model [144] simpler for
implementation in Postgresql. 1 This adds unnecessary structural complexity to the
mode) and should be eliminated in a future revision of the RealNeuron model.
If the description of the biological bulb-end is examined in [13, 41, Vl'b, 137, 158],
it is seen that the action potential anives from the axon at the bulb end. If the
potential of the bulb end is above a certain threshold then a vesicle releases a
neurotransmitter into the synaptic gap.
A bulb-end membrane has pumps and voltage gated channels that restore the steady
state potential of the bulb-end, in order to prevent it from releasing neurofcransmitters at following time steps. The parameters describing a bulb-end membrane are
the same as those in the structure for a main membrane.
From (he descriptions in {110]. a bulb end can have post-synaptic. membranes. The
metabolic receptors in the post-synaptic membranes mean that an LTP Function
can also be implemented for the bulb end.
If all the subcomponents' parameters of the bulb end are evaluated, then it is seen
that the parameters similar to the main membrane structure, the parameters for
the post-synaptic membranes and the parameters for the LTP function are the same
as for a soma.
Looking from a data model perspective at the parameters, and utilising the poten
tial of Postgresql's ability to use object-orientated data models, it follows that the
parameters from the bulb end can be saved in such a soma. structure,
The bulb-end soma modelling element does not change the functionality of the bulb
end.

1

ste )lttp://wwv.-.postgresql.org
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Appendix F

Simulation Implementation
Notes
This appendix describes how the RealNeuron network simulations have been imple
mented.
The RealNeuron is a hierarchical modular model and is implemented in a bottom-up
fashion. The ion concentration, membrane permeability and temperature parame
ters arc- from [28].

F.l

Implementing the calculating parts

The following process has boon used:
1. The pumps are implemented with (4.77) and (4.77), and use the following
parameters:
• 7 K = 300, 7/v« = 80, 7<r.'( = 65
• t)K = 345, BNu = 80, 6Ci = 05
• 4>K — in, <j>Na — ou^

4>vi =

ou

~t

2. The voltage-gated channels HIV implemented with (4.82) and (4.80), and use
the following parameters:
•

7K

= 300, -lNa = 80, fct '■ - 05

• "■/<•, nNa< & n d ftci a r e chosen to fire at the desired threshold potential in
the specific membrane
• <frx = minimum,

4>t\tu = "maximum.
+

• \K+]C = 10, [Na ]e = 455, [Cr]e

o<:! =

maximum

= 540

3. The receptor-gated channels are implemented with (4.82), (4 84) and (4.85).
and use the following parameters:
•

7K

= 300, 7/va = 80, 7c( = 65

• K/<, Kpta, and KCI = maximum
names

are set to the desired neurotransmitter

• ((, is set to the desired block time
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• Ob = 1

• [K+}K = 10, [/Vo + ] t = 455, [CJ-] e = 540
4. More than one metabolic rpceptor can be implemented in the same postsynaptic membrane- The metabolic receptors are implemented with (4.90)
and (4.91), and use the following parameters:
• ib is set to the desired block time
• T/J is set to the desired neurotransmitter names
5. The Nerust and Goldmanii equations are implemented with (3.7) and use the
following parameters:
. T = 279.45
• PK = 1.8. PNA = 0.07 and PCi = 0.8
. [/<"+]e = io, [Na+\, = 455, \Gl~\e = 540
6. More than one vesicle can be implemented in the same bulb end. The vesicle
is implemented with (4.67) and uses the following parameters:
• TV is set to the desired neuretransmitter names
• ply is set to the desired threshold potential
7. the rest of the components are implemented as described in chapter 4.

F.2

T h e nucleus interpositus cell's implementation

The nucleus interpositus cells post-synaptic membrane, that receives input from
N3, is configured in the following way:
1. The pumps are implemented with (4.77) and (4-77), and use the following
parameters:
. 7 K = 3000, 7A'a = 800, 7c( = t!50
. 6K = 345, 6Na = 80, eCi = 65
• <pK = in, <j>wa = out, <pci ~ out

2. The volt age-gated channels are implemented with (4.82) and (4.86), and use
the following parameters:
• 7A- = 3000, 7A-a = 800, 7C( = 605
• iri<. nNn, and TTfji are chosen to fire at the desired threshold potential in
the specific membrane
• <hk ~ minimumi

<pNa = maximum,

• [K+]e = 10, \Na+}e = 455, \Cr}e

(Pa —

= 540

maximum
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The Purkinje cell's implementation

The Purkinje cell is a special cell and holds the key to the classical conditioning
implementation. The LTP function inside the neuron gives the Purkinje cell its
short-term memory. Two LTP functions are implemented in this cell. The one
LTP implements the time window in which the two input signals should appear to
remember the association, and the second LTP implements the memory. This is
achieved by configuring two receptors at each post-synaptic membrane, The first
receptor has a block time ii equal to the desired time window size. The time window
LTP function (hen emits a specific neurotransinitter in the synaptic gaps to activate
the short-term memory. The second receptor ha.s a block time ((, equal to the desired
short term memory length and is activated by the specific neurotransmitter emitted
by the time window LTP function. This puts the Purkinje cell into a conditioned
state.

F.4

General notes

It is important to make sure that the amount of ions that flow into a cell is equal
to the amount that flows out of the eel! for a specific period. This is the equivalent
of the mass balance equation that needs to be adhered to in various disciplines of
science and engineering.
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Appendix G

C D - R O M Contents
The enclosed CD-ROM contains the following:

|~
I
I
I
I—
I—
|-I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

knowboticsystems
!— datenmodell-inmneuron.ps
!— inmneuron~fragen.pdf
'— lnmneuron-spezifik.pdf
lde-thesis.pdf
list.txt
papers
I— africon07-lderasmus2.pdf
I— africon07-lderasmus.pdf
I— A model of the Real Neuron - Erasmus.pdf
I— Part I White Paper.pdf
I— Physica-verlag.PDF
I— Real Neurons, A r t i f i c i a l - Erasmus.pdf
I— doeben-henisch_introrealneuron.pdf
'— eos.pdf

I— presentations
i
I-- 28.2.2003-PUKEEI.pdf
I
|-- africon07-lderasmus-RN-classical-conditioning
I
I-- africon07-lderasmus-RN-SN-compare.pdf
I
I-- A Model of the RealNeuron.pdf
I
I-- INCOSE.pdf
I
I— LDE-AFRIC0N04.pdf
I
I— Research Proposal for a Ph.D-L.D.Erasmus.pdf
I
I— mainzer Kl.txt
I
'— rnnpresentation.pdf
I — simulationReports
I
1— BulbEnd-biological-sinus.pdf
I
|-- MainMembrane-biological-sinus.pdf
I
I— MainMembrane.pdf
I
I— PoisonAndFoodGame-blue-and-red-balls.pdf
I
I— PostsynapticMembrane.pdf
I
I— Soma-biological.pdf
I
I— and2.pdf
I
|-- buffer.pdf
I
I— duckbug2.pdf
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I
1
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I — dugbug~xml-description.pdf
I — inverter.pdf
I — rootor.pdf
I — nand.pdf
I — nor.pdf
I — nucleusInterpositus.pdf
I — or.pdf
I — purkinje.pdf
I — sensor.pdf
!— spreadsheets
I I — BulbEnd-biological-sinus.ods
I I — MainMembrane -biological -sinus, ods
I I — MainMembrane.ods
I I — PoisonAtidFoodGame-blue-and-red-balls .ods
I I — PoisonAndFoodGame-blue-ball.ods
I I — PoisonAndFoodGarae-red-ball.ods
I I — PostsynapticMerabrane.ods
I I — Soraa-biological.ods
I I — and2.ods
I I — buffer.ods
I I — duckbug2.ods
I I — inverter.ods
I I — motor.ods
I I — nand.ods
I I — nor.ods
I I — nucleuslnterpositus.ods
I I — or.ods
I I — purkinje.ods
I I — sensor.ods
I e — xor.ods
'— xor.pdf
workCitedByOther
'— neural_networks.pdf
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